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Noffsinger
Is President,
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hri.
1)€eihltaA. Kanpa,

Murray High
Cheerleaders
Are Elected
Varsity Cheerleaders for
Murray High School have been
elected for the school year 197172, according to an announcement from the school.
They are Cindy Colson, Susan
Johnson, Leah Fulton, Jan
Purdom, Melissa Gilbert, and
Cathy Ifitthell.
Cindy,a junior, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Colson;
Man, a junior, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs.Charles Johnson; Le.ab,
a junior, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Fulton; Jan, a
sophomore, daughter of Mrs.
Mona Purdom and John N.
Purdom; Melissa, a sophomore,
daughter of Mrs. Bill Daugherty
and Don Gilbert; and Cathy, a
Madman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Phil tchell
The cheerleaders were selected
by members of the ball teams,
representatives from various
organizations, and faculty
members.

Rainy Tuesday Could
Spell Defeat For Ford
ccording To Pollsters
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ev. W. Fred Kendall II Speaker
First Baptist Church Sunday

FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI) —
Political forecasting, akin to
Steven Beatty and Aide Battle were first-place wieder* in the
eating the odds on horse races,is
jeffer
suPerin
t
ldrill
a C,
°f/Tce
L eNiteYaise
actitAt
cadre state of „Kentucky in the National French Contest held in
a hazardous business and at
sailer
Mrs.
School
students
study
Murray
High
annually. The
been principal of schools at
ff clod by many of the same
Rev.
W.
Fred
Kendall
II,
pastor
Lactile Aydin.
Ky., and Ft. Campbell,
variables.
of the First Baptist Church,
Ky.
Political Observers of both
Union City, Tenn., will be the
A native Kentuckian, Dlr.'
parties foresee that Democratic
speaker
at
the
10:45
a.m.
and
7:31
Noffsinger holds bachelor's ad
Primary Tuesday as:
p.m. services at the First Baptist
master's degrees from Western
—A light vote would favor
Church, Murray,on Sunday,May
Kentucky
University. He
former Gov. Bert T. Combs to
received the doctor of education
win
the
Gubernatorial
The minister will be speaking
degree from Indiana Univers*,
nomination.
invitation
of
the
by
pulpit comTwo students from the French Boone, Jr.; Debi Shinners, where he was a resew*
— A moderate to heavy turnout —
mittee composed of Stanford
Department of Murray High daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. assistant while pursuing doctosal
would swing the balance in the
chairman,
Andrus,
Marvin
School were first-place Kentucky Shinners.
studies.
direction of U. GOV. Wendell H.
Harris, Thomas Hogancamp,
winners and one other was an French III: Dixie Hook, As Phi Delta Kappa presided,
Ford.
Gus Robertson, Jr., and Dan
Honorable Mention recipient in daughter of Mi. and Mrs. B. B. be succeeds Dean Donald 1.
The last Democratic Primary
Shipley. Both services on Sunday
the National French Contest Hook; Kitty Milliken, daughter of Hunter of the School of
In 1987 resulted in a light turnout
broadcast.
be
will
taken at Bowling Green on April Mr.and Mrs. Charles B. Milliken. Education, who has headed
with 398,000 votes cast. In 1963,
Rev. Kendall, ,native of
3. The announcement was made All the winning students will Murray chapter since its iethere were 591,000 votes. In 1969,
Use Miller
attended
Baylor
Louisville,
this week by Miss Edith Minson, receive Certificates of Merit and stallation hi 1969.
there were 556,000 and in 1966,
University, -Waco, Texas,
of Cynthiana, state contest Anne Battle and Steven Beatty The April initiation of 10 Min
503,000.
B.
A.
degree
from
received the
director.
brought the chapter menden.*
Political observers view any
Union University, Jackson,
The swimming pool at the Anne Battle, daughter of Dr. will receive special awards from to approximately 100. Four states
vote over 500,000 as enhancing
Tenn., and the Bacrelor of
Calloway Country Club will open and Mrs. Guy Battle, was first the Cultural Services of the are represented in this chapter:
Ford's chances.
for place winner in the entire state in French Embassy.
Divinity, degree from the
d 10 a.m. Saturday, May
Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri,
The reasoning behind a light
Rev. W. Fred Kaden II
Southern Baptist Theological
the first time this season, Hunt the French IV division,This is the Schools other than Murray and Illinois.
vote favoring Combs is that the
Seminary, Louisville, in 1958.
010110Ck, chairman of the club's fourth year Anne has won a state High receiving top honors in the Other new officers are: Dr.
former Governor has the backing
He has served as pastor of the
drinunhig and tennis activities, award.
French IV division were: Hugh Oakley, vice-president
of the majority of courthouse and
Middleburg Baptist Church,
has announced.
- Steven Beatty, son of Dr. and Lafayette in Lexington, second (programs); Dr. William Ryan,
The 1971 Senior Class of political figures across the stateTenn.,
the
Cold
Middleburg,
Murray High School has -the staunch party supporters
Although the pool will be open Mrs. Durwood Beatty, was first and fourth places and Collegiate vice-president (membership);
Springs Baptist Church, Batfor the weekend,it will open May place winner in the entire state in in Louisville, third and fifth Dr. James Frank, vice-president Wives and guests of the tletown, Ky., and at the First dedicated its yearbook, The who can bring out the vote on
(projects);
James
Hall, members of Murray Klwanis
Tiger, to Assistant Principal election day from the party faith29 for the season on a day-to-day the French HI division. This is places.
Baptist Church, Bolivar, Tom.,
Leon Miller, according to an ful.
bails, he said, with hours from 10 the second year that Steven has In the French III division, other secretary; James Feltner, Club will be in for a treat next
1965,
before
his
from
1958
to
announcement made today.
a.m. until 7 p.m. for the weekend been a first-place state winner. winning schools were as follows: treasurer; James Whitledge, Thursday night at the tenth
In a moderate to heavy turnout,
Union
City.
pastorate
at
Anne Erwin, daughter of Mr. Sacred Heart, second place; historian; Dr. Joe L. Green, anniversary observance of the present
As they made the dedication, Ford would have a better chance
of the 39th only.
Rev. Kendall, son of Dr. and
and Mra. Hampton Erwin, won
newsletter editor; and Dr. Jules club in Murray, a club
co-editors Mary Winter and Mark because the organized courSwimming practice for the an honorable mention award in Davies County, Model High,
Mrs. W. Fred Kendall of Nash- Etherton said: "We have
Harcourt
and
Dr.
S.
M.
Richmond
High
and
Paducah
thouse vote would be offset by
spokesman said. A special dinner ville, Tenn., has served the
club's team will begin Tuesday, the French II division.
Matarazzo, faculty sponsors.
and entertainment will be at the denomination in many capacities dedicated The Tiger to a man non-aligned voters who may go in
June 1,after which the pool hours Dorothy McKenzie,daughter of Tilghman shared a four-way tie
Programs at the monthly Woman's Clubhouse.of Tehran,
who has served the Murray City Ford's direction.
will be from 9 a.m. until 11 a.m. Dr. and Mrs. Hollis S. McKenzie, for third place.
at the associational, state, and
meetings
feature
The Contest, sponsored by the dinner
Schools for 37 years. He has been The key to voter turnout is
deitraw dam
eouthiride
levels.
Among
these
le iefteferleiwn ached National Council of Teachers of prominent educators discussing
pin. dal.rfor club
subject, "Air are as current chairman of the a teacher, a guidance counselor, hard to determine. Some point to
11 a.m. until 7""ilasi
winner of the French I test, French is held in only three current problems in various .1ran, spoke on the
members and their families.
Plants" at the Board of Trustees of Union a principal and an assistant issues which may engender
Effect
on
Pollution
receiving a certificate of honor contest centers. The other two, phases of instruction and admeeting on Thursday night. He University, member of the principal. Through his guidance enthusiasm in the voters. Some
for her score.
large
besides Bowling Green, were the ministration.
attract
primarily with the harmful executive board of the Tennessee and understanding all of us have candidates
dealt
Other students taking the tests University of Kentucky at
effects of sulphur dioxide and Baptist Convention, member of achieved a higher plateau of followings by the strength of their
and the level in which they Lexington and the Assumption
photo chemical pollutants which the Christian Services com- learning. Therefore, in the truest personalities. But most of all,
participated are as follows:
High School in Louisville. Dr. C.
are caused from automobile mittee, member of the Board of sense of the word,this person is a there's the weather to be conFrench I: Peggy Visher, P. Brown was the contest
sidered.
exhaust."As little as 5 parts per Trustees of the Golden Gate man."
Two names were omitted in the daughter of Dr. Helene Visher director at Bowling Green.
Miller received a long, stan- The professional oddsmakers,
million
of
sulphur
dioxide
and
as
Seminary, San Francisco, Calif., ding ovation from the student
list of Murray people being and the late Dr. Visher; Maggie Adults who accompanied the Two persons, injured in acthe bookmakers who take illegal
recipients of the Silver Beaver Battle, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Murray students to Bowling cidents, were treated at the little as 2 parts per million of and member of the Baptist body and faculty of Murray High bets on the elctions, are either
photo
chemical
pollutants
will
Hospital
Trustees,
Memorial
Award by the Four Rivers Scout Guy Battle; Kathy Watson, Green for the test were Mrs. emergency room of the MurraySchool in assembly this week. divided on who will win or else
Council in the story in the Ledger daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John H. Hampton Erwin, Dr. Helene Calloway County Hospital on damage plants," Allameh said. Memphis, Tenn. He is a member The son of the late Mr.and Mrs. the partisans who have sought
Harold
Everszneyer
introduced
& Times on Thursday.
Watson.
Visher, Mrs.0. B. Boone,Jr., and Thursday, according to officials the _program. Vice-President of the Rotary Club.
Richard Miller, Miller was born them out are viewing the odds
The visiting minister is
French II: Diana Boone, Mrs. Lucille Austin, French
at the hospital.
Ellis Perry presided in the ab- married to the former Yvonne In Almo. After completing grade from different perspectives.
They were Ottis Valentine and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
teacher.
They were Larry Eldridge of sence of President Durwood
School, he went to high school and One Combs supporter said the
Everett Jones, who received the
they have two
Murray Route Three, treated for Beatty who was attending the Dugard and
college in Frankfort, receiving odds are 3 to 1 in Comb's favor
award for their special volunteer
and
thirteen,
children,
Rick,
multiple abrasions, and Mike President's Review at Murray
his degree from Kentucky State with a predicted margin of 30,000
work with Boy Scout Troop 45.
brother,
one
nine.
He
has
Scott,
College. During his eight years in votes. A Ford supporter said the
Latham of 530 South 6th Street, State University.
Dr. J. A. Kendall, M. D.
Frankfort, he made only two odds are 6 to 5 in favor of Ford
Murray, treated for an injur) of
Members of the congregation trips back home.
winning.
the left ankle. Both boys were
and friends of the community are He came to Douglass in 1933 as The organization of each
were
and
thirteen,
age
listed
at
WASHINGTON (UP!)—The and you can find many cases
services
on
invited to attend the
bike
a teacher and was principal for 22 candidate feels there has been
U.S. Chamber of Commerce where this is a starvation reported injured in motor
Sunday to hear Rev. Kendall, a years. He was coach for 28 years. enough enthusiasm produced by
accidents.
pledged full support, today to a level," he added.
said.
spokesman.
church
Mrs. Ruby Lassiter and Mrs. Democratic
the candidates on the basis of
A two car collision was incongressman's one- Ullman is a member of the
Joe Pat Lamb returned home last man effort to
turnouts at campaign rallies.
vestigated this morning at 12:40
scuttle the House. Ways and Means Comnight after attending the funeral welfare reform bill
729
Woodcraft
Of
Girls
Those outside the party say,
by
officers
of
the
Murray
Police
of the Nixon mittee headed by Democrat
of Mrs. Glen (Charlene Shultz) administration.
however, that little enthusiasm
Department. No injuries were
Wilbur
D.
Mills
of
Arkansas
Nucci of Hazel Park, Mich.
has been generated.
Will Meet Here Monday
listed on the report.
Both the chamber and Rep. and he admits he faces
The young woman,age 24, died Al Ullman of Oregon said
The Murray State University The Republicans conducted a
Cars involved were a 1970
the)? formiable opposition to his own
Girls of Woodman Woodcraft
suddenly at her home on would try to rally
A homecoming will be held at Rambler two door sedan owned 729 will meet Monday, May 24, at Amateur Radio Club held its poll to test the strength of
opposition welfare reform
bill. The
Saturday night, May 15. She and around "the dangers
of a cornmitte3 already has ap- the Hardin Pentecostal Church of by the Murray Democrat and six p.m. at the Woodman Hall for annual election of officers during Thomas D. Emberton, the Nunn
her husband, Glen Nucci, who
the May meeting at the Radio Administration's gubernatorial
guaranteed
annual
God on Sunday, May 23, at 1.30 driven by Dorothy Hagen Jen- a special meeting.
income."
proved nixon's plan.
survives, were married on June
Club on Chestnut.
candidate, and James Host, his
nings 'of 221 North 13th Street,
The bill they oppose would "But on the House floor, it's p.m.
of 1966. She was employed by the
All girls who plan to go on the William Call, WA4ZSJ, was running mate for Lieutenant
guarantee a family of four, or a different matter. I hope to The New Hope Singers from Murray, and a 1970 Ford four
Blue Cross Insurance Compagy.
Woodman trip in June are asked elected President; Bud Hodge, Governor, and the poll carried
an elderly couple, at least get a ruling to allow my bill as Festus, Mo., will be the featured door sedan owned by Jewell
to attend as papers will be given WB4FtXI, Vice President; Kathy some information on the
Deene
$2,400 a year.
Ellis,
University
Station,
an amendment," Ullman said. singers. The public is invited to
out for the trip. For information McNeely, WN4UVK, Secretary- democratic primary.
Mrs. Nucci's husband is the
Ullman has proposed a
Murray.
call 753-1910 or 753-5909.
grandson and nephew of Mrs. substitute bill that would Bootk,Said the chamber, attend, according to the pastor. Police said the Ellis
treasurer.
One source said the GOP poll
car was
Lassiter and Mrs. Lamb classify welfare clients either representing more than 5 Mrs. Marilyn Williams.
Two members received -their showed "A low level of interest in
parked
at
207
North
13th
Street,
respectively. Nucci is the son of as unemployable or employable million businesses, "would use
Novice Licenses7 Kathy Mc- either of the democratic canwhen Mrs. Jennings, going south
Mr. and Mrs. Enido Nucci of and would remove the latter all the resources at its
Hely, WNAINK and Bill Stokes didates-neither
stimulated
on North 13th Street, collided
command
to
see
that
members
Madison Heights, Mich.
WN4UXY. Dennis Clark received enthusiasm of the grassroots
from welfare roles and put of the House have an opportuniwith the Ellis car.
Survivors are her husband, and them into training or jobs.
his
Technician
License, Republican voter."
Damage to the Rambler was on
The Calloway County Council WB4UFG.
her mother, Mrs. Shultz of Hazel "More important to us, Mr. ty to consider and vote on the
The survey, according to the
the
right
front
on
and
to
the
Ford
proposal
by
Ullman."
Conits
hold
will
Education
on Drug
The Calloway County
Park, Mich.
, Plans for the Field JY source, did not attempt to
Ullman's proposal does not Ullman said he expects
the
left
rear.
final meeting of this school year, Emergency
servation Club will hold a trap
Funeral services were held include a guaranteed annual
determine how Combs was
Monday May 24 at 7:30 p.m. in Plans for
Wednesday at one p.m. at the income," said Arch N. Booth, congressional support "from shoot on Sunday..May 23. starting
the Field Day running against Ford.
Northerners
and
BOONE
COUNTY
SPEAKER
Southerners
the
of
Room
Conference
the
at twelve noon.
Hoperoft Funeral Home, Hazel the Chamber's executive vice
Emergency Exercise were
Former Gov. A. B. (Happy)
who recognize the dangers of a
County discussed. The date for this
Calloway
A club spokesman said a Dr. Ralph A. Tesseneer, tor- Murray
Park, Mich. Burial was in a president.
who is seeking his third
Chandler,
guaranteed annual income."
Remington 1100 shot gun ;411; be merly of Murray, vice-president Hospital. All members are urged exercise will be June 26th and term as governor SO an inLutheran Cemetery there.
Ullman told newsmen at a
given away. All members and the for academic affairs at Northern to attend.
27th. Several sites were dependent candidate, agrees
briefing called by the .chamber
Any civic group or organization recommended: Fenton Overlook, that there is a lack of voter enpublic are invited to attend
Kentucky State College, will be
that a guaranteed income would
the speaker at the com- wishing to attend or send a Jennie Ridge in LBL; City Park, thusiasm in the primary.
and
be
most inflationary
mencement exercises at the representative is also urged to de Murray; Fairgrounds, Murray. "From the information I get
dangerous
for
the
terribly
The Pony League will have a
Boone
County High School on so. The meetings of the drug The site will be decided upon at across the state, it looks like Ford
country.
council are open to the public and the June meeting. Seven
May 31.
Fair weather will prevail "If we go down this 'road, you work day at the Pony League and
is gaining on Combs," Chandler
young people are encouraged to Directors will be appointed:
Colt
League
fields
in
the
City
aCross
Kentucky
ttirough haven't seen anything yet," he
told UPI. "Combs has lost some
attend.
Park
on
Saturday, May M.
BREAKING THE RANK
Members of the Murra) F
Saturday with no important said. "You open up the
Station, Antenna, Power, ground since the campaign
LAS VEGAS, Nev. UPI)—
temperature changes. Highs Treasury to the working poor All boys having Pony League Department used the Wiwi.Operations, Publicity, Tran- started and it could be anybody's
The International Hotel Casino ENTHUSIASTIC ATHLETES
today mostly in the 70s. Lows and everybody starts playing uniforms are asked to please turn one of the trucks to extingui,h
sportation, and Food-Shelter.
race come next Tuesday."
says somebody took green 81 ST. LOUIS, Mo. 1UPI1—Two
-tonight mostly in the 50s.. Highs the game. And with a principle in the uniforms to Barry Polston, flames on a couch in the
The weather may transcend all
chips from a Northern Nevada prisoners at the City Workhouse
Saturday mostly upper 70s and once established, you've got to Murray Recreational Director, at Elta Mathis at 509 Elm
other factors in determining the
PADUCAH SPEAKER
the City Park by Saturday.
low 80s.
Murray, on Thursday mon,,bi it casino and changed the center took a home run seriously
election day vote. A rainy day
go along with increases.
Dr.
Donald
Rye,
director
of
the
softball
insert to convert it into the $25 during a Thursday
•
could spell defeat for Ford and
"After all: $2,400 is a start.
Testing
Center,
Murray
State
Speaks Saturday
game.
No other damage was re;,, J 1'111 chips of the hotel.
EXTIFED OUTLOOK
victory for Combs since voters
University,
will
be
the
guest
ONE CITED
clark County Sheriff's Offi-c
in the house.
Police said the men chased
seldom
turn out in large numbers
ers said Thu rsd a y that the the home-run ball to a fence, speaker at the annual Bois Night when the weather is inclement.
One other person was cited for Julian Carroll; who seeks the Thursday afternoon
Chance o showers Sunday and
dinner
by
the
American
Business
Democratic
nomination
for
I,t. firemen were called out tvi ' 11 hotel lost about $8,000 to then followed it over and kept
ending from the West speeding by the Murray Police
The Kentucky Post and TimesWomen's Association, Duchess
'
Monday
"'late
Tuesday. Mild days and cool Department on Thursday. Governor, will speak aver Radio grass fire on a vacant lot 0.11 n counterfeiters over the weekend going.
Star
of Covington predicted in its
held
Chapter, Paducah, ..to be
and is using Dunes Hotel chips
nights Sunday through Tuesday. Earlier that morning Lea other Station'. WNIIS -to the people of Street just off South 16th
They were captured a short
Thursday %ditions that Combs
Saturday
evening
at
the
Ramada
Murray
and
Calloway
for
County
on
cited
until the counterfeiters are time later in Bellefontaine
Lows in the 5l* and 60s. Highs in persons had been
The calls were at three
. r,
.2
would carry the state- by the
_
Saturda 111).
1-r-8.711r-rrtit7
speeding
afgnhendeil.
30-3-;1117
the 70s.
e m eler
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Two Murray Students Win
In State French Contest

23.

Calloway Pool To
Be Open Saturday

Yearbook
Dedicated
To Miller

22,

Ahnad Allameh Is
Kiwanis Speaker

Names Omitted In
Scout Award List

Young Woman Dies
Suddenly At Home

Two Boys Treated
After Accidents

Chamber To Support Scuttling
Of Nixon Welfare Reform Bill

Two Car Collision
Is Reported Here

Amateur Radio Club
Names New Officers

Hardin Church To
Have Homecoming

Trap Shoot Planned
By Club On Sunday

The Weather

Work Day Planned
By The Pony League Firemen
Answer
Call To Home Here

Drug Education
Council To Meet

v.
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The Almanac
-By Uatted Press International
Today is Friday, May 21, the
141st day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
morning
The
stars
are
Merucry, Venus, Mars, Jupiter
Every way of a man is right in his own eyes: but the Lord
and Saturn.
pondereth the hearta-Proverba 21:2.
There is no evening star.
God judges us by our motives!
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Gemini.
On this day in history:
In 1832 what is considered to
be the first Democratic National Convention was held in
Baltimore.
In 1881 Clara Barton organized the first American Red
...vv!ekvxv9faRhstov-we vavv.i'vE
Cross in Washington.
In 1941 President Franklin D.
Roosevelt proclaimed "an unlimited state of national emergency" -seven months before
Pearl Harbor and U.S. entry
*FRIDAY
into World War H.
In 1948 President Harry S
Truman sent a special message
to Congress proposing statehood
for Alaska.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGRZ & TIMM "ILI
Elvis Broach of Orlando. Fla., died yesterday. He is a former
resident of this county.
The Murray Jaycees won awards at the state meeting at
Louisville. Attending from here were Bill Pogue, Harold Beaman,
Z. C. Enix, L. W. Smith, Dr. J. D. Outland, Jim Irby, and Don
Gilbert.
Visitors from the Paris, Tenn.,country club will be entertained
at the Calloway County Country Club on May 24 for golf and a
luncheon.
A map showing the six voting precincts in the City of Murray is
published today for the benefit of voters in the primary election on
May 23.

20 Years Ago Today
LADORZ

TOMS PILE

Tommy Hale,son of Mr.and Mrs. Elvie Hale,and junior at the
Murray Training School, won the 880 yard run in the state track
meet hell in Lexington.
Ground breaking ceremonies for the new College Presbyterian
Qiurch will take place tomorrow at three p.m, at the site of the
new building at 16th and Main Streets. This will be a large addition to the present building.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter, W. B. Tolley, R. L Cooper, Robert.
Smith, and W. B. Moser attended the district convention of the
Lions Club held yesterday at Kentucky Dam State Park.
Miss Jo Ann Hendon was chosen as Junior-Senior Prom Queen
at Murray State College. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Graves Hendon.

Isn't It The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.
A woman in love has stars in her eyes. Once
married, she learns that it would have been better if
she had kept her eyes down to earth.
"Stay me with flagons, comfort
me with apples: for I am sick of love."
—Solomon's Song II, 5
111111.1111.11MMINIM.601114
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Tight secun
at LBJ Library
$12.6 million 8-story building
to be dedicated Saturday
AUSTIN, TEX. (UPI) The Secret Service has ordered tight security for Saturday's dedication of the
$18-6-millien Lyndon B. Johnson Library to be attended by the nation's top three political leaders-President Nixon, Vice President Spiro T. Agnew and
Home Speaker Carl Albert.
The library sounds and the University of Texas
campus will be cordoned off by city and campus
? police and Secret Service agents. Only adout 3000
specially invited guests will be permitted behind
s ropes for the dedication and library tour.
NIXON WILL GIVE the main speech at the
30-minute dedication, which will be broadcast live
nationwide at 12:30 p.m. EST Saturday. Agnew and
Albert-the next two man in line to the presidency
t -will be nearby.
Promoters cal it "an sid-style family reads. sf
national ie-adership ever the last 31 years."

vss•

El.

The ceremonies will mark the official conveyance
of Johnson's 31-million-page collection of documents
to the National Archives. The papers span Johnson's
Antaiar public service mew and include everything
t" from top-secret matiorins and orders to handlettered get-well cards from embed children.
•

E

THE LIBRARY IS an eight-story budding with
windowless, sloping walls of Italian travertine_ Admirers describe it as "modern. monolithic. strong and
challenging" Cntics say it looks like an "Egyptian

E-

Before the ceremonies begin. Johnson and his
; wife Lady Bird will guide the Nixon on a
special
tour of the library
The Plums are scheduled to arrive at nearby
Bergstrom Air Farce ,Bese Saturday morning and go
by helicopter to the university campus. They will
leave manediately after the ceremonies. Other dignitaries will remain for an outdoor barbeque luncheon
and afternoon tours of the library.

Sen Barry Goldwater (R. Ariz.i will be among the
E.7 guests. but the gathering will be predominantly
Democratic
Albert ID , Okla
Sens Hubert H Humphrey D
Minn.), Edmund Musitie, (D . Mainci and Birch Bayh
(D., Ind I and former Johnson Cabinet members
Dean Rusk, Orville Freeman, Arthur Goldberg. Wilt lard Wirtz, Lawrence O'Brien and Marvin Watson
we expected to attend
• v•-•
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Products that are toxic or
flammable should be stored
in the original containers and
well out of reach of children.
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Poetically
Speaking

THE
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Union Goof
When Mike was fired from

BY TOM PERKINS

Folks, If You Want To See Your Church Grow, Read This

Dad is best at giving advise, especially in areas that
are very
little understood. Dad finds it a bit difficult to
become deeply
involved in church life, but this doesn't seem to
bother him too
much. I asked him ont time why hd didn't become
more involved.
I really wasn't prepared for his answer. He
said, "Well, if I
become too involved this will destroy my objectivity.
I feel that I
can say more,and be a better authority, if I keep
my distance. If I
get too involved I might get lost in all the facts."
My Dad is an
honest man. You have to admit that only an
honest man, with
great dedication, would remain out of the
church so he could instruct it with objective authority.
Now that it is an established fact that he is
in an ideal position to
give advice, all you preachers and
interested workers listen
carefully. Dad said he has noticed a great
increase in the interest
of sports of all kinds. He said this is
especially true in the church.
Many churches have good recreationa
l programs with table
tennis, volley ball, and soft ball teams. These
are all good,and the
church is headed in the right direction, but
for the most part they
have not gone far enough. Now,every church
wants to grow. Dad
said that it didn't take a person with double
vision to see that they
are having difficulty reaching their
goal. The whole problem Is'
they are not going about it in the right way.
NO LISTEN, HERE'S
THE ANSWER. Dad said the churches
should give SCHOLARSHIPS for all their sport teams. Give enou,i
SCHOLARSHIPS
and you will have a full house.
Dad said the financial problems of hIchurcts
could be solved
just as easily. "Simply charge the regular
members to see the
sports."

his
job as a mechanic, the company
cited -incompetence" as the reason. But Mike thought the real
reason was prejudice. At his request, the union started the grievance machinery in motion.
Eventually, the arbitrator ruled
against him. But Mike, still not
satisfied, decided to file a damage
suit against the union itself.

"They just didn't try hard
enough." he argued in court. "At
the arbitration hearing, the union
reopresentaiOes didn't even know
the facts of my case. Furthermore. they forgot to tell me the
date of the hearing. so I wasn't
even there. They also forgot to
keep record of proceedings"
1he court decided that the
union had indeed fallen down on
its sib and would have to pay
damages to Mike. The judge said
a union must show reasonable
diligence in standing up for the
rights of its members.

I'm little, and my conclusion is the major
leagues are going to
be unhappy when they read this.
-Bob Little
A COMMENT
Creaking, the water bucket comes,
dripping
to the lips of thirsty men,
remarkable
how clear the water touches salty skin,
and they go men
through fields of crape paper flowers.
-Thomas O. Perkins

BLOW YOUR HORN
Sunny day. You play
When the sun is out.
It's warm outside.
When it's dark it's cold.
I have a horn you can blow
In the sun.
William Smith (6 years old)
First Grade, University School

DAY'S END

Frogs, in joyous Jamboree
Make contrapuntal Harmony
Moon-rays gleaming, through old trees,
As a soft and lazy breeze
Wafts from out the Meadow's sweep
Scents of new-cut hay. rich and deep,
With day's work done,'tis good to rest . . .
To feel ... to KNOW ... how truly weareblest

1311

Most courts agree. However,
that does not mean a union is
liable every time a member's
grievance is turned down. As a
practical matter, the law gives a
union considerable leeway in deciding how to handle a particular
grievance.
In another case, involving a
discharged welder, the union
flatly refused to ask for arbitration at Ill. When the man took
the matter to court, the union
pointed out that he had repeatedly failed to show up for work.
Thereupon, the court held that
the union was exercising a legitimate discretion iss not mining up,,,
fight. A union - that pushes
weak grievances, said the court,
would soon lose its effectiveness
in 'pushing strong grievances. '
Furthermore, a union may
even be justified in favoring one
group of members at the expense
of another. Thus:
Two companies merged, raising questions of job seniority
among their respective employees.
Negotiating with management,
the union ported- out a compromise that left some men out
of work. Could these men hold
the union liable for "failing to
represent" their interests?
No, said a court, so long as
the union had acted in good
faith. The judge said:
"The complete satisfaction of
all who are represented is hardly
to he expected."
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Court holds trio to fury
23. Evansville. Ind , and his
sister. Minnie. 25, of Princeton
The two men were ordered held at the Penitentiary without bond. The
Hollowell woman was freed
under $3000 bond
At the hearing, Williamson's widow testified she
was in the drugstore when
a man entered and made a
purchase, then demanded
money. She said she ran
outside and heard shots inside the store. Williamson
was shot in the chest and
ted later that night.
*6••** a***********************

EDDYVILLE
'Three persons tharged in
the May 8 shooting death
-of 'Princeton druggist Eugene Wilhamson have been
ordered held to the June
term of the Caldwell County grand jury after a bear rig at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary.
Officials said the hearing
at the maximum
was held
security' prison for the safety. of theaccused.
Charged were: Harry C
Galbreath, 26, Clarksville,
Tenn.: Lander Hollowell
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il'ireflies glinting, flashing by,
In the dusky, twilit sky.

Leading Bette
National Long
GAB R
Garr, AU
38 159
Davis, LA
38 150
Mays, SF
34 118
MIllan,Atl
37 146
Brock, St.L
36 146
Staub, Mont
30 106
/Mart, Chi
38 154
Torre, St.L
37 138
May, Cin
24 84
Sinunns, St.L 36 130
American Leal
0. AB R
Oliva, Minn
30 124
Murcer, NY
34 123
Smith, Bos
34 135
Killbrw, Minn 36 134
Ftalchrt, Chi
29 18
Toyer, Minn 16 152
Rojas, KC
38 146
Holt, Minn
34 96
Ytrski, Boa
34 116
Schnal, KC
38 123
Home Runs
National Leagie: At
Bench, Ciri and Starge
Cepeda, All, Williams
Bonds, SF 11.
American
League
Mbm 10; Powell, B
and Horton, Det, Otis
White. NY 7.
Runs Batted 1
National League:
Pitt 33; Aaron, All :
Chi n; Mays, SF 2
St.L 26.
American League:
MInis 30; Banda,
Powell, Balt and Petri
25; Yastrzemski, Boa
Pitching
National League:
Oil 8-2; Dierker,
Carlton, St.L and Ma
6-2; six tied with 5.
American League:
9-1; Siebert, Boo 741
Oak 7-2; McNally an
Bait 6-2; Lolich, Det f

Mule deer are so called
because of their large mule-like
ears.

cosA's Ecorkorl\-\

By: Alney Allbritten 1 Norrell
170 $O. Madistips_. •
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Major Lea!
Leaders

A thought for today: British
writer Richard Garnett said,
"The three eldest children of
necessity: God, the world and
love."

•

Spectators will be admitted to the air base Is
watch the arrivak sad departures if the Mums.
Aprils and ether government officials such u
Secretary if State William Rogers asd Treasury
Secretary Jon B. Connally.
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"JOE'IS A TRIUMPH!

The cast is nothing short of perfect.
The story is a rip-snorter.
lioe'is a 'this minute' film: a movie
truly of our times and demanding
to be seen this minute."
—Judith Crest. New York Magazine
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Car-Hopping Could Be Main
Word At Indy Raceway Today
INDIANAPLLIS, Ind. (U1-'1)
—Car-hopping could turn out to
be the main word today as
"hot" drivers attempt to find
the right car which might give
them the chance to make the
55th Indianapolis 500,mile Auto
Race May 29.
With only one day remaining
for practice before the beginning of the final weekend of
qualifications, drivers who have
not been getting their Machines
up to the speed considered
"safe" for the time trials go
looking for new racers.
The rush for speed began
Thursday as 24 cars went to the
24mile oval and only two of
them were cars already quail-

fled.
Rookie Steve Krisiloff, Parsippany, N.J., a teammate of
1969 Indianapolis winner Mario
Andretti, Nazareth, Pa., was
the fastest of any of the
drivers. He posted an average
of 171.854 miles per hour in the
Andy .Granatelli-owned
machine, indicating he was nearing qualifying speed.
Wally Dallenbach, East Brunswick, N.J., followed in the
speed chase at, 171.6 m.p.h.
Others making quick circuits
were Mel Kenyon, Lebanon,
Ind., 169.332; Sammy Sessions,
Nashville, Mich., 168.729; Denny Zimmerman, Glastonbury,
Conn., 167.296, and John Mah,ler Bettendorf, Iowa, 167.442.
Four-time race winner A. J

Foyt, Houston, Tex., was the
quickest of the two qualified
drivers using the track to test
race day setups. He was timed
at 170.358 fliPJI. With-Tull gas
tanks. Foyt's teammate, Donnie
Allison, Hueytown, Ala., was
the other qualified driver out
and running at 165-plus.
The day was the last any
"rookie" could legally complete
any refresher test and be
certified as eligible for time
trial runs. Beginning driver
tests were terminated Wednesday, but any driver who had a
20-lap refresher could complete
it. Dee Jones, Phoenix, Ariz.,
finished Thursday.
Jones was the 16th rookie to
be certified. Three have already qualified for the race.

Blancas and Knudson
Are Leaders, Colonial

FRIDAY—MAY 21, 1971

Murray Wins District
Baseball Championship
The Murray High Tigers won
the district baseball championship yesterday with a 5-2
victory over the Benton Indians.
David Hughes blanked Benton
on one hit through six innings
befOre the Indians got their two
runs on two hits in the last of the
seventh. By that time the Tigers
had already marked up five runs
on the scoreboard.
The winners got two runs in the
fourth on Brown Crouch's leadoff
single, Johnny Rayburn's triple

By MIKE RABUN
best chance to move into first
UPI Sports Writer
place. He fired the front nine in
FORT WORTH, Tex. (UPI)— a record-tying 31 strokes, but
Homero Blancas, a product of immediately double-bogeyed the
the University of Houston golf 10th hole and had to be happy
factory, makes a run at the big with a 68.
money every now and then Crenshaw, by far the favorite
during the year, but when he with the gallery and playing in
gets to Texas he goes berserk. only his third tournament with
Blancas made a run at the professionals, moved to within
Byron Nelson Golf Classic to a stroke of the lead before he
Dallas two weeks ago, was a three-putted the par-4 15th.
contender last week at Houston
and Thursday went out and
fired a three-under-par 67 to tie
for the first round lead of the
$125,000 Colonial National Invitation Golf Tournament with
Canadian George Knudson.
That twosome had a onestroke lead over lesser lights
Bert Greene, Fred Marti and
Leading Batters
mean a thing," said Kasko
By JOE CARNICELL1
Jack Montgomery.
National League
By MILTON RICHMAN
minutes or so before they
after his Boston Red Sox
UPI
Sports
Writer
Another
stroke
back
at
oneG. AB R. H. Pct.
UPI Sports Writer
actually came together again.
It's an old baseball axiom prepped for tonight's important
Garr, AU
38 159 31 64 .403 PHILADELPHIA (UPI)—Jim "I thought I had you in the under-pdr 69 were five players
series opener against the
Davis, LA
38 150 24 58 .387 Ryun, the world's foremost final straight," Ryun said to including amateur sensation that the secret of winning a
Baltimore Orio*s with a 5-2
pennant
is
to
break
even
with
Ben
Crenshaw, a Freshman at
Mays, SF
34 118 25 43 .364 'miler, kept rubbing his eyes.
Liguori. "You looked a little
victory over the New York
37 146 16 52 .356 This wasn't the involuntary heavy. I tried to move and the the University of Texas who your contenders and beat the
Millan,AU
Yankees. "I just don't want to
Brock, St.L
36 146 30 52 .356 act of a man who couldn't bring same thing happened to me." finished seventh last week at also-cans consistently but Eddie
come out any worse than I go
Kasku has different feelings.
Houston.
30 106 20 37 .349 himself to believe what he had Liguori nodded.
Staub, Mont
"Those old sayings don't in. All I want to do is win more
Beckrt, Chi
38 154
52 .338 just seen.
"I know what you mean," he The others clipping par were
games than they do, that's all.
former
Colonial
37 138* 46 .333 It was, instead, the deliberate said. "It looked
Torre, St.L
winner
Dave
like
a
Stockton, Jerry Heard, Bert
24 84 11 28 .333 act of a man who was trying to stumbling contest."
May, Cin
Simmns, St.L 36 130 16 43 .331 get the blood in his head It looked like nothing of the Yancey and Chuck Courtney.
Billy
Casper and
American League
Gary
circuiting properly again, the sort to those watching, an
O. AB R. H. Pct. act of a man trying to breathe when marty Liguori said what—Player, both returning to the
30 124 27 50 .403 a little more deeply so that he did to Jim Ryun after tour after lapses of three and
01Iva, Minn
Murcer, NY
34 123 28 46 .374 maybe the pain in his side Sunday's race it was simply four weeks, respectively, both
34 135 24 45 .31 might abate a bit, the act of a one fine competitor paying his shot
73s.
Smith, Boa
Casper's
round
included his first four-putt
Kinbrw, Minn 36 134 15 44 .328 man fighting to hold back the sincere respect to another.
Raichrt, Chi
n 18 11 35 .324 feeling of nausea in the pit of Liquori's 3:54.6 was his best green in 13 years.
Tovar, Minn 18 152 22 49 .322 his stomach.
ever and Ryun finished so close Blancas got down birdie putts
36 146 21 27 .322 What had been billed as the behind that he was clocked in of 1'.2, 10 and 35 feet against no
Rojas, KC
ocean tide, perhaps breaking a
bogeys, and salvaged two other
34 96 8 30 .313 super mile turned out to be the same time.
Holt, Minn
By PAUL CORCORAN
bit more than in the past but
34 116 29 36 .310 precisely that in the Martin The figures did not approach pars with super bunker shots.
Ytriski, Bos
Copley News Service
still resonant. His gestures are
Schaal, KC
38 123 20 37 .301 Luther King games at Franklin Ryun's world record of 3:51.1 Knudson, meinwhile, had an
like those of an awkward bird,
Home Runs
Field here Sunday.
and Liguori was asked how even better putting round.
LOS ANGELES — Nothing „displaying big, gnarled hands
National Leagie: Aaron, AU, Thick sheets of rain which much the time meant to him He rolled them in from 4, 3, about Casey Stengel should that
made him a fine defensive
Bench, Cin and Stargell, Ptt 13; fell until almost noon threa- compared with beating Ryun, 30, 5 and 25 feet for birdies and surprise you, but the old player a half-century ago.
Cepeda, AU, Williams, Chi and tened to turn the dream mile whom he practically sent into sank saving par putts of 6 and 8 gentleman is still so unYet he has his quiet,
Bonds, SF 11.
between Jim Ryun and Marty retirement with a beating in feet.
predictable that he throws as reflective moments, and can be
"I guess you could say I good a curve as any pitcher he as coherent as the next man.
American
League: Oliva, Liguori into somthing more like Miami two years ago.
rather
Minn 10; Powell, Bait, Cash a nightmare but the rain "I can't see too much putted
well," said ever managed.
He is not, in other words, any
Knudson, whose best finish this
and Horton, Det, Otis, KC and stopped before the meet got excitement running against
After knowing and respecting more the fool at 79 than Yogi
the
White. NY 7.
underway
who clock," said the outgoing 21- year has been llth place in the the ;'9-year-old Charles Dillon Berra is at 45. To be sure, his
and
those
Runs Batted In
of Champions. Stengel for 20 years, this writer use or lack of use of proper
attended saw the kind of duel year-old Liguori, a Villanova Tournament
National League: Stargell, they aren't ever likely to senior and resident of Cedar Knudson had to sink a 25-foot never ceases to be alternately names is confusing but his
befuddled, amused and oc- voice is husky and even. It is
Pitt 33; Aaron, AU 32; Santo. forget.
Grove, N.J. "In my mind, a putt on the final hole just to
Chi 29; Mays, SF 27; Torre, Six. others also .2vere in. the four-minute mile looks the save a bogey and tie for the casionally perplexed by him. Stengel the businessman
St.L 26
At a recent major league talking, not Casey the clown,
race but actually they were so same as 3:51 if you're out there lead.
and you get the feeling he
American League: Killeheutit., yawl' window trimming. The
by yourself. I feel I don't care Of the threesome in second beleball dinner, for example, really doesn't appreciate it
Banda, Oak 26; people had come to see only
30;
Minn
place,
Montgomery
Casey
had
the
paused
by
the
table
at
if it's a four-minute mile or a
Powell, Bait and Petrocelli, Boa two men—Ryun and Liguori.
whiAh I was sitting. Graciously, when someone laughs if he
five-minute mile. To me, if two another question.
he said, "Thanks for the extra makes a verbal slip in such a
25; Yastrzemski, Boa 23.
They were the ones who made guys are struggling down
the
Liguori laughed some more. tickets." I had no idea what he situation.
Pitching
it the super mile.
backstretch, with both of them
At home, his relationship
"It proves to me I'm the best was talking about as he moved
National League: Jenkins, When the race was over each
revealing a lot of themselves, on May 16th and that's about toward the head table, until it with his wife of 46 years, Edna,
Chi 8-2; Dierker, Hou 6-1; headed in different directions
their desire to win the race, it," he said.
dawned on me that I had not is a very special one. When she
Carlton, St.L and Marichal, SF up the track. Liguori turned
then that's where the excite- Liguori is good with figures. had to use dinner tickets and was ill early this year, Stengel
6-2; six tied with 5.
and began walking counter- ment is in track."
He knows he has beaten Jim that Casey was able to get them was both concerned and
American League: Blue, Oak clockwise. Ryun, feeling plain
And that's where it was at Ryun three times now in 11 for friends without my preoccupied. She has been with
9-1; Siebert, Bos 7-0; Hunter, rotten, lingered near the finish
him through the best and worst
Franklin Field Sunday.
races and likewise knows that knowing.
Oak 7-2; McNally and Palmer, line awhile and then started
"It's not beating the other averages out to .273 against
Stengel, who rode with his of times, and the Stengels have
Balt 6-2; Lolich, Det 6-3.
moving off the track and onto guy," Liguori tried explaining,
devoted wife, Edna, in a bus had plenty of both.
Ryun's .727.
the infield so that it was five "it's triumphing over yourself
But, as was the case with
from
downtown Los Angeles to
Marty Liguori out-runs Jim
that's more important. Remem- Ryun now and then; he never the Beverly Hilton Hotel for the architect Frank Lloyd Wright
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
dinner, was in rare form that in his twilight, good things are
ber, there were a lot of runs him down.
TRADE WITH
'light. Inspired by a touch of happening for Casey and he is
circumstances involved today.
,pirits, and with lung power getting the public attention all
.For example, he had to fly in
that
endures despite his ad- men who have been successful
here from the West Coast; I
vancing
years, Stengel rattled long for.
just had to drive down a little
And then, when it becomes
off a series of anecdotes that
way from my dorm."
had everyone in the house overpowering, Stengel always
he
whether
Liguori was asked
aughing, breathless or both. can withdraw to his bank office
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
felt he had triumphed over
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
When Casey speaks at a or home and reflect on a sport
himself by beating Ryun.
he has given so much,
"Service Built Our Business"
imner, or to a group of friends, to which
"I don't know," he laughed.
adrnits owing a
there is no continuity to what he and which he
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
"I can't look at it in totality."
is saying. There is, in other career unparalleled in baseball
NEW OR USED CAR
history.
"Does this at least prove to
words, no thread.
you you're the best?" came Local contests for the Official
In
one
breath
he
may
be
..Major League Baseball Pitch Hit
talking about his Glendale
and Throw Competition (PH&T
tAank, in the next about the
will be held on May 23 at Murra:,
-Vnazin' Mets, and in the next
City Park in the Colt League About
"that feller" who played
Field.
..enter field for him with the
All boys, age 9 through 12, who Yankees i a fairly well-known
chap named Mickey Mantle),
have registered for PH&T are
eligible to participate in the, But there really are two
contests. Registration will Casey Stengels; the private
Casey is reluctant to play the
continue through May 23.
buffoon he appears to enjoy
PH&T is a nationwide youth performing as baseball's
"Now your son has the chance to experience and each boy competes only against boys
program sponsored by Major Falstaff in public.
firsthand, the thrill of competing at an
his own age. If he keeps winning, he'll
League Baseball with Phillips ,Still broad shouldered but
All-Star Game, by winning the second annual pitch, hit and throw his way through local,
Petroleum Company and local slouching more now, and
Official Major League Baseball Pitch, Hit and district, divisional and league competitions
Phillips 66 dealers. Local winners possessing a full head of snow
Throw Competition, sponsored by Phillips 66. to the All-Star Game. Eight finalists
advance through district and white hair, Casey looks much
The rules are simple. All you have to do is and their parents will go to the game,
division contests until eight the same as he did when he
take him to the nearest participating Phillips where the boys will compete for four
boys—four representing the managed the Yanks to 8 World
66 station or authorized registration loca- championship awards.
National League and four the Series triumphs and 11 penGive him a chance to be a champion
tion, with the coupon below.
American League—have won the nants.
"All You Can Eat"
When he speaks in public, his
No purcnase required. Fill out this coupon today and take it to your
right to compete for national
voice rises, and flows like an
The competition is open to boys who'll be nearest participating Phillips 66 station or
championships at the All-Star
9 through 12 as of August 1, 1971, authorized registration location."
Game in Detroit, on July 13.
ON or,TTE,,
Charles Roberts, Phillips 66
•
Distributor for Calloway Countj..
By Keko< & ti•nown
the PH&T coordinator for this
area, announced that the lei a:
contests will be held on Sunda'
May 23 at the City Park.

Major League
Leaders

IS

CORCORAN'S CORNER

Will real Stengel
please stand up.

'

Pitch, Hit
And Throw
Set at Park

Johnny Bench
wants yoursonforthe
All-Star Game!

FROG LEGS
3.25

JT

POSTAGE PERSONAUTIES

1971 OFFICIAL
1 MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
PITCH. HIT &THROW
COMPETITION

FOR Boys! THROUGH 2 AS OF AUGUST I 1971

NAME

I

ADDRESS

i
Y.I.E•St

CITY

STATE

ZIP

BIRTH DATE

PHONE

OArPot or Quarlito tote this compieutd•
r °upon to n.aresi part,toaimq Ptial.ps 66 Dealer Of
tulho..te..1)ocalro,, to, OITC, ,entis,r WV'

ACC 0,91I5irlittI by

COMPETITION SET FOR MAY 23rd
Register at your Phillips 66 Station or
at the City Park on May 23.

All of the local winners will
advance with local winners from
other areas to compete in district
contests at Boose Field, Evansville, Ind. on June 5.
The four winners from the
district competition will move up
to the next level, the division
competition.
All of the division participants
will compete in a junior-,[7,
baseball uniform loaned for
purpose.

don't care when or where we
do it or who we beat to do it." innings in recording his third
The victory, the fourth in a victory since coming off the
row for the Red Sox, left them disabled list.
three games ahead of BaltiJohn Stephenson singled
more in the American League home Sandy Alomar from
Eastern Division race. 'Me second in the eighth inning to
Orioles were rained out Thurs- give california its victory over
day night after leading Wash- Minnesota. Alornar led off with
ington 1-0 in the third.
a single and moved to second
Elsewhere in the AL, Oakland on a sacrifice before Stephenripped Milwaukee 7-3, Califor- son followed a walk to Tony
nia edged Minnesota 1-0 and Conigliaro with his hit. Clyde
Detroit beat Cleveland 5-3 in 11 Wright pitched a five-hitter for
innings.
the Angels to boost his record
In the National League, to 4-3.
Philadelphia nipped New York
Willie Horton, hitless in his
1-0, San Francisco outlasted last eight at-bats, hit a two-run
Chicago 8-8, Cincinnati edged homer in the Ilth inning to
Pittsburgh 5-4, St. Louis power Detroit past the Indians.
downed Los Angeles 7-5,. San Steve Mingori walked Jim
Diego topped Houston 4-2 and Northrup to open the llth and
Montreal defeated Atlanta 4-3 Horton followed with his eighth
in 14 innings.
homer of the season.
Rico Petrocelli and George
Scott hit two run homers and
Bob Bolin turned in a strong
relief performance as the Red
Sox beat New York. Reggie
Smith walked in the first and
scored on Carl Yastrzemski's
double and Petrocelli, with nine
RBIs in his last five games, hit
a home run, his fifth.
Yastrzemski, who was 3-for-4,
singled in the eighth and Scott
followed with his home run.
Jim lonborg 11-0 will oppose
Dave McNally (6-21 of the
Orioles in tonight's opener of a
four-game series.
"We'll take what we can
get," said Kasko. "The margin
Lyman V. Ginger
of our lead doesn't interest me
A vote for Lyman V. Ginger
the
at all at this stage of
for State Superintendent of
season. If this was September, Public Instruction in the
I'd worry about it. Of course Democratic primary On May 25
is a vote for educational
we'd like to do better than split leadership as demonstrated
the series but at this stage, I through successful teaching,
administration and service
guess we'll settle for that."
He is recognized for his
Dave Duncan and Mike leadership
at local, state and
highlight
a
Epstein homered to
national levels
He was in13-hit attack as Oakland beat strumental in developing the
Foundation
Minffnum
Program.
its
stretch
to
Milwaukee
He was chairman of a com6kii
lead
to
Division
Western
mittee which studied Kentucky
gave the schools and made recom.
games. Duncan
for their immendations
Athletics a 1-0 lead with his provement
homer in the third inning and
He is completely committed
Oakland added three more runs and dedicated to the im
provement
of The elementary
in the fourth on Sal Bando's
and secondary schools of
double, Ric Monday's single, a Kentucky
walk, Dick Green's single and a
A vote for Lyman V. Ginger is
throwing error. Epstein ho- a vote for Kentucky's children.
mered in the fifth to make it 5- Paid fee by: Lyman V. Ginger

0
Chuck Dobson pitched eight

Campaign Committee, Richard
M. VanHoose, Treasurer.

INTRODUCTION
SPECIAL
In appreciation of the response we
have received on our new Catfish
Filet we are offering it on Special
as an introduction to those who
have not eaten with us recently.

All The

CATFISH

May 21

11111:,/

I

Hughes fanned six and walked
five to outduel David Davis, who
struck out four, walked one and
gave up 10 hits to the Bengals.
William Durham and Steve
Elkins drive in Benton's runs
with seventh-inning singles, after
Davis''had collected the other
single in the fourth.
The
win yesterday moves
Murray into the Regional tournament to be played at Murray
State next. week.

Red Sox Mark Up Fourth
Win In A Row Last Night

Sports Parade

PARKER FORD INC.

and a double steal after Hughes
had walked.
The Tigers clinched the game
in the top of the seventh on Mitch
Ward's single and double by
Denny lane with three Indian
errors sandwiched between the
hits.
Rayburn added a single to his
triple, catcher Johnny Williams
stroked a pair of singles, Crouch
drove in three runs with a hit, and
Lane ripped two singles to go
with his double.

You Can Eat

$1.69
iltrehday of

EMILE VERIIAEREN
1855 - 1916
ltelitian Poet
Art Critic

Captain'' Ritrijen
Highway 64,1 North
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-4141
for Carry-Out Orders

4
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June Wedding Planned
Friday, May 21

eat.-A13117

A hairy tale
from Italy
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Concerning women who display hairy legs
and underarms, you asked for voluntelers from Italy, so here
is one:
I am a male American medical stlident at the University
of Rome. When I first arrived here, I was amazed to see
hairy legs and bushy underarms on Italian women of all
ages According to an Italian bachelor friend of mine, Italian
men don't mind the hair at all. He said that a "defuzzed"
woman would have the same effect on him as a woman
without eyebrows would have on me!
In a country where people are so preoccupied with
romance, it is hard to resign oneself to the daily
confrontation with "B. 0." on the bus. How an Italian can be
romantically interested in a woman who has a jungle of hair
under her arms, and no deodorant, is a mystery to me.
My one consolation is that I will one day return to the
States where the women and Mr. Gillette have had a
tremendous rapport for decades. In the meantime, I'll
confine my female companionship to Americans or other
FRED IN ROME
foreigners.

Plans have been completed by
Miss Dortha Sue Jackson for her
wedding to Larry Andrew
Stubblefield. She is the daughter
DE Rev, and Mrs Willie Johnson
of Murray Route Two, and he is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Loudon
Stubblefield, 905 Main Street,
Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, June 12, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the Flint Missionary Baptist
Church.
A reception will be held imthe
following
mediately
ceremony in the home of the
bride-elect's parents, Rev. and
Mrs. Johnson.
No formal invitations are being
sent and all friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to attend.
Miss Jackson, a graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
a freshman at Murray State
University. The groom-elect, a
graduate of Murray High School,
is employed by the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company.

Rev. Heyward Roberts will
show slides of The Holy Land at
the Sugar Creek Baptist C3mrch
at seven p.m.
The Austin School will have Its
annual music program at 7:30
p.m. in the Murray High School
auditorium.
Saturday, May 22
The Teen Fashion Show will be
Henry-Callowa,
at
held
Recreation Club house at two
.m.
A work day will be held at the
Murray City Park starting at
nine a.m.
Dance students of Lyndia
Cochran Dance Studio will
present "Entertainment Train"
at the Murray State auditorium
at 7:45 p.m. The public is invited
and there is no admission charge.
A reception for Mary Kay
Stoner of Bardstown, Grand
Worthy Advisor of the Rainbow
or Girls, will be honored at a
reception at the Masonic Hall
from two to four p.m. by Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.

Plans Completed
By Miss Jackson
For Her Wedding

Miss Sherry Kaye Finney

Wanda June Green
Becomes Bride Of
Phillip Housden

Chintz-7(h version-is a
polyester and cotton blend,
splashed with color and treated
to a resin finish made to withstand repeated launderings.
* * *
The Food and Drug AdminThe bride's entire table istration in the near future will
appointments - crystal, china, begin a study of a computeriinens -- are built aroued her ized poison information systern. ,

The average modern bride
will furnish and refurnish her
home at least four times in the
30 years.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Finney of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. H. I.
Bement of Venice, California, announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Miss Sherry Kaye
DEAR FRED: You have been conditioned by your
Finney, to Ted Morgan Duke, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Duke
American background. Would you believe that some
of Kirksey.
the
of
Department
Alpha
The
of
smell
me marriage of Miss Wanda
European women are turned on by men who
The bride-elect is a student at Calloway County High School.
Murray Women's Club will have
Green and Phillip M.
June
PERSPIRATION! And some men prefer their women the
groom-elect
The
attended Calloway County High School and is
its noon luncheon at the club
was solemnized on
Housden
same way. I'll bet there is more perfume sold IN Europe
now employed by Southland Builders, Incorporated of Nashville,
house with Rev. Charles Moffett
Friday, May 7, at the home of his
than SOAP!
Tenn.
as the speaker. Hostesses are
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 5, at two parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
Mesdames Sylva Atkins, William
Two. Her
have
to
DEAR ABBY: I am a young girl but old enough
o'clock in the afternoon at the Kirksey United Methodist Church Housden, Hazel Route
C. Adams, G. C. Ashcraft, Mary
parents are Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
with
John
Rev.
a boy friend. I live in Arkansas and my boy friend lives in
No
Jones
officiating.
formal
are
invitations
being
Belle Overbey, Miss Cappie
sent, but all friends and relatives are invited to attend the wed- Green of Kirksey Route One.
Glendale, Cal. [He used to live in Arkansas] Well; every
Beale, and Miss Mary Lassiter.
Bro. Johnny Dale, minister of
'his
ding and the reception to be held immediately following the
summer my boy friend comes to Arkansas to visit
the New Providence Church of
ceremony at the Murray Community Center on Nash Drive.
grandmother Last summer he came here and his grandRegistration for Sigma SumChrist, performed the ceremony
mother made him cut his hair, so he wrote and told me
mer Kindergarten and for those
in the Housden home.
he wasn't coming this summer because his grandmother told
who did not register last week for
For her wedding the bride
him unless he planned on getting his hair cut first, not to
fall kindergarten will be held at
chose to wear an orchid dress
come.
Robertson School from nine to
with white accessories.
Abby. I begged him to come anyway. Last I heard was
eleven a.m. Openings are still
After a short wedding trip, the
he wasn't coming He says he loves me but it looks like he
available for both sessions.
bridal couple is now at home at
The Kirksey Busy Beavers
loves his hair more. He wears it down to his shoulder3.
New Providence on Hazel Route
Four-H Club met in the home of
How can I get him to come to Arkansas even if he has to
Sunday, May 23
Two.
Thursday,
Miss
of
home
lovely
on
The
Furr
Lonnie
Mrs.
get a haircut?
ARKANSAS GIRL
The new Mrs. Housden is a 1969
May 13, at three-thirty o'clock in Maude Nance was the scene of
A Trap Shoot will be held at the the afternoon.
DEAR GIRL: The fight for long hair is one that nearly
the meeting of the New Concord graduate of Calloway County
Calloway County Conservation
every long-haired male needs desperately to win. It's not the
Jill Falwell called the meeting Homemakers Club held on High School and is now employed
Club starting at 12 noon. A to order and Martha McCallon Wednesday, May 12, at one at Judy's Beauty Shop in the Bel
hair he wants to preserve, it's his RIGHT to wear his
Remington 1100 shot gun will be read the scripture from Romans o'clock in the afternoon with Mrs Air Shopping Center. Mr.
hair the way he wants to. I'm afraid you're fighting a losing
given away.
battle.
13:8-10. Songs and pledges were Charles Stubblefield, president Housden, a 1967 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
esiding.
led by Guy Furr. Kathy 'Treas
Homecoming will be at the read the minutes and called the
now employed at the Murray
DEAR ABBY: I am writing about "J," the divorcee in
Erin
Montgomery Division of the Tappan Company
Miss
Hardin Pentecostal Church of roll.
Lincoln Park, N. J., who complained because the men there
lesson or
God at 1:30 p.m. All singers and
A speech on "Kentucky" was I presented the main
took her to dinner, a movie, and then expected sex.
Unmountec
and
to attend. given by Gail Tucker.
"Set-In
invited
are
listeners
You said, "Try the men in southern New Jersey. They
Others present were Vanessa Sleeves".
are much more civilized and domesticated, I'm told."
Chapel Hill Baptist Church will Stone. Margaret McCallon, and
Would you believe they are worse? I am also divorced
The devotion was given by
have its annual homecoming.
Treasa Garland.
and have gone out with men in their late thirties and early
Mrs. W. T. Kingins who also read
The next meeting will be held the thought for the month,"Love.
forties. The men in South Jersey take yoio dinner, skip the
The 60-voice Murray State on Thursday. June 3, at the home
Mabel Rogers was named as
movies and expect sex. This goes for me in Pennsylvania,
loyalty, unselfishness, and
chorus
150-voice
Choir and the
of Mrs Ann Tucker.
also, as I border Philadelphia. In fact, this is also true of
a willingness tc the medalist for the regular
and
humility
under the direction of Prof.
ladies day of golf held at the Oaks
men in Bucks County and Montgomery County, Pa
perform the lowless task".
Robert Baar will be presented in
Country Club on Wednesday.
roll
I'd say stick with the North Jersey men. At least you
the
Members
call
answered
concert at the auditorium at
Second low went to Saunda
by giving a fact about the state of
get to see a movie a few times a year. All decent men are
three p.m.
Kentucky. Mrs. Harold Chrysler Edwards and low putts went to
married, and only half the married men are decent.
acted as secretary in the absence Mabel Robers. Ada Sue Roberts
"J" FROM CINNAMINSON, N. J.
Annuai nomecoming will be
of Mrs. T. R. Edwards. The club had the most golf. Other winners
DEAR ABBY: Why are people worried about out-of-wedheld at Martin's Chapel United
voted to give a donation to help of prizes were Margaret Tidwell
lock babies not having a name? They DO have one.
Methodist Church with preaching
a Four-H member to camp and Betty Thompson.
send
Mrs. Danny Phillips ;:as
at 9:30 a.m., Sunday School at
For centuries, theologians have said that when a girl is
Dawson
Springs.
at
Della Boggess Was the golf
10:30 a.m., lunch at 12:15 p.m., honored with a surprise stork
"prodigal," her baby is the responsibility of her parents, and
Nance read a poem on hostess.
Miss
the
of
and singing in the afternoon shower given by members
shall bear the parents' surname. As it were, it accrues to its
-Wildflowers". Mrs. Julius
featuring the Key Quartet. The Sunnyside Homemakers Club at Sharpe, visitor, read one of her
maternal grandparents in the analogy of a calf belonging to
Thorn
Donald
Mrs.
of
home
the
public is invited. Contributions
FATHER LIEDERBACH,
the owner of the cow
original poems, "There Ain't
for cemetery upkeep will be on Tuesday afternoon, May 18. Nothing Funny About Getting
RITTMAN, OHIO
t2•'''
l wI
jf
ltot
vittelforAf
oj
to
ttntlt
The club had met at the
taken.
41
•Property Value Administrator
Triangle Inn at eleven o'clock in Old".
VVhat's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
*
club voted to have the •(Tax Commissioner I or do you0
the morning for a luncheon and The
'our chest. Write to ABBY. Box 13700. Los gingeies, ('at,
Monday, May 24
the
keep
offices
same
members
office
nwant
and*
the
abolished
meeting
with Mrs.
business
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
and chairmenship for the coming *someone appointed to assess*
envelope,
The Murray Recreational Thorn, president, presiding. Mrs.
year. Mrs. Loman Bailey *your property taxes. Charles*
the
gave
devotion
Dowdy
Max
Softball League will meet at the
directed the recreation.
410. Davis will fight to retain*
116-17.
Ruth
from
reading
City Hall at seven p.m
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Eight members answered the Miss Nance. assisted by her *your privilege to vote. Work4,
*end Si tip Miby. Box ante. Los Angeles, Cal. MN.
roll call by giving a fact "about sister, Mrs. John LiYesay, served *for and elect Charles 0. Davis,
Tuesday, May 25
beautiful state". Mrs. Wayne punch and cake to the fifteen *as your next State Senator. *
our
Mrs.
Weston,
were Mrs. Wilbur
members and three visitors who * Paid for by Charles 0.Davis .*
George Cossey, Mrs. Harry
Democratic Primary Election Garrison read the minutes and
were Mrs. Sharpe, Mrs. Barletta
Shekell, Mrs. Earl Lee, Mrs. in Murray and Calloway County gave the financial report. Lesson
Wrather, and Mrs. Ray Launwere
leaders
named.
Ruth
Mrs.
and
Keel,
Alfred
ders.
New
officers
elected
were
Mrs.
The Kirksey PTA will meet at
Weston.
The club will meet on WedThe president, Mrs. Burkeen, the school at 1:30 p.m. with the Van Futrell, president; Mrs. Max
Futrell, program by the first grade Dowdy, vice-president; Mrs. nesday. June 9,at 10:30 a.m. for a
Mrs.
presided.
The Baptist Women of the Elni secretary, read the minutes, and children. New mothers for the George Holland, secretary- potluck picnic luncheon at the
Grove Baptist Church met in the Mrs. Shekell, treasurer, gave her fall of 1971 will be special guests treasurer; Mrs. Larry Watkins, Paris Landing State Park.
reporter and historian; Mrs.
home of Mrs Charles Burkeen on report. The women voted to send
Me Tau Phi Lambda sorority Keys McCuiston,
Thursday, May 13 at one-thirty a Child Care girl to camp, and to
devotional
will meet at the home of Mrs leader; Mrs.
o'clock in the afternoon
Wayne Garrison,
subscribe to a foreign newspaper Julia
Higginbotham at sever song leader and
Mrs. Walton F'ulkerson was the for an international student at
recreational
p.m
leader.
leader for the program on the Murray State University.
After the luncheon Mrs. Thorn
theme, "Training National
Refreshments were served by
-_
rivited the group to her home and The Arts and Crafts Club held
Leadership Mexican Baptist Mrs. Burkeen
The Murray Quota Club will
Trust To the Future", and gave
Mrs. Phillips was surprised v‘ith its regular monthly meeting in
•• •
meet at the Southside Restaurant
The
i shower-of baby gifts from the the home of Mrs. Ben Keys on
the call to prayer followed by
Approximately 50 per rent at 12 noon.
West Main Street on Wednesday,
group.
prayer by Mrs Alvin Futrell.
of the (*.S. population wear..
The members made calendars May 12, at two-thirty o'clock in
Taking part in the discussion '•N
with fruit on burlap covered the afternoon.
aoards, and dish towels were Mrs. C. B. Ford, president
hostess. can help you
listributed to be sold
over the anxiety of getpresided at the meeting. Named
Refreshments of cake ;IA
ting acquainted in new
to the nominating committee
WASHINGTON (CPO - Dun('h were served at the
surroundings and make
'Morn were Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mrs
coverage
of
television
Live
for
nome.
you feel at "Hume
mayme Randolph. and Mrs. Rua
Tricia Nixon's White house
next
The
molting
Home,- aglm.
will
Sweet
he
a
Small and Large Firms
Clopton.
wedding will not be permitted.
picnic at thcil'ity Park ,,n
She will bring gifts and
The First Farriily felt it would
Several pieces of handwork
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS vital information from
intrude upon the private nature Thursday, June 10, at 10-30 ,t
were on display by the members
with Mrs. Larry Watkins
your neuz1;hurhoel busiof the occasion.
Keys,
assisted
Dr
by
Mrs.
SALES
PERSONNEL
!:.•Jder s.
Cameramen will be allowed hostess
ness a n
Alberta Chapman, a guest
to take film of the ceremorry
served delightful refreshments
Call Linda Adams
Ii. be shown on evening news
Those present were Mesdamte
Phone 153-23711
programs.
Mr
Mr. and Mrs C. 0 liondur.c,t I/ W. Churchill, A M. Thomas
iiAyrUe
te
Gilbertsville, Ky. - P.O. Box 451
retuehed home Wednesda‘ df.• Edgar Morris, Greene Wilson
P
7S1-1365
Chapman,
Neva Waters
Aaron
a visit -with their thiiivhter
502/362-4379
A Audy us Dr. Keith -I family, Mr and Mrs W,e,n.• Ruth Clopton, Ragon McDaniel
t_
•
.1011r. of Britain .liows that a Brown and children.
S f,. Horn, C. B. Ford, Bryan
Nashville
York
New
Area
ChicagoFormally
driser'. had temper can con- "Wayne. James 1an, am!
Tolley. and Ben Keys...Dr
.
. stitute a grave traffic
Alberta Chapman was a guest..
Laurabeth. of I Anson.,
h,

Busy Beavers 4-H
Club Has Meeting

Miss Maude Nance
Hostess For New
Concord Club Meet

Mabel Rogers Is
Medalist At Oaks

Mrs. Phillips Is
Honored At Stork
Shower Tuesday

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-127Z
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
We Have IV— We WIII Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

Rs-Elect

OPAL McCAGE SMITH
To Your

MURRAY CITY COUNCIL

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
COME TO

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our

—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6a.m. to 10 p.m.,7days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE —

Alt
Slf

Entertainment Train
Presented by

LyNDIA COCHRAN DANCE
STUDIO
SATURDAY, MAY 22 - 7:45 p.m.
Murray State University Auditorium
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED!!

* RE-ELECT *
to

CITY COUNCIL
Mrs. C. C. "Betty"

LOWRY

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Church
Has Program Meet •

Arts & Crafts Club
Has Regular Meet

liffromelfigok,

Business Consultants

NORVEL, associates

Nix on live tv

PeAdatal&

My Commitment Is
To Continue
To Represent
To the Best of My Ability
All The People
Of Murray

Pink
white

PA(;1...

L

THF

;me FR
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Moonlight

Simple Elegance

Traditional white cake adorned with drapes, swirls and exquisite
cameos. A wedding cake any bride would treasure.

Alternating tiers of white and butternut cake decorated in
simple lines, very effective for a cake of this size.

,

Li—

To The Bride,
For an occasion so important in
your life certainly you will want a
wedding cake which you will be
proud to serve your guests. Be
assured you will receive a moist
and delicious cake, tastefully
decorated from Sammons'
Bakery. Our cakes are made from
scratch,so to speak. We do not use
cake mixes as most bakeries now
use as well as individuals who
bake for profit in their homes.
Cake mixes produce a dryer cake
lacking the texture to cut properly
and the moisture to provide the
taste you desire. We are certain
you will be delighted with the cake
prepared for you. There is a size
for your reception, a flavor for
your talk and a design especially
or your needs. Please
adapt
give us the pleasure of talking.
with you in planning your
reception.

-411P

Sincerely

"LLf
rti
BJEFOISMER

Selmer Frost
Pink and delicate in strawberry cake surrounded in summer
white by icing, roping and roses.
•
•

• •

J ig;t.olirra ltair,frars41 -23

re-]

Candle Glow
Rich yellow butternut cake. Bridal couple stands framed by
filigree pillars. Topped by roses, symbol of love.

t.3J

:

1101MV.W
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Globetrotters, Golf, and Indy 500 Top This Week's T1/ Fare
7:30 p.m. Marshal Dillon tanBy JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI)-If you gles with a cattle drive trail
want specials instead of the re- boss (R).
Joey Bishop is guest star on
peat diet on the television networks during the new week, "Rowan and Martin's Laugh
In" for NBC at 8 (R).
you're in trouble.
ABC's "It Was A Very Good
The baskaddalling Harlem
Globetrotters get an evening Year" at 8:30 deals with 1959;
outing on NBC, and ABC has a guest, Giselle Mackenzie.
Premiere
"NBC
World
golf tourney and what might be
called an instant replay of the Movie" at 9-"The Psychia500-mile Indianapolis auto race. trist," starring Roy Thinnes involved in a town's drug epiThat's it.
Highlights all times EDT):. demic (R).
The ABC movie at 9 screens
SUNDAY
ABC preempts "Directions" 1964's "Who's Been Sleeping In
and "Issues and Answers," 1-2 My Bed?" starring Dean Martor "The Gilley Case-A Na- in 41 Elizabeth Montgomery
Nation's Agony," a discussion ii the tale of a television actor
of the trial of an American lieu- ;nth romantic problems (M.
TUESDAY
tenant accused of wanton killABC's "The Mod Squad" at
ings in Vietnam.
"AAU International Champi- 1:30 p.m. offers "Is There Anyons" on CBS at 3 has the Inter- ine Left In Santa Paula?", innational Freedom Gams (post- vestigation of the death of an
immigration agent.
poned from May 16).
NBC preempts Don Knotts'
At 4, ABC begins coverage of
Colonial National Invitational show at 8 for "Kifaru-The
golf tournament at Fort Worth, Black Rhinoceros," nature documentary about this African
Texas.
The third of the New York animal (R)•
ABC's movie at 8:30 has "AsPhilharmonic Young People's
Concerts on CBS at 4:30 is en- sault on the Wayne," starring
titled "Participation Concert," Joseph Cotten, William Windom
with guest conductor Dean Dix- and Keenan Wynn in a story
aboard an
NI dealing with the works of about espionage
five composers in a sort of mus- American nuclear submaic quiz involving the audience. rine(R).
The ABC movie at 9 screens NBC's movie at 9 screens
1967's "Fathom", starring Ra- 1969's "The Love God" with
quel Welch and Tony Franciosa Don Knotts playing a physical
in a thriller involving foreign weakling who becomes an interagents, a lost nuclear device national sex symbol (R).
and stolen gems (Ri.
WEDNESDAY
MONDAY
"Plimpton! The Man On
In
"Saturday Night" is the
The Flying Trapeze," George
-Gunsmoke" fare on CBS at
Plimpton, the man who will try

anything, gets involved with a 10:30 has "New Breed," featurCircus on ABC (R).
ing off-field activities of two NaNBC preempts "The Kraft tional Football League stars.
THURSDAY
Music Hall" at 9 for "An Eve.
With The Harlem Globe- David Frost, Aretha Franklin
trotters." The .team of basket- and Charlie Callas are featured
ball maoiciani plays a "game" on Flip Wilson's NBC hour at
with the Jersey City Reds. Jot 7:30 p.m. (R).
Garagiola is commentator, ark
ABC's "Alias Smith and
comedian Nipsey Russell also is Jones" at 7:30 has -The Man
on hand.
'Who Hated Himself." The
"NFL Action" on ABC at two heroes are involved in a

Television Schedule
Sly'SM-TV
WLAGTV
WSIX.TV
Cheese! 4
Channel 5
Channel 8
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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Show
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Josie and Pmsycals
Harlem Globetrotters

11«:-ComesI tvGfrtionorgrel
sell-TV Screen
Auditions
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- - Conwrgrong Center
Monliees

• :25

Three Stemee
rose Stomas
Link. Secret
Lt=to
Jerzy Lewis Sit Men
Mere Come Wacker

dangerous archeological expedi- commodate the screening of
tion. I R).
1947's "Life With Father," starThe Western "Lancer" series ring Irene Dunne and William
of a couple of seasons ago is Powell in this comedy of famibrought back as a CBS summer ly life in the 1880's ( R).
replacement, 8-9. Johnny Lanc- "Strange Report" on NBC at
er falls in love with a dedicat- 10 offers "Skeleton-let Sleeping
ed missionary (R ).
Heroes Lie." Man killed by
"The CBS movies at 9 screens World War II bomb is linked
1967's "Warning Shot," starring to industrialist of today (RI,
David Janssen as a detective
SATURDAY
accused of Murder 11).
NBC preempts "H. R. PufnFRIDAY
stuf" and "Here Comes The
NBC's "The High Chapparral" Grump," 11 a.m. to noon, for a
at1:30 p.m. has "The Forge of Children's Theater Special, "For
Hate." Apache chief undermines The Love of Fred," a puppet
peace efforts (R).
story about a caterpillar that
"The Interns" on CBS at 7:30 can't become a butterfly (R).
has an episode in which a doc- From 8:30 to 10:30, ABC has
tor is a suspect in the death of scheduled a "replay" of the 500his hostess at a party (R).
mile auto race at Indianapolis,
"The CBS movie begins half completed just a few hours earan hour early, at 8:30, to ac- lier. First time this race has
been telecast on home screens
on the day it was run.
"NBC's movie at 8:30 screens
1966's "Lady L," starring Sophia
Loren arid Paul Newman, comedy-drama about a Parisian
laundress who gets involved
with a bank robber IR).

4

.40 Nines: Mtg.; Sowers News: Wthr ; Sports
:30 Andy wimarns
mission: Impossible
Andy Williams
Mission: Impossible
My Three Sans
:311
Arno
00 Teen Curtain
:30 Movie
Mary Tyler Moore
Movie
Moss USA Beauty
:30 Movie
Peugeot
03 News: MM.; Sparta Miss USA Beauty
10 _30 M
Maui.:
--- , News: Wthr : door%
I
00 "Destination Inner Perry Mason
s .311 Some'
Perry Mason
•is :00 Avengers
W. :30 Avengers
"Comer Conran"

9 :Oil

1

0=
=(/.1.1M•
On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

WW1

w=v

$

Phone

,

753-5787:

Murray
Nursery
Special
This Week
Only

ii

BLUE
SPRUCE

8:00-5-.00
Mon. thru
Sat.
1:00-5:00!
Sunday

/
1 2 Price

•C

We have a large selection
of ROSES NOW IN BLOOM, POTTED!
READY TO PLANT
VISIT YOUR NURSERY FOR A
'COMPLETE LINE OF NURSERY STOCK,
aa

Spring Cre
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

NorthSedi

Worship
Evening Worship

Morning

Sinking spr;
Morning Worship
Evening worship

Poplar Uri
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Grace Sap
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

if

Blood Rev
Morning Worship
tEvenino Worship
is

Kirksey Rai
ning Worship

Evening Worship

Memorial Si
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel A
Morning worship

Elm Gros

•

Uniaundd Mold
Lawrence With
L awrimce
(horale* Shaft:
Moos and Men
King Family in
San FranCNCO
Movie:
"Ballad of As*
Crocker"
News; Witte.; Snorts
movie:
"Soknefror in Ilse
Grass"

6:30
Summer Semester Know Your Bible
7:00
Tom & Jerry
Sego Bros.
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tommorrow
Penelope Pitstop
World-Tomorrow
8:00 Roadrunner
Carl Tipton
Three Stooges
8:30 Hot Dog
9:00 Jambo
Johnny Quest
9:30 Herald of Truth Lamp Unto My Fee Cattanooga Cats
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
Discovery
10:30 Worship
Faith For Today
11:00
Flipper
Sierra Club
11:30 Worship
Pet Set
Face the Nation
12:00 Meet the Press Up & Coming
News Conf.
12:30 Newsmakers Hollywood Spec.
Soul of the City
1:00 Baseball
F. Troop
1:30 Atlanta at N.Y
Ala. 500
2:00
AAU Track & Field
2:30
3:00
Hugh X. Lewis
3:15
3:30
Big Valley
Bill Anderson
4:00 Bowling
4:30 Adam-12
Animal World
Award Movie
4:45
5:00 Comment
Reports
5:30 News
Roger Mudd
6:00 Scene at Six
Lassie
Love on a Rooftop
6:30 Disneyland
Hogan's Heroes
NFL Action
7:00
Ed Sullivan
FBI
7:30 Bill Cosby
8:00 Bonanza
Glen Campbell
Movie
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
Ice Palace
10:00 Scene at Ten News
It Takes A Thief
10:30 Tonight Show Perry Mason
11:00
11:30
The Late Show
News
12:00
Movie

5:45
Country Journal
6:00 Morning Show
News
6:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
700 Today Show
Bow
800
Captain Kangaroo
830
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
9:00 Diah's Place
Hazel
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
10:00 Sale of
Family Affair
Gourmet
10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of Life
That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
1130 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
World Apart
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
12:05
Singing Cony,
12:30
As The World TurnsLet's Make A
Deal
1:00 Days of Our Lives Spiendored Thing
Newlywed Game
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
.
2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
-2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Nig.ht
One Life
3:00 Another World
Garner Pyle
Dark Shadows
Come-Brides
3:30 Here
Gilligan's Island
Lucy Show
400
Movie
Dan Boone
4:30 Wild, Wild west
500
News
5:25 News
Weather
5.30 News
News
News
6 00 Scene at Six
News
6:30 Red Skelton
Gunsmoke
Let's Make A Deal
7:00 Laugh In
Newlywed Game
7:30
Here's Lucy
It Was-Very Gd. Yr
8:00 Movie
Mayberry RFD
Movie
8:30 ,
Doris Day
9:00
Carol Burnett
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
News
10:30 Tonight Show
Movie
Dick Cavell

Worship

Cherry CO
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Salem Rap
FOR CORRECT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

1AL

No one soybean herbicide performs well In all soil types. But in the light to medium
soils of our area, Du Pont "Lorox" outperforms them all.
You can control both broadleaf weeds and grasses with economical "Lorox". For
example,2 pounds (typical rate for 2% silt loam soils) can be band treated for about
$2/acre; brow:lust for $6.

DAY OR NIGH

753:,6363

PHIPLES HANK

With any chemicals, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefully.
Contact us for more details and your supply of "Lorox".

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.

of
Morris. Kr ntuetT

103 Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

our whole new idea in 2-doors
$2801.00
217.00
115.00
70.00
66.00
32.00
26.00
Std,

$2758.00

Base Car
Automatic Trans.(3-Speed)

216.40
116.25

Power Steering
Power Brakes (Disc)

69.60

Radio-AM
Whitewall Tires (Lowest Priced)
Wheel Covers (Lowest Priced)
Chrome Drip Molding
Cigarette Lighter
Day/Night Mirror
TOTAL

Chevelle
$2807.00
216.50
115.90
69.55
66.40

Torino

Satellite

66.40

29.15
27.35
12.95
4.35
7.65
$3308.10'

26.35
N.A.
Std.
Std.
$3329.85'

Std,
Std.
$3327.00'

'Based on manufacturers' suggested retail prices for comperably-egulppotor2
taxes and destination charges. ;

$21.75
exaucrhig stale and local

Beatscompetition on
looks and price!
as if it weten I enougri to come
Out No 1 on styling handling
comfort and at' the other criteria used irilhe judging take
a look at the chart above and
see for yourself .. we even
beat Our chief competition

Christi;

First Chris
Worship Services
p.m.

Murray Chrh

Worship Serviceste:al

F

TIDWELL P

CO
1210 Main

M(

The El usinesan

403 Maple

28.15

More than Satellite $18.90

When we iiitroduce0 our new
Satellite, we knew we had a
winner Now it's offIcial Because Road'Test magazine
just named our Satellite '1971
Car of the Year- over some
pretty sti4t competition And

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Phone 753-1933

PLYMOUTH SATELLITE

MONDAY

Company

Evening Worship

Flint Sept
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Cc"

Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753 5602
305 North 4th Street

First Bapti

Morning Worship

Evening

TELEVISION SCHEDULE-

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That Way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need- and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
IA CR
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
•-• help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment pro▪ grams to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year-with a seasoned money
pro the man at PCA.
Jackson Purchase Production

West For
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Hazel Ilapl
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Dastardly & Mother
Anierlimm Bandstand
American Bandstand
letsons
Larry Ken.
Zooroma
Make Morn for Diming Larry Sam
Album IS Memel
Death Valley Days
Soelldoorn
wrestling
Car and Track
• Wrestling
PitslOsi
Smirk Chellenle
Movie.
*vies World el Smirk
"Creature Walks
Wide World IS asserts
A1•1001 Us"
Wide Wind of Meets
Row'''. Mudd News
Piedra

U

Emmanuel mist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

DRAFTS SIGN
DETROIT (UPI)-The Detroit Pistons of the National
Basketball Association Wednesday announced the signing of
Steve Butcher, a 10th-round
draft pick and j.proy Jenkins, a
6-2 guard from Detroit College, At*******let

Maass Meuse
Hardy Boys

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

Scotts Groi
Worship Service
Evening Worship

*******(
14
4ICharlea O. Davis does noto
!want the office of Plop& tyll
'Value Administrator;
*abolished. Do You? A vote !mit
*Charles 0. Davis will help*
*assure you the right to vote fore
ilthLs office. Elect Charles O.
•
*Davis as your next senator.
the
4I
4141P
frafkI
rn forbFyir‘
C
jthaDis
rles
trict
O.,Dayis:

Soybean GrowersI

Or•bLi.'

Baptis

COACH DIES
OCEANSIDE, Calif. (UPI
Earl J. "Tommy" Thomson,
who served as head track coach
at the U.S. Naval Academy for
36 years, died Wednesday of
cancer. Thomson was 76.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
:NS Star Trek
n• :30 Star Trek
:110 Baseball:
s
le Atlanta
•
vs.
_
lb
:Olt New York
ar. :30 Baseball
OS Seashell
30 Baseball
00-Gel Reeves
Is
30 Nashville Music
"I
c
Wilburn bros.
:30 Porter Wapner

7

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

CHAMPIONS HOME
MONTREAL (UPI) - The
Stanley Cup champion Montreal
Canadiens were welcome home
Wednesday by the largest
crowd ever to turn out in
Montreal history. An estimated
500,000-600,000 greeted the National Hockey League Champions in the downtown area of
the city.

Take '
To
Don't
Stokes Trac
Massey-Per
Industrial

Ameria
Motors
Cain 1
Ambassador- HI

Top
Fist, Pool

I ot,riu and (...fcevelle on price
as well'
Our new Satellite C'mon
through and get the deal of the
year on the Car of the Year"
at the right place Our place
Well come through tor you
111.14•0•1110

411
'
CHRYSLER
•

Pala
Five Po

Freed C
gh.

For the

PAA

Hr.61,19
Shf
.1' 1 O

N

Right car at the
Right price You've got to Come to

the Right Place

P, ymputh Satellite

•

Taylor Motors, Inc.
303 S. Fourth Street

Murray, Ky.

Boone'!
T be C lean

Randy Ti
Al. ConditioningServic
tkl.: Chi

a
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fly for
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Church Of Christ

Nazarene

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening warship
7:30p.m.

New Providence
Morning Vierehip
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Eninsonuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Murray Church
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship

University
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
70.M.
West Murray
United,310 I rvan Ave.
Morning Worship
10:50a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
6p.m. Evening Worship
7p.m.
Unise Greve
United, New Concord
Morning Worship
10:50a.m. Sunday School
10 a.m.
Evening worship
6:30p.m. Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Calvary
Temple
Seventh & Peeler
10 a.m.
wdrsh in Service
10:40 a.m. Sunday School
11 a.m., 7:30
Evening Service
6 p.m. Worship Services
P.m.
New Concord
Morning SerVICP
First Assembly Of God
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
11 a.m., 7:30
7p.m. Worship Services
Plesibist Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

West Fork
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

.1*
4 nf
o

PertY
•
atorit
te fore
help
te for*
m 0.0
•
nator
•

First baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

hoots.

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1 a.m.
II p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
'
Worship
Evening

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Sinking Spriggs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 P.rrl•

let/
e
t

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Kirksay Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m .
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Now Mt. Cannel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m .
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Christian
First Christian
Worship Services
10: 30 a.m.,7
m
Murray Christian
Worship Serv ices 10:45 a.m.,7p.m.

H 5
•

Presbyterian

Methodist

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Plesant Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11
Evening Worship
7p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9:30am.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.-

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m.
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Worship Service
1:30 a.m.
South Iltoossit Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Geed Shepherd United
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd sunders. 11 a.m. 3
rd
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday,
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
and 4th Sunda" 6:30 17.rn• 2nd
Sunday,-IL 9:30 can. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
Sundays,
11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
3rd
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kinney United
11:00 a.m.
Morning worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Colthventr United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00
Temple Hill United

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:15p.m.

the faith

Pentecostal

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30Pm•

t
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Baptist

Crhe soil is God's priceless gift to man.
It is a tangable gift neither plant.
animal nor man can live without.
We depend on soil for just about
everything. Although a mixture of dead
plants animals rocks and other forms of life,
it constantly changes through weathering
to retain its perpetual productiveness
But man has upset its natural balance
with tools and tire and set in motion
damaging4roston Americans are guilty,
and that's what we've got to stop.
Jeremiah said andlet us say with him. .
'the whole land is made desolate, because
no man layeth it to his heart " Then grieved
Jeremiah said, "They have sown wheat. but
Oh. God, let us be good Stewards
of His Precious Soil, for. surely
This Earth Is His.

,
Ne.4,64per Featvr•s Synd.ca
Teams
B. 331 - foo Wor*

Other
Denominations
Church of Jesus Christ
•
Of Latter Day Saints
10 a.m.
Sunday School
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30
pm.
6:30 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
11 a.m
Worship Service

Morning Worship
Jehovah's Witnesses
11 a.m.
Sunday School
10.30a.T.
Watchtower
First Methodist
9•30a.m.
Bible Lecture
WorshipS:45& 10:50a.m.
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Russells Chapel United
10 a.m. Worship Services 11 a m., 7 p.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd &
Immanuel Lutheran
Sundays
9:15 a m
Sunday School
Lynn Grove
10 30 a m.
Morning Worship
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
Seventh Day Adventist
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sunday
9:30 a.m.
Service
Worship
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m 2nd
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. 4th Sunday

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE
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An investment in Your Future

Free pick-op 4,41eisverY
'
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TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

Benjamin

Moore
__ _

paints

1
- 1_110411LSILI7111111116 IfJIYI

The Businownen's Choice For Fine Printing
403 Maple St. -:-

Murray, Kentucky

Take Your Children
To Church ...
Don't Send Them

- Transmissions are our business .
Not a side line
No. 1—Paris, Tenn
Ph 642.5851

No 2—Murray, Ky.
Ph 753-9730

Compliments of

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
Phone 753 3231
500 Main
Branch Office So t2th & Story 753 6655

Dunn TV & Appliance

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Photo 733-1319

YOUR HOST
TOM ANDREWS
Stooks - Chops- Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Too., Riboyo Stook
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., C.hickon '- Fri.., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 Call In Orders to 753-4419

Wore
Cain a Trims Motor Sales
Ambassador- Hornet- matador- Gremlin- Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
53.64411
h
Porn

Kentowkw fried eitielto
"It's Firmer Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwich S
Call In Orders 753 7101.
Sycamore at 12th

'Moyers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-1
5M N. 4th St.

Palace Drive-In
Phone 753-7112

"For All Your Fel Wirer Needs"
190
Murrd \

Bowling At Its Best — Fine Feed
1415 Main Street

Phone 753 2202

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Graiii Division
E W (111t1 intl. S,Ipt
'.‘,1
'
1'

A Choice Selecricr,
Relishes - Salads - Meats
- Vege,bie, and Desserts
Fast Serv,,
Open Sundays
Hwy 641
Phone 754 21011

Service Yhrough Knowledge
602 C hest r Jt

•

F'•iene 753 8181

Ph 753-7793

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Your Johnsen Motors Dealer
Solos. Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
Phone 753 3734
94 E at Murray Bait Co

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
1-hi, 753 50 I 2

Storey's Food Giant

Trenholm's Drive-In
Henny Penny Chicken
Pizza Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 52.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phew, 753 2997

205 No. 4th

Phone 753-5802

Street

Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete
East Main Street

Phone 753-3540

ftesteential - Corr
and Lake Property
'
Att W

Closed On Sunday
Phillips 46 Products

al Farm — Building Lots
Buying - Selling
Leasin
7,'1

Your Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 Se 5th

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires—Batteries—Accessories
South 2nd St

Murray Sport & Marine
Evmnn,l
PolarKraii

' ,astron—Tidecratt
craft—Boat Campers

Cornplete Service Shop

Claude Vaughn
i and Air Conditioning
Plumbing,
, :fennel — Sales A Service
Commercial ah,i
'1
— Gas & Sew.Repa rs A
Plinne 753.6168
501 N. 4th

No. 4th Street

Phone 753-1921

Lynhurst Resort

Carroll Tire Service
Murray

Ph 753 3571

Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown— Owners
Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

Roberts Realty

Ward-Elkins
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 1, 13
403 Maple

Hoyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Rawls
Phone 753 1651

718 South 4,
1I

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Ref rieeration

th and cSyeamote
KENTUCKY

MURRAY

Hendon s Service Station

Fresh Ky. Labe Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily- Banquet Roam Facilities
for Churches. Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 38K
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Bel Air Shopping Center

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

Sole Ivory Tuesday at 1 p.m. • Ph. 753-5334

Southside Restaurant

Boone's Incorpo rated

Phone 753-1975

Myrray Liveteteck Co.

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner

Heating - Sheet Metal • Air Conditioning
rd 4832
lith

Holmes Ellis

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Shirley Florist

,Buildings

Mr 8, Mrs. Wm. A. Jones, owners
--Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture& Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
606 S 4th

Phone 753-5209

RESIDENTIAL

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

Grecian Steak House

Mobilo Home Courts
Mayfield Hwy. 121

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
COMMERCIAL

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whielonnl
Phone 753-3037
118 South 12th

Shady Oaks

Five Points

"Fa where yaw treasure is. there inn you heart be else"

Ph. 753-3003

Capitol Transmission
111

CRUKI!

505 W Main - Nite 753-3924

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGE DOWDY,,OWNER

)01 N 7th

Ph 753 118611

The Ledger & Times

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES — V1L KKAY,

Revenue-sharing plan
good step, Romney says
Editor's
Note: George
Romney, secretary of the
Urban
and
Housing
Development Department,
favors the Nixon revenuesharing plan as a step toward
needed functional organization
if government. He discusses
this and other topics in the
following interview.

LEGEND: The sidr•vall of any tire produced for your
automobile after May 22 wIll have a lot to "say," as Illustrated
here by Secretary Joyce Thompson of The General Tire &
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard 109 has changed what was formerly a simple
stateitiont of name, size, and - possibly - a patent number into
a veritable storehouse of information. Included are: (A) the
manufacturer; OW tire name; (C) new size designation
(H78-14) and what it replaces (8.55 x 14);(0) maximum load
and inflation specifications; (E) load range, which indicates
construction type and total number of plies; (F) number of
plies on the sidewall and the tread, plus type cord used in
each; (G) and a ten-digit Department of Transportation code
showing who the manufacturer is, the location of the
producing plant, the type construction, and the week the tire
was produced. Here, (H) designates an earlier D.O.T. code
number now being phased out, and (I) is optional patent
information. The D.O.T. code on this tire is ADVX DFB181.
The AD is a code for General Tire. VX shows the tire was
produced at the company's Mayfield, Kentucky, factory. DFB
indicates tire type, and 181 shows it was manufactured in the
18th week of 1971. Clear?

'
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Brother taking GI's place
in Vietnam returning to U.S.
SAIGON IUP11: Wesley E. Storer, civilian, was
cleared today to leave Vietnam but his reluctant
soldier brother whose place he took as an infantryman returns tomorrow faced with a possible courtmartial or a return to combat duty
WeS. 22. wearing new jungle fatigues, is scheduled to lea4 from Saigon's Tan Son Nhut Airport on
a charter flight to the United States tomorrow.
Spec 4 Glenn Storer, 21, of Yarmouth. Me.. is
scheduled to fly in from the United States a few
hours before Wes leaves but the GI brother will be
landing at Bien Hoa. 14 miles northeast of Saigon.
Although Wes said he hopes to see his brother,
chances are there won't be enough time.
Wes said he and his brother look alike. So with
Glenn's identification papers and a sheaf of instructions, he flew to Saigon April 22 and three days
later was with Glenn's unit at Chu Lai base camp.
"I didn't have any trouble playing the role of the
soldier." Wes said. "I just saluted when everyone
else did, ended every sentence with 'Sir' and acted
stupid the rest of the time."
When Glenn gets back to Vietnam. he probably
will be sent immediately to Chu Lai to report to his
battalion, a spokesman said.
No charges have been plated against him yet.
That is up to his battalion commander.

months — just to approve an
average urban renewal application.

that would conform with the
over-all definition of urban
community development.

Q. How long would it take.
now'
A. Well, we cut it down to 15
months and that is still much
too long. What the President is
recommending makes a lot of
sense because he is recommending that about a third of
these eTant-in-aid neoorams be
consolidated into six programs
and then that the funds under
those six programs flow largely
on a formula basis directly to
the states and the cities.

Q. Would the cities still have
to propose specific projects or
programs to get funds?
A. They won't have to make
an application for each project,
no All they would do is to indicate at the start of the year
the general use they expect to
make of the funds so we can
determine if the money will be
spent on urban community
development. We won't pass
judgment on whether or not
those programs are things we
think they should undertake. As
long as they are within the
definition they will be free to
use the money as they see fit.
They will, of course, audit to
make certain there is no improper use of funds.

Q. Mr. Secretary, President
Nixon's revenue-sharing plan
would affect your department
in many ways. Why do you feel
it should be approved?
A. First of all, it means the
Q. You refer to a basic six
President is moving in exactly
programs and a formula
the right direction in terms of
method. Would this new
an
Executive
creating
method eliminate things like
Department structure that will
urban renewal and the model
operate
much
to
permit him
cities program?
more effectively. What he is
A. This would be entirely up
proposing is a functional
organization of the domestic to the cities involved. If they
want to use this money to
which,
at
departments,
present, are organized with continue with the model cities
overlaps. In my experience program and the urban
privately and publicly, you renewal programs, they would
have to organize along func- be free to continue them. If
tional lines. The President they want to discontinue them
wants the Executive Depart- they will be free to discontinue
ment to be organized to serve them. The President's program
four functional missions: neither continues them or
natural resources, human discontinues them but it leaves
economic that up to the local officials to
resources,
development and community decide. They would be required
development. HUD would be to use the funds for projects
i
the nucleus in the communityvi
development department.

Every 12 minutes a home in
the United States is destroyed
or damaged by fire. Fire that
starts in rubbish and feeds on
rubbish.
This figure, from National
Fire Protection Association stu•
dies, points up the need for periodic cleaning of attics, basements, and closets—places where
16.4 per cent of all dwelling fires
originate.
Most home owners believe two
things about fires:
1. Fire will never strike their
house.
2. That they have little or no
rubbish around that is a fire
hazard.
The truth of the matter can
be revealed by a periodic check
in the basement, attic, and closets If you're a typical homeowner, you'll probably find
stacks of papers, magazines,
clothing which has not been
used for years, draperies, lampshades, old furniture and perhaps an old mattress.
Be sure to check the basement workshop for nearly empty
paint cans, old brushes, wood

Dr. Flossie Byrd, dean of the
School of Home Economics 'at
Praftie View A & M College,
Prairie View, Texas, will be the
consultant for a home economics
workshop at Murray State
University May 21-72.
Focused on a theme of
"Educational
Media. and
Teaching Strategies to Reach
Disadvantaged Youth," the twoday session will be held in Room
N-307 of the Applied Science
Q. Won't the President's Building. It is the second
program workshop held in two years on the
revenue-sharing
change your department's way topic at Murray State.
of operating and its powers"
Miss Pauline Waggener,
A. Changes — but very wel- assistant professor of home
come changes. Few people economics and project chairman,
realize just how complicated said the workshop is designed to
federal grant-in-aid programs provide both pre-service and inare. And we have had a great service training for people
imbalance in this country with working with disadvantaged
the bulk of the revenue going to
youth.
Washington and the bulk of the
"The workshop is not one
problems developing at the
concerned with theories, but with
state and local levels. When I
became a member of the practical techniques that can be
Cabinet, I wanted to start used to make work with disadcutting red tape so I asked mv.. vantaged young people more
associates to develop a flow. effective and more satisfying,"
chart showing the steps in- she said.
She added that the university is
volved in processing applications for our funds. It "extremely fortunate to have
didn't take weeks to prepare: it someone of the level of capability
took several months. And just and the wide background of Dr.
listing the steps in an urban Byrd" to participate in the nonrenewal grant required a sheet credit, tuition free workshop.
of paper about twice as long as
A teacher since 1948, with
this table — about 25 to 30 feet experience at both the high
long. It took three years — 36 school and college levels, Dr.
Byrd joined the faculty at Prairie
View in 1962 and became dean of
the School of Home Economics in
1964.
She earned the B.S. degree at
Florida A & M University, the M.
Ed.degree at Pennsylvania State
University and the Ph. D. degree
at Cornell University. Among tier
numerous honors are a Dittinguished Alumna Award from
Florida A& M and the American
Home Economics Association
Foundation Fellowship, both in
1968:
President-elect of the National
Council of Administrators of
Home Economics for 1971-72, Dr.
Byrd has had her work widely
If you buy two
published, including an article
Steak Finger Baskentitled "A Definition of Home
Economics for the 70s" in the
ets, you get one
Journal of Home Economics in
gallon of K-N
1970.
Root Beer FREE
No
pre-registration
is
necessary
to attend
the
workshop

CATCHER ACQUIRED
CHICAGO (UPI)—Chris Cannizzaro, veteran catcher, was
acquired Wednesday by the
Chicago Cubs from the San
Diego 12sidre.s in return for
minor league infielder Garry
Jestadt and Cash.

iTHE FIRST SENATORIAL
DISTRICT HAS SUFFERED DURING THIS
PRESENT TERM BECAUSE OF INEFFECTIVE
*
REPRESENTATION
IN Frankfort. In 1970 our
•
* present Senator was voted . .
"THE SENATOR MOST VALUABLE TO
•
THE REPUBLICAN PARTY"
•

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.

Q. Will this reorganization be.
approved?
A. I think it's goingto dencnd
upon the extent to which we are
able to acquaint people through
the country with the soundness
of the plan because it's going to
take public support to bring it
about. As the President indicated in the State of the Union
address, the reorganization of
the Executive Department and
the revenue-snaring plan
require Congress to give up a
certain amount of power. And
Congress is not going to give up
power unless it finds that the
public wants them to do it.

scraps and oily rags.
Whether fire starts in a pile
of rubbish or whether flames
spread to it from another source,
a collection of household junk
can be transformed into a lethal
torch in a matter of minutes.
What are some simple fire
safeguards to protect your home?
The National Fire Protection
Association advises:
—Don't let trash and rubbish
accumulate. Remove it from the
home and get rid of it as often
as possible.
—Keep trash in fire-proof
metal steel containers with closefitting covers.
Tests conducted by the General Services Administration in
Washington, D.C., showed that
fires in metal cans died harm-
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leasly without spreading.* Fires
in non-metal containers spread to
adjoining areas.
Should spontaneous combus•
tian occur in a metal container,
the fire moo likely will just
smolder unless the lid is re.
moved. Then the fire can be
contained by replacing the cover
on the container.
Besides safety reasons, cost.
ered metal cans are approved by
municipal authorities for health
reasons because they protect
against the spread of disease by
rodents, flies and other vermin.

We Specialize In Your Needs

COMPLETE_

• by the Capitol Press Club. No wonder the Firs
•
•
* District has been left out when decisions are
• made in Frankfort Let us restore the First
•
it District to its rightful place in the eyes of all
It Kentuckians and elect ...
•

CHARLES 0.
.DAVIS

•
•
•

As The Next
SENATOR from the FIRST
SENATORIAL DISTRICT
(Paid for by Charles 0. Davis
as his own Treasurer)

Our
Ford Wagon
2-packs..

Friday-Saturday
and Monday
* SPECIAL *

Steak Finger Basket

$1 25
Basket Ihcludes . .

* 5 Delicious Breaded Steak Fingers
* Lettuce & Tomato Salad

* Toasted Sesame Bun
* French Fries

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
Now Offers

AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE
Phone 753 8119

Take home any one of ten great' Ford wagons, America's best
sellers. Get all kinds of Better Ideas like Ford -originated doorgates, guard rail construction. Optional locking stowage compartments. Scads more. Then, no matter which one you pick,
just add 1( more for a handsome coaster wagon worth $24.95.
Pick up your 2-pack today!
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active and will continue to be active in the
campaign to elect Bert T. Combs Governor
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Here are the local people who have been
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VOTE COMBS - CARROLL
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'I)—Chris Can.
catcher, was
isday by the
from the San
in return for
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the First•
ons are •
•
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•
•
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and Julian Carroll Lieutenant Governor on
next Tuesday.
Bert T. Combs

Julian Carroll

They Ask for Your Support and Endorsement of These Two
Candidates on Election Day, May 25th
' Any voter wishing further information on this campaign may call Headquarters or check with any person listed on this page.

County Chairmen
Carl M. "Harry" Stout, Sr. , Ronald Christopher, CoChairman, Mrs. Cohen "Fannie" Stubblefield, County ChairWoman,

Finance Committee
Charles Starks, Chm.. Leon Miller, Wade Jones, J. R.
Smith, Donald Tucker, Charlie Lassiter, Dr. Ray Ammons.

Transportation Committee
Ed Carroll, Chin., Fred Carroll, Marshall Garland,
Beverly Garland, Pete Waldrop.

Precinct Chair-Women
Harris Grove: Mrs. Odle Kuykendall, Chin., Mrs. Ronald
Jackson, Chin., Mrs. Virgil Paschal, Mrs. Evon Burt, Mrs.
Billie Nix, Mrs. Dwayne McIndosh, Mrs. Jimmie McCuiston,
Mrs. Bob Morton, Mrs. Glen Kelso, Mrs. W. P. West, Mrs.
William Caldwell, Mrs. Eugene Rogers. Miss Francis Armstrong.
New Concord: Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, Chm., Mrs.
Arleau Winchester, Mrs. Calvin Hall, Mrs. Taft Patterson,
Mrs. Ben Brumley, Mrs. L. L. Dowdy, Mrs. Danny Pitman,
Mrs. Geo. Robert Lassiter, Mrs. Ruth Ferguson.
Almo: Mrs. Ted McDougal, Chin., Mrs. John Pocock, Mrs.
Raymond Wrather, Mrs. Polly McGinnis, Mrs. Buel Hargis.
Mrs. Jerry Lassiter, Mrs. Purdom Lassiter, Mrs. Gary
Wicker, Mrs. Jean Turner, Mrs. Gary Smith, Mrs. Jerry
Starks, Mrs. Joe Pat Thweatt, Mrs. Donnie Duncan.
Clayton Creek: Mrs. Larry Cunningham, Chm., Mrs. Eva
Alexander, Mrs. Pam Alexander, Mrs. Dorothy Camp, Mrs.
Mary Bynum, Mrs. Frances Garrison. Mrs. David
Alexander.
Dexter: Mrs. Ralph Reavis, Chm., A. V. Reeves, Mrs.
Norma Garland, Mrs. Cora Prtichett, Mrs. Alene Pritchett,
Hayes Pritchett, Ronald }Leavitt, Mrs. Marion Flood, Mrs.
Nell Gore, Stafford Curd, Ralph Reavis, Mrs. Larry Dumas.
Hazel: Mrs. James F. Phillips, Chin., Mrs. James Dale
Erwin, Mrs. James E. Rogers, Mrs. Henry Hutson, Mrs.
Calmon Parks, Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs. Brent McNutt, Mrs.
Joe Jackson, Mrs. Edward Russell, Mrs. Zera Jones.
Faxon: Mrs. Edgar Brown Chin., Mrs. Trellis Boggess,
Mrs. Bob Parrish, Mrs. Fay Childress, Mrs. Rule Burkeen,
Mrs. Monty Hooks, Mrs. Rupert Phillips, Mrs. John Grogan,
Mrs. Charlene Morgan.
Precinct No. 4: Mrs. Harold McReyuolds, Chm., Mrs.
Johnnie MeC,age, Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., Mrs. Tommy
Rushing, Mrs. Eugene Diamont, Mrs. Buddy Valentine, Mrs.
Don McCord, Mrs. Marshall Garland, Mrs. Sherri Payne
Turner, Mrs. Richard Stout.
Precinct No. 1: Mrs. Ruth Blackwood Chm., Mrs. H. E.
Holton. Miss Doris Rowland, Mrs. Harry Sledd. Mrs. Ruby
Roberts, Mrs. Keith Brandon, Mrs. Pat Rowland, Mrs. Dale
Woodwall, Mrs. Trellis McCuistion, Mrs. Gene Parker, Mrs.

Joe Outland.
Precinct No. 6: Mrs. Billie Dale Outland Chin., Mrs.
Thomas Hopkins, Mrs. Alberta Korb, Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, Mrs. Milton Jones, Mrs. Newman Grogan, Mrs.
Bobbie Adams, Miss Joy Totalvy.
Precinct No. 1: Mrs. Vernon Roberts Chin., Mrs. Hazel
'hitt, Mrs. Jessie Crago, Mrs Louise Lovhai, Mn. Mable
Perry, Mrs. Noel Melugin, Mrs'Lavola Wyatt, Mrs. Virginia
Masten, Mrs. Charlie Lassiter.
Precinct No. 3: Mrs. Opal Moody Chin., Mrs. Lubie
Roberts, Mrs. Albert Creder, Mrs. Frank Poole,rrs. Parter
Holland, Mrs. L. W. Paschall, Mrs. Iva Futrell, Mrs. John
Farmer, Mrs. Robert 0. Miller, Mrs. Sue Outland.
Precinct No. 5: Mrs. Max Morgan Chin., Mrs. Linda
Crouch, Mrs. Calton Morgan, Mrs. Bea Hendricks, Mrs.
Eleanor Persian', Mrs. John irvan, Mrs. Jack 13elote, Mrs.
Kathryn Glover, Mrs. Jubert Mason Perry, Mrs. J. W.
Young, Mrs. Dick Stoutand, Miss Jane Belote.
Coldwater: Mrs. R. C. Sheridan Chin., Mrs. Dan Darnell,
Mrs. Revel Haneline, Mrs. Haru Adams, Mn. Cecil Thur.
mand, Mrs. Bob Hoke, Mn. Perry Lamb, Mrs. Frank
Paschall, Mrs. Hill Adams, Mrs. Estell Paschall, Mrs. Hugh
Dowdy.
Lynn Grove: Mrs.Allred Murdock Chin., Mrs. Bill Adams,
Mrs. Dan Miller, Mrs.Bill Scott, Mrs. Gene Jones.
New Providence: Mrs. Cleo Grogan Chin., Mrs. Lyda Sue
Collins, Mrs. Bobbie Spiceland, Mrs. Hoyt Craig, Mrs. Virgil
Grogan, Mrs. Dan Hart.
Jackson: Mrs. Dwight Watson Chin., Mrs. Larry England,
Mrs. J. D. Outland, Mrs. Teddy Beane, Mrs. Lexie Watson.
Kirksey: Mrs. Bill) Joe Crick Min., Mrs. Urban Belcher,
Mrs. Sherman Borders, Mrs. Eva Ross.
•
Calloway County High: Mrs. James W. Nix Chm., Mrs.
Bill Miller, Mrs. Jerry Conley, Mrs. Jack Norsworthly, Mrs.
Harold Fones, Mrs. Wilma Miller.

Action Corps
Ron Jackson, Cbm., Paul Shapiro, Chin., Rev. Elbert
Johns, Billy D. Outland, George James, Bobby Allen, Dixie
Hopkins, Carl Howard. Gary Wicker, Paul Fleming, Mary
Janice Morton, James Rogers, Teddy Milliken, David
Teitloff, Phillip Cunningham, Larry England, Larry Hale,
Kevin Cooper, Janey Kelso. Ann Wilson, Toni Jones, Linda
Smotherman, Jerry Lassiter, Gay Tipton, Jayda Stuart.
Mary Winter, Emma Bury. Taimy Barnes, Twila Dunn, Joe
Pat Phillips, Diana Lyons.(ona Pritchett, 011ie Easley, Pat
Scott, Wayne Burkeen, Roger Brandon, Janice Adams,
James R. Feltner, Francis rmstrong, W. T. Peterson, Jerry
Duncan, Barbara McCuiston, Linda Feltner, Melanie
Lassiter, Ruth Ann Outland. Donna Jackson, Sandy Sapiro,
Rachel Neale,Shelia James. J. D. Orr, Larry Cherry,

Labor Committee
Ronald Crouch, 'Chin Eddie Brandon, George Kenley,
Keith Brandon, Herbert Dick, Joe Bob Sims, Rupert Tymes,
Prentice Dunn, Phillip Saxon, Edd Holden, Harry Key, Gus
Yarbrough, Thomas Johanna, Brooks Gibson, Gene
Schrader, John Ed Covington, Glenn Rogers, J. D. Outland,
Carroll M. Rogers, Elmer Collins, Benny Maddox, Skip
Neale, Teddy Beane, Bob Parrish, Leonard Morris, Gary
Wicker, B. J. Thurmond, Charles Nanney,.

Registration Committee
Tom Rushing, Chin., Carl Durham, _Jimmy Nix, Brenda
Nix, Cecil Lovett, Larry England, Myrna Phillips, Howard
Willoughby, John Grogan, Brepda Smith, Nancy Roberts,
Twilla Dunn, Sue Thweatt, Polly McGinnis , Rachel Neale,
Freed, Curd,

Campaign Legal Advisor
William Donald Overbey

Veterans Committee
Col. Charles Farris, Chm., Dr. Earl Adams,Fred L. Bray,
Sr., Lloyd C. Houston,Charles Whennen, William L Calhoun,
J. C. Gallimore, Milton C. Outland, J. T. Tidwell, Chester
McCuiston, Oveta Bogard, Hugh Walton Foster, William H.
Hornbuckle , Col. Lance E. Booth, Col. John R. Thompson,
Dr. Samuel G. Bell, 011ie T. Easley, Joseph G. Morgan,
Jerald B. McNutt, Robert H. Kemp.

Professional Committee
Dr. Richard Stout, Chin., Dr. Clegg Austin, Dr. A. H.
Titsworth, Dr. Ralph H. Woods, Nat Ryan Hughes, Edward
Overbey, Jr., Dr. Lewis Charles Ryan, Wells Overbey, Dr.
Ray Ammons, Dr. Sam Bell, Dr. Joe Oakley, Dr. Ronald
Babb, Donald Keller, Dr. Joseph Rerroat.

Precinct Chairmen
Murray I, William Hornbuckle, Murray 2, Keith Brandon,
Murray 3, George Fielder, Murray 4, Freed Curd, Murray 5,
Dr. Richard Stout, Murray 6, Cecil Lovett-Billy D. Outland.
Almo: Gene Starks, C. B. Durham,Danny Duncan, Gerald
Smith, Purdom Lassiter, Raymond Wrather.
Faxon: Edgar Brown, John Grogan, Lloyd Houston,
Howard Willoughby, Danny Ross, Larry Bell.
Providence: Graves Neale.
Hazel: Brooks Gibson.
Harris Grove: Robert Lassiter, Laney Morris, Luck Burt.
Coldwater: Robert Hoke, J. T. Tidwell.
Kirksey: Lloyd Carson.
Jackson: John Cunningham.
Dexter: A. V. Reeves.
Clayton Creek: Honk. Alderdice.
Calloway High : James Feltner.
Concord: Calvin Hall.
Lynn Grove: Oveta Bogard, Dan Miller.

Agriculture Committee
Thurston Furches, Chm., Otto Chester, Lestel
Davie Burkeen, Cecil Holland, Burie Hanllne, Charles
Outland, James Rodgers, Larry Harrison, James McCallon,
Eddie Workman.

If You Need Transportation To The Polls, Call 753-5039 or 753-9777
For Baby Sitting Services Needed While You Vote, Call 753-5039 or 753-9777

.
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Dr. Dick Hutson
Joins Staff Of
Local Clinic

Quotes

Steel Add

Civil Case
On Accident
Heard Today

A Rainy ,

Frisbee fad sweeping
colleges, universiti u,estwo

(Continued from Page 1
YORK (UPi)—ine
NEW
mixed
on
narrow margin of 8,000 votes. The
stock market opened
newspaper based its prediction
moberate turnover today.
yearsrev.usio
Shortly after the opening, the
on a survey conducted by a task
• The Houston McDevitt Clinic
an
force
of
industrial
average
reporters
who
fanned
Jones
International Dow
Conn.,as having originated the
has announced the addition to its By United Press
By
LEE
The
reasons
for the sport's
GRANT
across that state. The Louisville
0.21 at 923.20. Advances
fad after drivers of the com- popularity, Frisbee enthusiasts
staff of Dr. Richard (Dick) TEL AVIV—Israeli Depun was off
Copley News Service
103,
132
to
-Journal,
declines,
largest
sport.
topped
as
a
Courier
plates
Egyp
pie
on
civil
case
flew
Allon
The
pany
Yigal
Premier
concerning a
Hutson, seecializing in Family
It is lunch time and four
history, point out, are many. They
Whatever it's
tian President Anwar Sadat's among the 353 issues crossing traffic accident is continuing newspaper in the state, has en- students take to a grassy area.
include:
,. Practice.
sure, has taken
the tape.
today in the Calloway Circuit dorsed Combs.
In hand, a light polyethylene Frisbee, for
s, Dr. Hutson received a Bachelor statement that for the Seuz
1. The sport is cheap. A
In the automotive group, Court with Judge James M. What began as a battle of disk about the size of a pie pan. hold.
issif Science degree from Murray Canal to be reopened, Egyptian
Frisbee can be bought at any
when
1950s
the
late
was
in
gained
I
t
to
with
little
It
Motors
personalities
General
Lassiter presiding.
troops must be allowed across
When properly thrown, the disk
dime store for as little as 88
85%. Ford was off %. to 62%, On Thursday the case of Joe W. divergence on the issues has can soar, dip or bank, sort of Fred Morrison, a pie-tin tosser cents. The most expensive
It after Israel withdraws:
of notable skill, took the idea to
"Sadat's speech proves the and Chrysler *as unchanged at Ward and N. 0. Nelson Supply remained that way except for the like a glider.
Wham-0. The amusements model is $3.
Egyptian government has 29es. American Motors picked Company vs. Palmer L. Arnett hassle over education.
It's Frisbee time.
2. No large field is necessary.
company
since has sold several
vs. Paschall Thick Lines, Inc., Combs endorsed the Kentucky
toughened its stance. I hope up es to 6%.
At colleges and universities
The game can be played
million
Frisbees,
and
Morrison
this development was not U.S. Steel rose es to 33% in and Wendell Carter Herndon, Education Association's throughout the country, on
has received close to $5 million anywhere a little space is
prompted by over-optimism in its group, while Bethlebem and was started. The court recon- Legislative package which in- beaches, in back yards, tucked
available:
in
royalties.
at
unchanged
living
into hiking backpacks, the
Republic held
vened today at one p.m. to hear cludes a 6 per cent cost of
Washington."
3. It requires about as much
The
Wall
Street
Journal
22% and 29, respectively. further testimony and arguments increase for school teachers over country is in the grip of
physical conditioning as a brisk
reports
Frisbee
to
be
one
of
three years and a 6 per cent "Frisbeeana."
game of shuffleboard.
WASHINGTON — President Armco also was unchanged at in the case.
The national cenSers of Richard Burton's favorite
Other cases on the cook docket across-the-board pay raise.
Nixon çeading a statement on a 19%.
Inan
There's even
forms of exercise. Other movie
break rough in Soviet-Ameri- Du Pont climbed la to 143% have been continued or settled on Ford promptly attacked Frisbee activity seem to be the stars like Julie Andrews, ternational Frisbee
can atmpts to limit nuclear in the chemicals, with Eastman the court docket. They include Combs' stand, saying it would campuses of Berkeley and Gregory Peck and Fred Association. The membership
Kodak up es to 80%. Allied Vance vs. Davis, Pritchett vs. cost $360 million and would result Princeton.
is 28,000. -There's also an ofweapons:
At Princeton's campus store, MacMurray are devotees.
"The governments of the Chemical lost ki to 31%, as did Thomure, Commonweatth vs. in nest' taxes. The Ford camp.
In fact, movie people claim ficial Frisbee historian. He is
the
school's
newspaper
reports,
1
2.
Dr. Stancil Johnson, a longRube Davis, Commonwealth vs. through leaflets, combined the
United States and the Soviet Union Carbide. at 49/
the first Frisbee was stocked in the Frisbee idea all started in
Union, after reviewing the In the oils, Jersey Standard Lloyd Thompson, and Clark vs. KEA legislative plan with the June, 1965. Since that time, Hollywood during the 1940s haired, prematurely gray
course of their talks on the surrendered ei to 77%, Atlantic Steely, according to the office of National Education Association's 4,483 Frisbees have been sold. when film editors relaxed at psychiatrist from Sacramento,
to 71%, Getty % at Circuit Court Clerk James sanctions report which listed
lunch by tossing empty film Calif. He currently is working
limitations of strategic ar- Richfield
The newspaper points to tins.
on a scholarly book about
ways of raising more money to
mament, have agreed to 89%. Pennzoil tacked on 1,2 to Blalock.
Soldiers in Vietnam have Frisbee.
concentrate this year on 35%. Texaco and Phillips were The next case on the cowl support education in Kentucky. some reasons: "For frustrated
jock tathletet, it's an outlet;
is
Johnson
also
Dr. Blielord(nd)Haless. working out an agreement for unchanged at 36 and 30%, docket after today is Bridges vs. Combs denied that he favors for the freshman coed, it's a found relaxation tossing
acknowledged,
according
to
Frisbees
after
a
day
in
the
bush
respectively.
Poindexter
on
support
the
increased
taxes
to
the
limitation
of
the
deploymen
Thursday, May V.
State University and graduated
mixer; for the U-store, it's a chasing Viet Cong.
Sports Illustrated, to have the
of antiballistic missile sys- Penn Central was unchanged The case of Commonwealth vs. KEA program and said raises for
from Vanderbilt University
And, at Moscow's Institute of most wicked forehand in the
in the rails. Chesapeake Larry Myers scheduled for the teachers can be paid from gold mine."
at
5L2
tems."
Medical School in Nashville,
The history of Frisbee is, American Studies, Columbia game — hard to control and
at Ohio rose LS to 62%, and same day has been taken off the current
tax revenues with the indeed, a clouded one.
Tenn. While at Vanderbilt he also
University scholar Marshall even harder to catch. Most
Northern
was
down
Burlington
court docket.
anticipated economic growth of
One group of historians Shulman and Russian physicist. players throw backhand.
assisted in the Biochemistry WASHINGTON—Sen. William
J. Proxmire, D-Wis., on the % at 44%. Louisville & Cases in June include Legan vs. the state.
contends that the statue of the Mikhail Millionshehikov were
.Department and collaborated in
During the summer there is a
Nashville held steady at 127%. Beach on June 1, Commonwealth Repeatedly saying he endorsed famed
Greek
athlete spotted tossing the Frisbee.
the publishing of serveral House's decision to go along
national Frisbee championship,
General
electronics,
In
the
not
with
the
Senate's
decision
to
Franklin
KEA
proposal
and
vs.
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only
the
on
June
2,
Disoobolus
•
was,
in
reality,
a
articles.
iicientific
"It was a striking example of and competition for the Julius
/
2, but Rickman Vs. Robertson on June the NEA sanctions report man with a Frisbee.
Electric dipped % to 1211
peaceful coexistence," said
He took a one year's Rotating kill the SST:
Nachazel Memorial Trophy.
gained
Lti to 90•Ns. 7, Garland vs. Raspberry and recommendations, which include
Westinghouse
"We
are
beginning
to
reasAnother
version
holds
that a Time
magazine,
internship at Tripler Army
which The award is an old tie cup.
3471
/
2
after
to
IBM
eased
73
Downey on June 6, Lassiter Auto changes in tax structures, Combs 19th Century Yale scholar, reported the incident.
hospital, Honolulu, Hawaii and a sess our national priorities."
Nachazel is somewhat
climbing 6 points the previous vs. Bryan on June 10, and has been forced on the defensive Elihu Frisbee, revolted against
Frisbee, in its present form, shadowy' figure. He reputedly
two year Family Practice
session.
the
passing
of
the
collection
label
Whitlow
vs.
by
Ford's
efforts
to
pin
the
Nance
on
June
11.
fir.st came onto the market showed up at a tournament,
Willson Army
Residency at
plate in chapel by seizing the about 12 years ago from Whamof "Tax man" on Combs.
Hospital, Ft. Dix, New Jersey.
chased an errant toss into the
platter
and
sailing
it
mightily
Every political campaign
() Manufacturing Co., the woods and never was seen
tir. Hutson is a Diplomate of the
eventually seems to boil down to in the general direction of the organitation which gave the again.
ational Board of Medical
university quad.
taxes.
world Hula Hoops.
Competition can have its
and is board eligible Federal State Market News
Some people credit the late
Matthews,
campaign
Wham-0 doesn't reveal sales pitfalls.
Service
Funeral
services
for
Mr*,
Robert
newly
established
the
'The funeral for Mrs. Mary
Wednesday, May 19 Mayfield, Pearl Canter will be held at the Compton of Murray Route
has asked Joseph P. Frisbie, owner of the figures but admits to having
Contestants take the risk of
lty Board of Family
Four manager for Combs,
Kentucisy
Lynnville Church of Christ with will be held Saturday at two
the National Fair Election Frisbie Pie Co. of Bridgeport, sold more Frisbees' in the last ineurring the dreaded 1'risbee
actice.
p.m.
in
Committee
finger," an injury which occurs
For the past two years he has Farm*s Livestock Market: Bro. Dalton Vaughn officiating on at the chapel of the Blalock- Practices
from making a catch at the
Chief of the Department of Livestoick weighed on arrival. Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
Coleman Funeral Home with WAshington to investigate what
wrong angle.
Interment will be in the Lynn- Rev. D. W. Billington officiating. he said was misleading adthe 1J. S. Army Cattle this week 500
cs at
Frisbee competition includes .
ville Cemetery with the Pallbearers will be Butch vertsising in Ford's campaign
in Redstone Arsenal, Calves this week 70
contests
for distance and acarrangements
by
the
J.
H.
literature.
COMPARED
TO
TWO
WEEKS
bama.
Hutson, Pat Hutson, Joseph
curacy. There is also a game
Dr. Hutson is married to the AGO: Slaughter cows, calves, Churchill Funeral Home where Paschall, Wayne Osborn, Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston,
called "guts Frisbee." It's
campaign manager,
former Nancy McCuiston of and vealers 1.00 higher, slaughter friends may call.
Raymond Riley, and Gerald Ford's
played by two five-man teams
advertising
the
Mrs.
Canter,
age
re.plied
that
82,
of
Lynnsteady.
feeders
bulls
and
.. Murray, and they have two sons
Kimhro. Burial will be in the
standing about 15 yards apart.
that
it
is
the
truth
and
contains
ville
died
Thursday
at
7:50
a.m.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
age 8 and Eric, age 3.
Turkey Creek Cemetery in the
They hurl the plastic disks at
S Dr. Hugh Houston, president of 21.50-24.00, Cutter 19.50-21.50, at the Murray-Calloway County Land Between the Lakes with the not misleading.
each other with the greatest
Hospital. Hef- hushand, Thad arrangements by
Although it's difficult to pick
the clinic, Said that the local Canner 16.50-19.50.
the Blalockpossible force, scoring points
group was happy to sponsor and SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility Canter, died in 1962., Survivors Coleman Funeral Home whe-e the winner in such a close race,
when an opponent fails to catch
who
can
candidates
are
six
there
are
three
daughters,
Mrs.
Enoch
Vrovide office space for a local over 1000 lbs. 25.00-26.50.
friends may call.
a throw one-handed.
major
out
as
quickly
ruled
son to return to Murray to SLAUGHTER CALVES AND Wilson, Mayfield, Mrs. Morris Mrs. Compton, age 84, died be
Thor' Anderson, an in-'
practice his profession.
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs. Thacker, Sutherlin, Oregon, and Wednesday at ten p.m. at the contenders because they lack
vestigator for the U.S.
support.
organization
any
Mrs.
Hubert
Goode,
Fisherville,
Dr. Hutson will have offices on vealers 39.50-42.00, mixed Good
Department of Labor in
Murray-Calloway Count)
Washington, D.C., is feared as
:the second floor of the clinic, and Choice 36.00-39.50, Choice Ky.; one son, Otis Canter of Hospital She was a member of • The six are Jesse N. R. Cecil of
Shires
of
e, William
the toughest of the "guts
- *ace formerly used by Dr. E. D. 240-350 lbs. calves 36.00- Fulton; three sisters, Mrs. Virgie the Turkey Creek Baptist Church I
Frisbee" competitors. He is
'Roberts.
39.50,mixed Godd and Choice Bruce, Mrs. Clarence West, and and was the wife of Watkins !anger; John E. )(nipper of
Dayton, Earl Ray McIntosh of
Mrs. Allen Robertson, all of
respected for his overhand
33.25-36.00.
Compton who died August 15, Lexington, Hobert M. Johnson of
reverse wrist flip with twist.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice Lynnville; two brothers, Joe and 1938. Her parents were the late
A graduate student in physics
250-300 lbs. 40.50-43.50 with a few Mark Wilson, both of Lynnville; George Compton and Sarah Louisville and Wilton Benge Cupp
at Berkeley, Jay Shelton, is the
of Covington.
high Choice up to 45.50, 300-400 thirteen grandchildren; sixteen Rushing Compton.
holder of the world's distance
Another candidate, Mitchell S.
lbs. 38.50-40.50, 400-500 lbs. 35.50- great grandchildren.
Survivors are three daughters, Fannin of Whitley City, withdrew
Frisbee record. He has tossed
38.50, mixed Gadd and Choice
Mrs. Sanford Colson of Calvert
the disk 70 yards.
as a candidate in April.
300-400 lbs. 35.50-38.50, 400-500 lbs.
City, Mrs. Troy Dixon of
32.50-35.50, 500-600 lbs. 30.50-32.50,
Southgate. Mich., and Mrs.
New Corporation
Army Command Sgt. Maj. 500-600 lbs. 28.50-30.50.
Harold Shultz of Tri City; three
.Kenneth B. Jimerson, son of Mr.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
sons, Vernon Compton of H.C.K. Investment, Inc. was
d Mrs. John P. Jimmerson of 250-300 lbs. 34.00-36.50, 300-400 lbs. The funeral for Buel McCallon Pineville, La., Robert Compton of inwporitted here in Murray
Federal State Market News
uryear Route2,hasreceived his 31.50-34.00, 400-500 lbs. 29.50-31.50, was held today at three p.m. at Los Angeles, Calif., and Calvin recently. The firm is located at
Service May 21, 1971
"second Bronze Star medal while mixed Good and Choice 300-400 the chapel of the Byrn Funeral Compton of Murray Route Four; Route Two, Box 43 and is in!serving in Vietnam.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
";.
lbs. 29.50-31.50,400-500 lbs. 27.50- Home, Mayfield, with Terry five sisters, Mrs. Minnie Atkins corporated at 1,000 shares no
; He was awarded the medal for 29.50, 500-600 lbs. 25.50-27.50,
Market Report Includes 10
and
Hopkins
W.
Robert
of
Murray
Route
Four,
Mrs.
par.
"distinguishing himself through Good 300-400 lbs. 27.00-29.50,400- Clapp and John Hover ofStations
Buying
the
and
incotporators
Elvis Hicks and Mrs. H. B. others are
meritorious service in con- 500 lbs. 26.00-27.50, 500-600 lbs. ficiating.
Receipts: Act, 912 Est. 2300
real and perin
deal
Futrell
of
Canton,
will
Mrs.
B.
0.
firm
millitary 24.00-36.00
Pallbearers were Ersel Jones,
nection
with
Barrows and Gilts 25 to 50c lower
property.
operations against hostile forces
Brice Mason, Perry Andrews, Boyer of Lanesville, Va., and sonal
Sows
steady
Six
"The
Wives of Henry Ben Burgess, Mose Reid, and Ed Mrs. Esther Garcia of San
in Vietnam.'•
US 1-3 200.230 lbs. 117.50-18.25;
Jo Aimee
Sgt. Jimerson received the VIII" will be aired by CRS as Ballard. Burial was in the Francisco, Calif.; two brothers, Exclusive
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $17.25-17.50;
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
_ award while assigned as a series qf six 90-minute Highland
Park Henry Compton of Royal Oak,
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $16.75-17.25;
British
monWorley,
dramas
about
the
Anne
the
loud
comJo
Mich.,
and
Euen
Compton of
command sergeant major in the
Cemetery,Mayfield.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $16.25-16.75;
edienne of "Rowan and
Evansville,
Ind.;
nineteen
brigade's 2nd Signal Group near arch's marital problems. The
McCallon, age 55, died sudSows
. Long Birth. Adopted in 1944, the fist, "Catherine of Aragon." denly Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. at grandchildren; twelve great Martin's Laugh-In," signed an
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 813.50-14.50;
exchnive contract with Screen
medal recognizes outstanding will be broadcast Aug. I at the Community Hospital, He was grandchildren.
BASIC METH6J-- this is the bask way to catch a Frisbee. US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $12.50-13.50;
9:30 p.m. The other five will
the
television
arm
of
Gems,
illelatinesser
• achievement.
4:0111MNIIMMor
a cutter at the Merit Clothing
More proficient aficionados dare the one-banded catch.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $11.50-12.50.
Columbia Pictures.
Jimerson received his first be on consecutive Sundays Compan)
-, Mayfield, and was an
Keith
Michell,
through
Sept.
5.
Bronze Star in June 1988 near
War II.
Nha Trang, Vietnam. He also who just closed on Broadway Army veteran of Wolrd
The deceased is survived by his
holds two awards of the Army as co-star of "Abelatd and
Heloise," plays Henry in this. wife, Fairra -Edwards McCallon,
Commendation Medal.
daughter, Miss Linda Sue Mc'• A 1943 graduate of Pin-year made-in-Britain series.
Callon, and son, William E.(Bill)
E High School, Jimerson canThe "NBC World Premiere McCallon, all of
t pleted basic training at Ft. Ord.,
Mayfield;
Impact-resistant
Movie" series for the coming
Calif. He has more than 200 season will include "The parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollie E.
n
: parachute jumps and has seen
McCallon
of
Murray
Route
lenses ordered
One:
based on a John
service in Europe, Asia and Hamm,"
four
brothers,
Hays
of
Mayfield,
starring
and
story
Africa. He was stationed at Ft. Steinbeek
WASHINGTON (1; P
("Bonanza") Greene and James of Murray Route Seven,
t. Bragg. N. C., before arriving Lorne 'Sommers. Unmarried Hoyt of Murray Route Two, and Sunglasses and prescription
Julie
overseas in May 1967.
woman and her son Ralph of St. Louis, Mo.; two eyeglasses sold after Dec.
His wife Rachel lives in young
must have impact resiscomplicate the life of a farmer grandchildren, Jehrey and Shari 31
tant lenses under a rule
FayettevWe, N. C.
McCallon.
with an invalid wife.
adopted by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).
The FDA issued the
rule with encouragement
from the National Society
for the Prevention of Blindness, hut with opposition
from the American OptoF.
metric Assn., representinu,
WASHINGTON .121s1 • Nixon Admin- estimated would disqualify up to
doctors who prescribe
istration officials probably will withdraw 350,000 present participants and raise
glasses.
some of their controversial proposals to the cost of stamps for up to 1,750,000
More than 75 manufaetighten food stamp program regula- others.
hirers and distributors of
tions, but changes probably will not go
sunglasses asked that the
as far as has been demanded by some
THOSE DISQUALIFIED under the
rule be postponed a year or
critics, Assistant Agriculture Secretary original
proposal,
I,yng
indicated,
more, but FDA commissionRichard E. Lyng says.
would „include many elderlss couples in
er Charles C. Edwards said
states where "liberal old-age pensions
the Dec. 31 deadline give,
He has twice served as President of the Board of Realtors, served as a Director of the State
THE APRIL 15 proposals contained produce incomes above the proposed
Industry enough prepara.
some major liberalizing features, in
new federal income standard
Board of Realtors, President of the Murray State Thorobred Club, Past President of the Murray
lien time.
0- eluding a new national eligibility standRepublican members of a special 4
Baseball Assoc., Sunday School Teacher at Cherry Corner ,Baptist Church and-is a Graduate of
Iii first propo.ine
ard „which may make about 1.7 million Senate Hunger Committee recently
rule last Sept 30 1:dwara..
additional poor people eligible for food called on the Administration to reconsiMurray
High School and Murray State University.
a
said tise ol
stamps. These are rettdents of states der some of its proposed changes.
rcsts:Int
s
glass
or
plastic
would 1.1
..4. which now maintain food stamp income
Long dcaned to indicate what
crease the pine a Pau
eligibility ceilings below the proposed changes might be made in the proposed
prescription
glasses by t,,..
new national standard.
regulations_ which also inctude a cracktween Si and $6
Also included in the proposed regu- down on stamp aid to college students
He said it would hf)r,
e lationss however. r were 'crackdownfrom we)) off families and members of
prevent mato H
features including some %filch Lyng communes
(Paid for by Friends of Ray Roberts)
proximately 1211 00o loll;
tie,
caused
'l
Ii
ssessewisesesiss......essesesseseesssItIOLAM,1111f1,0,,e
broken lenses
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22 Seniors To Receive Diplomas Campaign Teens Learn To Be Smart Consumers'
Program
n
Educatio
Consumer
4-H
In
Use,
Urges
28
May
Friday,
On
on
At Farmingt
Twenty-two seniors will
receive their diplomas during
Commencement exercises at
Farmington High School on
LEXINGTON, KY. — The',
May 28.
University of Kentucky College of
Ernie Rob Bailey, English
Agriculture has announced the Instructor at Murray High
establishment of the Robert W. School, will be the
Hicks Memorial Scholarship Commencement speaker at
Farmington. Commencement
Fund.
exercises begin at 8 p.m.
Harvey Lynn Elder, minister
Hicks, a University of Kentucky graduate and former in- of the Bethit Church of Christ,
will be the guest speaker at
structor in the UK Departrnent of
Baccalureate services for
Animal Sciences,died in 1967. He
Farmington graduating seniors.
served on the UK faculty from
Time of the Baccelureate Navvies
1957 to 1960 and also served as is 8 p.m. Sunday, May 29.
coach of the college's livestock
Valedictorian of this year's
graduating class at Farmington
fudging team.
is Van Franklin Sims, son of Mr.
He also managed a 450-acre and Mrs. A. V. Sirns, Rt 1,
farm near Midway, Kentucky, Farmington. His point standing
is 98.0 out of a possible 100.00.
which he and his brother, Dr.
Van has been a member of
Newell Hicks, owned. The Hicks the Wildcat basketball and
brothers developed one of the
baseball teams, member of the
finest Angus herds in the com- Beta Club, the school's FFA
monwealth.
Chapter, a Puchme Federation
FFA reporter and representative
Hicks served five terms as of the Purchase in the 1970
Angus
FFA Convention in Kansas
president of the Kentucky
Association and was a past
City,
served as president of his
president of the Kentucky Catfreshman class and vice
tlemen's Association.
president of his junior class.
Proceeds from the scholarship
He has been awarded a FFA
fund will be used to permanently Chapter Scholarship Award, the
team
livestock
judging
endow
chapter DeKalb Award, and he
UK. will receive the FFA Kentucky
at
scholarships
Farmer Award in June. He will
enroll at Murray State
If you wish to contribute to the University.
Salutatorian of the
fund, your check should be made Farmington seniors is Harold
of
University
payable to the
Wayne Arnett, son of Mr. and
Kentucky, with a notation on the Mrs. Charlie Arnett, Rt. 1,
face of the check or in an ac- Murray. His point standing is
companying letter that the gift is 97.7 out of a possible 100.00.
Harold has been a member of
for the Robert W. Hicks
Memorial -Scholarship Fund. the Wildcats -basketball squad Send it to the Dean of for three years, a member of the
S-123, school's FFA Chapter, and
Agriculture, Room
Agriculture Science Center, pniddpatid in the senior play.
He received the FFA Chapter
Kentucky,
of
University
Scholarship and Leadership
40601.
:- .Lezington, Kentucky
Alward his sophomore year.

an in e U.S.
bor in
feared as
e 'guts
. He Is
overhand
ith twist.
in physics
ton, is the
distance
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7.50-18.25;
7.25-17.50;
6.75-17.25;
6.25-16.75;
3.50-14.50;
2.50-13.50;
1.50-12.50.

- ANNOUNCEMENT —
In announcing my candidacy for City Councilman, I am
aware of the responsibWties of this office. I am now serving
In this capacity and have worked for the progress and improvement of Our City. I have endeavored to represent the
people to the best of my abWty, and if elected on May 25, I
will continue to do this.
To those in Murray who do not know me. I was born in
Calloway County and have lived in Murray for twenty five
years. I have worked with the city schools as Director of
Pupil Personnel for the last fifteen years. lain married to the
former Mary Lou Waggoner and we reside at $02 Olive
Street.
I appreciate the nice vote I have received in the past and
sincerely solicit your vote and influence in the next election.

Youths today have more to home improvement, home
spend then ever before. It is management, family life and
estimated that in 1970 boys and personal development, according
FRANKFORT,KY. — Within a girls between the ages of 9 and ii to the Cooperative Extension
--Service which supervises 4-H
few weeks, grocery bags across spent nearly $21 billion.
Kentucky will contain a little They bought 50 per cent of the activities.
something extra—a bright yellow soft drinks consumed,90 per cent The wide application of conflyer urging the use of iodized salt of the single phonograph records, sumer education allows teens to
44 percent of all cameras, 27 per discover that as consumers they
for the prevention of goiter.
The flyers are part of a cent of the cosmetics and 9 per must make eniunerable decisions
everyday.'
statewide campaign led by the cent of new automobiles.
Decision-making also is being
State Department of Health's Where and how do they learn to
Nutrition
in make wise buying decisions? learned through special conProgram,
cooperation with the State How do they decide what is the sumer games used in various
Nutrition Council and the Ken- best quality for their money's areas of the country. The games
are fast paced and competitive
tucky
Retail
Grocer's worth?
Over a million and a quarter and learning is made easy.
Association.
According to Miss Fec ICidd, teenage boys and girls are fin- Things like learning to use credit
program director,
1968 ding that an excellent place to get and how to plan ahead fur larger
national nutrition survey con- buying know-how is by par- purchases provide the teenager
ducted in Kentucky and 19 other ticipating in the 4-H consumer with knowledge he will need for
states revealed a higher in- education-home economics the remainder of his life.
And there are other rewards
cidence of goiter in the com- program.
monwealth than in other states Montgomery Ward, one of the youths can earn in the program.
nation's oldest and largest retail Montgomery Ward provides
surveyed.
the incentives and recognition for
sponsors
One of the reasons for this companies,
may well be the marked decline program nationally. The com- members excelling in consumer
in the use of iodized salt on pany has supported 4-H for 49 education-home economics. A
maximum of four gold-plated
Kentucky tables," Miss Kidd consecutive years.
said. The Kentucky Wholesale The program encompasses all medals of honor are provided in
Grocers' Association estimates phases of consumer education in each county. The state award is
that 75 percent of all salt sold in projects directly related to the an expense-paid trip to the 50th
the state for cooking and table home, such as clothing, food National 4-H Congress in
preservation, food-nutrition, Chicago, Nov. 28-Dec. 2, where
use is plain salt.
This decline may be due to the
widespread idea that all salt is
. Miss Kidd comiodized now,"
mented."This is not true. Iodized
salt is clearly marked 'iodized' in
large letters on the box."
The use of iodized salt is one
way to prevent iodine deficiency
("simple") goiter, a swelling of
the thyroid gland in the neck.
Kentucky is one of several states
in..an area known for years as
"the goiter belt" because of a
lack of iodine in the soil. Past
campaigns promoting iodized
salt brought a marked decline in
goiter cases in the state, but
nutrition survey results from 21
Kentucky counties show a
marked reversal of the downward trend.
in the
Counties included
national survey were Allen, Bath,
Bell, Bourbon, Breathitt, Caldwell, Clinton, Crittenden,
Daviess, Fayette, Floyd,
Grayson, Hopkins, Jefferson,
Madison,
Knott,
Kenton,
Menifee, Perry, Pulaski and
Wayne.

Iodized Salt

Harold has no definite plans
concerning college at this time.
According to C. W. Jones,
principal at Farmington, tihu
following is a complete list of
graduating seniors:
Valerie Mangrum Delk,
Elizabeth Gail Hill, Nancy
Andrea Paechan, Parnell& pia.
Vicky Lynn Riley, Brenda
Kay Roach, Patty Diane Rogers,
Mary Elizabeth Shupe, Stew
Tidwell.
Kenneth Adams, Donnie Gale
Arnett, Harold Wayne Arnett,
Donald Wayne Bloodworth,
Gary Brame.
Steve Lynn Crouch, Sidney
Gale Flood, Charles Dennis
Hardison, David Eugene
Hardiaon.
Michael Brtttain Jones,
Johnny Wayne Mason, Michael
Canon, Van Franklin Sims.

FRANKFORT: The
State's financial "yo-yo"
string bobbled up and
down last month, as well as
for the first 10 months of
the present fiscal year, the
monthly financial report of
the commissioners of finance and revenue has disclosed.
The joint monthly report
of Commissioner of Flniece Albert Christen and
Commissioner of Revenue
James E Luckett show
these changes:
General fund for April,
1971, $37.5 million,—down
$3 million under April,
1970.
For 10-month period:
$450.2 million—up $32.6
million.
Road fund: $22.1 million
for month—up $412,000
over April 1970. For 10month period: $224.2 million—down $10.2 million
over corresponding period
a year ago.
Within the general fund,
sales and use tax receipts
bigeest money source
—were $237.4 million for
the 10-month period, up
$18 million.
The income tax—due to
"accelerated payment a"
during 1970, slowed down a
bit last month with receipts
for the month $8.4 million,
some $2.9 million less than
a year ago, while for the
10-month period the receipts were $124.4 million,
up more than $7.8 million.

FRANKFORT (UPI): The
federal government has begun a 30-day trial take-over
of the state meat inspection
program to determine if
Kentucky's inspection program can be brought up to
federal standards.
Dr. Rayford B. Albritton,
federal veterinarian inspector, will head the program
under a personnel agreement between the state Agand thericulture Dept
U. S. Dept of Agriculture
THE FEDERAL everm
merit will direct the meat
inspection program to "Assure that facilities, operaof
conduct
and
tions
inspection in state-inspected plants are in accord
with applicable laws, raga;
lations and instructions,'
announcement
state
the
said

After the 30-day trial peof the "Kentucky
riod
plan" by the federal government, a decision will be
made on whether Kentucky's inspection program
"We do not as yet know if sli
meets federal stan&rtni
and can be returned to 'goiter found during the survey Is
state control.
simple goiter," Miss Kidd stated,
"and a study is now being
proposed to survey the incidence
IF THE STATE is de- of goiter in Kentucky to deterdared "equal" to-the feder- mine its causes. However, we
al inspection program, the have been assured by medical
state will again take over
consultants that there is no harm
the program. If the state
an all-out campaign to enin
refederal
meet
not
does
consumers to buy
courage
federal
the
quirements,
government will conclude iodized salt."
The state Nutrition Program
a full take-over of the prohas been promoting the use of
gram.
iodized salt in schools and inbut,
The federal government stitutions for some time,
last week announced that Miss Kidd said, "this is the first
Kentucky. Kansas and time we have tried to reach the
inspection shopper in the market directly."
Rico's
Puerto
programs would be taken
over because they did not
Medicines are designed to cure,
meet federal standards
The "Kentucky Plan al- or at least to make you feel
lowed state personne to better. But, if they have been in
continue operation of the the medicine cabinet too long,
program for 30 days to de- they may lose their effectiveness.
termine if it could be Their use then might made you
Drought up to the federal feel a lot worse than you did
standards.
before taking them.

six national scholarships of $700
each will be presented at a
special awards dinner.
For more information about
the 4-H consumer educationhome economics pregran j/r
about service as a volunteer ill
Club leader in this or any other 4H activity, contact the county
extension office.

$250,000? — This goidersr
yellow diamond weigh%
104.52 carats, is one of the
largest of its color in the
world, and is estimated tip
be worth $250,000. We'll
see on May 27 when Chris.tie's, of London. auctions it
at Geneva, Switzerland., -

To the Citizens of Calloway County:
I would like to thank you for the courtesies and consideration shown by
you to me during the present campaign.
A big "thank you" from me to the many of you who have been
diligently in my behalf.

working

I believe you realize that I have run my campaign on my record, ac-.
complishments and efforts as your State Senator during the past three
and one-half years.
The old style of politics—incorrect accusations begging a reply, innuendoes, running down your opponent, mud-slinging, etc.—has no appeal to most voters nowadays. I am confident you will prove this to be
true in Calloway County on next Tuesday.
If re-elected next Tuesday, I pledge to you my continued efforts during
the next four years for more progress in our area of West Kentucky and
will continue my devotion to the task of vigorously representing this First
Senatorial District in efforts to make state government in Kentucky more
responsive to -the needs of each of you.
I sincerely ask you for your vote Of confidence next Tuesday, May 25.

Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
First District State Senator
Mayfield, Kentuckt
Funds for this advertisement Contributed to the candidate by friends in Calloway County.
—Paid for by Senator Carroll Hubbard. Jr.. Mayfield, Kentucky. Treasurer
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BOSSES PAY THE BILL

Many Jobs Offer Health Insurance
No Cost to Comd,.pany Employee
At
Moat workers today
insured under

Taxfiayers Ask IRS

their
can obtaM health insurance coverage •
m ;es.
for themselves and their families
This column of questions and answers on federal
[ii, uIvey further found that
at relatively low cost — some- th,!,•11,, been a steady increase
U.S.
the
of
office
local
the
by
provided
is
tax matters
times at no cost to themselves,
Iv% el of benefits in the
ill
the Health Insurance Institute • hie years.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
Jeported
today.
questions
Q) What interest do you
Whettii,r provided by an mu• iervice to taxpayers. The column answers
And they can do it, according
charge on taxes that are not
01 through a union or frato the institute, by, taking a&: most frequently asked by taxpayers.
,1..-))..1iiization, group health
paid_ alien due?
vantage of the group health
is a low-cost form of
liken where they work.
have just sold my liesae
Al Interest at the rate of 6
that is generally quite
• Q) I waited until April IS Q) Iprofit.
the
from
tax
the
A
assessed
are
vast
majority
at
What
is
percent
business
before I filed my return. How at a
is
it
until
due
the
in
U.S.
is
firms
with
tax
three or
date the
-long will it take for me to get consequences?
more workers offer this health • I.; ,ign up for the group
paid. In addition, a penalty of
:my refund?
!, you start on a new
A The tax on any profit one-half of one percent is iminsurance to their workers.
wait, you may have
is
it
home
old
part
your
selling
or
from
month,
Today,
over
each
70
per cent of
posed for
If there are no mistakes
A)•
if, within a year be- of month, beyond the due date
health insurance coverage is on to 1.,io, physical examination.
'on a return to delay process- postponed
leaving a job, group
the sale, that the tax remains unpaid,
a group basis. The value of this
ing, it normally takes four to fore or after making
a new res- up to a maximum of 25 perprotection is demonstrated by h..ilth in,wirance protection ususix weeks after a return is you buy and occupy
or cent.
the fact that Insurance company a l!, ,tutunues for 30 days. Withfiled. It might take i little idence costing as much
group plans return some 90 per in that time the coverage can
If an extension of time for
longer to get your refund, more than the "adjusted sales
cent of premiums as benefit pay- bk. ))/)ierted...to an individual
however, due to the large vol- price" of your old residence. filing his been granted, the
hi-litinsurane• policy without
If you are 65 or over before late penalty will not be applied
ments for health costs.
ume of returns filed in April.
Ai examination,— — Most group health plans pro- a
the date.. of sale and have for the period of the extentil individual policy has apevide up to $10,000 toward =wilowned an, occupied the prop- sion. However, interest still
it can be "tailored"
col expenses for each person ci,,,
erty as your principal resi- will be charged from the date
Q) My farm workers would dence fop at least five of the the tax is due.
covered. Many newer policies tu III individual or family health
non needs precisely. Many
have $20,000 maximums and a •
Like me to withhold income tax eight Oars before the sale.
including _those with
number even go up to $100,000. •
from their wages this year. you max. choose to treat any
, use individual Policies
Can I do this?
Last year, about 1 out of every
profit as tax free if the adQ) I have just opened Ply
3 workers with group health in. to .iiil ment their group coyjusted selling price is $20,000 own business. How do I get an
A) Federal income tax may or less. You may treat a pro- Employer identification Numsurance had the total premium
be withheld from a farm work- portionate part of the profit as'her?
1 .a.e rive types of health
rrik,
cost paid for by their employers,
reworker
the
if
wages
(1) Hospital expense;
a
er's
while nearly 2 out of every 3
tax fret if the adjusted sale
A) Use Form SS-4 to apply
quests it and if the employ7 price is more than $20,000.
contributed toward the cost, ac- iiieictul expense; (3) regunumber. This
agrees.
cording to a Health Insurance lar nodical expense (doctor bills
This choice to exclude profit for your E. I.
available from your
Institute survey of new insur- not .,,tinected with surgery); (4)
Note that withholding on on the sale of a residence fotm is
IRS office pr the nearest
ance company group policies. mon medical expense for large
farm workers is not manda- from gross income, can be local
Security
_flocial
the
of
Only 3 per cent of the workers bill.
, :old (5) disability income
tory. The election to withhold made only once in a lifetime. office
completed
paid the total cost themselves. insuralice. which guarantees a
Additional information can AdministrafTbie The
is optional for both employer
the
with
filed
be
should
The survey also showed that set miount of Money when illand employee. Form W-4 be found in IRS Publication form
office designated in the
97 per cent of employees with ness or accident cut off your
should be used by the em- No. 523, "Tax Information-on IRS
instructions.
medical care ctiverage had their reoilar income.
ployee to request withholding. Selling Your Home." This publocation can be obtained free
by sending a postcard to your
local IRS office.
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Drug Bill: $4 Billion Annually
The average American uses 4
to 5 prescriptions g year, while
the average family requires
about 14 to 16, the Health Insurance Association of America said
today
At the same time. Americans
spend $3 billion to 14 billion annually for prescribed drugs
Per capita expenditures for
prescribed drugs' ran to about
$17 in 194118—from about $15 per
person under .age 65 to approximately $41 per person for those
over 65.

gpssible the avoidance of more
costly forms of care."

tion drugs.
"The continuing growth of mainsurance
30r medical expense
guarantees this."
The 109-page report is available for $1.00 by contacting the
Health insurance Association of
America, 750 Third Avenue, New
York, N. Y. 10017.
_-

7,000 Drugs Avallabli
The American Pharmaceutical
Association points out that 60
Per cent of drugs available today were not available 10 years
ago—and that there are approximately 7.000 drugs on the marPaint Fer Trucks
ket., about 200 of them accounting for about 65 per cent of all
WASHINGTON —More
prescriptions.
than eight million gallons of
The 'survey concluded:
paint and thinner are used
"The future shoeld witness an
per- each year in the manufacture
hers of pe
Increase in the n
paint
H1AA Study
sons . . . with ins ance or pre- of trucks — enough to
against the one million average frame
These are among the findings payment protect'
of a newly published HIAA costs of out-of-hospital prescrip- homes.
study on "Health insurance and
•
Prescription Drugs."
The report also found that
about 2 out of every 5 Americans has some form of health
insurance against the costs of
out-of-hospital prescribed drugs.
Of those covered, 4 out of
every 5 were protected by insurance company major medical
expense plans.
Insurance company coverage.
the survey found, generally requires only that the drugs be
prescribed by the attending
physician and that the costs be
customary and reasonable.
One of'the study's conclusions
was that the consumption of prescription drugs and medicines
has been increasing raPidly
"and there is every indication
that this trend will continue."
According to the survey, this
is due to several factors including:
*The increased number o
drugs available.
• The rising level of expeddable consumer income.
• The increased effectiveness
of'drugs and the degree of confidence among physicians and
the public.
'Aecording td the study. "not
only have drugs played a *Aleut
role in the reduction of both
mortality and morbidity, but
they have served to reduce the
I am a eamiliele ter Se 111Nesay City Come& I am a
cost of health care in some inpartner sad nitre manger of Starks Hardware. My wife Is
stances by effecting a more
the former Urbena Storks. We and our two daughters, Cindy
rapid recovery or by making
sad Kathy, live at NM Basset Drive.

Howard Koenen
Mana er Stark's Hardware

We have lived is Murray for the past 15 years and I am a
member of the present City Council and Murray Planning
Commission.
I believe I have a complete uaderstandhig of the workings
of our city government and will work diligently as your
councilman and for the city of Murray if elected.
I am available for any questions concerning city government at 713-1127 or 753-4111. Please feel free to call me if you
,
of ifeesithos.
have any editntieni
Yaw- veil; Weald be greatly appreciated.

An

•
ge drug scene

(Paid Political Advertisement)

Radial is the strongest, safest, most econcivical
How can we guarantee it ? Because it's a unique
tire we make.
tire — a radial. What makes a radial unique ?
And that's why we give you this guarantee.
Well to start, radial plys They cause less friction
for longer treadvvear. Reinforced With 4 tough •
• LIFESAVER RADIAL TREADWEAR GUARANTEE
Donator* Rayon belts for greater tire strength
B.F.Goodrich Lifesaver Radials are guaranteed
and tread stability.
to give you 40,000 miles of treadwear in normal
Next, flexible sidewalls that absorb impact
driving on your car. If you don't get 40,000 miles,
for a smoother ride. And rounded shoulders to
take the guarantee back .to your BFG retailer.
put more tread on the road for surer handling.
For a small service charge, he'll give you credit
In fact, the special design of the radial even
towards the going trade-in price of new Lifesaver
improves gas mileage! All in all, the Lifesaver
Radials.

)3 WAYS TO PAY>
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BANKAMERICARD)
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SILVERTOWN
CUSTOM
• Rugged 4-ply nylon cord
• Wide,"78" Series
• 12% wider tread
•9% deeper tread
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LIFESAVER RADIAL

( BUDGET TERMS)

Is

AS LOW AS

(Companions based on our Lane Miler)
Whitewall Size E-78x14 $21.50
plus F.E.T. of 12.21 per tire phi
trade-In.

Aro

.1froiri'">

Line of
Complete
,
Farm and Truck Tires
ON THE FARM TIRE SERVICE
Check With Us Before You
Buy!
at P r Coo&

Master Tire Service, Inc.
Coldwater Road at 5 Points
Murray, Kentucky
S.

Are you the Volkswagen Type 3type?

Phone.753 3164

I

THE
UNSAVEle
gAINAL TUN

mom

Don't let the fact that this car might
look like Indy 500 moteriol throw you
off the track.
Those racing stripes are a con.
That sports Cat back 'so front
The Volkswagen Type 3 can no
more fly down a racetrack than it can
fly through the clouds.
What, then, can it do. and who,
then is it for2
If you're more concerned with
slowiog down than spending up, it
has standard front(tic brakes.
All 4 wheels are independently
suspended so it holds the road -better
when cornering.
It has the most advanced system of
ilistributing gosoline in the eng,ne
electronic fuel iniection.
Shiftma on the VW Type 3 is less

sticky: 4-speed synchromesh transmission is standard.
And in keeping with Volkswagen
standards, it gets around 26 miles to
o gallon cif gas, uses very little of,
and even less water or antifreeze —
ntone.
But contrary to Volkswagen tradition, it isn't bad t-Doking. In fact.
equipped with all the options as you
see it in the picture, you can make it
look like the menacing, overpower.
IN creature of the rood that it isn't
So if you're looting
ror y
e
sports car, look mom.-'e.
if you're in Me
I!JSt
economy sedan, thl, 0.
But if you're the .
racy, economical, In
eureka!

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC

SIX MO

800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
• 11
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is Mankind Creating Another Ice Age. WAICOMPAVA72P IFANTATAS
Ily JONATHAN EDWARDS
Central Press Association
Correspondent
BOULDER, Colo.--Will man's
Practical presents
pollution of the atmosphere creNEW YORK (121)- Many
is
There
Age?
Ice
ate another
today's brides are adopting
of
volgrowing
evidence :that the
old-time custom .of asking
an
air
the
in
ume of contaminants
for wedding gifts in the fora
may insulate the Earth and
of services. It helps keep exbring eternal winter.
penses of the reception down
Scientists here at the research
and also saves dollars for the
laboratories of the Commerce
Department's National Oceanic
person giving the gift.
and Atmospheric Administrption
If a friend is a great cook,a
are fearful that the continuing
bride might ask her to provide
pollution of the latmosphere
hors
or
finger-sandwiches
may result in an Increase -there
d'oeuvres for the reception. In
In the number of small particles,
the same vein, she might ask a
such as smoke and dust, known
person with talent for floral
as aerosols. If this continues, it
to take care of
arrangements
°mild ultimittely. cause fundathe decorations. A friend with
mental changes in climate.
Scientists Earl W. Barrett
pretty handwriting might write
and William E. Cobb have deout the invitations to the revoted considerable study to the
ception. All these are perfectly
manner in which pollutants may
correct, says the Bridal &
be affecting the atmosphere.
Bridesmaids Apparel AssociaBarrett feels that the total ention,
vironment is being altered, perA world lost again in a cake of ice'? This photo
haps disastrously and irreverssuggesting that idea is produced here through
ly, by human activities.
courtesy of the U.S. Department of COMMIlf(111.
• • •
'
"WE KNOW we are changing material as is now present in
A study of data obtained by
e atmosphere," said Cobb, a the atmosphere. Aerosols sus- the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
eteorologist. "We must also pended in the atmosphere change Survey oceanographic research
[termine how and at what Its reflectivity and affect the vessel Oceanographer in both
We are changing it.
mount of life-sustaining sun- the Southern and Northern
lir; nature has been able to light reaching the Earth's sur- Hemispheres shows some re- far,
sake care of her own pollution. face.
markable, and disturbing, conven such cataclysmic events
trasts when compared with inconsequences
the
said
Cobb
tis the eruption of the volcano
formation gathered in the early
a of an increasing global aerosol
ulpyset
e a ainl883 forhave on
rakaetroosol
19008 by the Carnegie Instituwell
not
are
concentration
balance
tion of Washington.
is.
"There
understood.
or
known
w years.
• • •
accepted
widely
a
example,
for
"It is essential that we keep
less-polluted atmosinTHE
an
claims
IN
that
hypothesis
close watch on nature's atlead to phere of the South Pacific, the
mpts to handle man's contin- crease in aerosols will
ng Oceanographer found that the
ous polluting since nature's re- an increase in non-precipitati
decrease
conductivity was as aerosol free
probable
a
and
clouds
ction could be something drasareas."
ocean
over
as the earlier study had shown
rainfall
In
it
c." Cobb emphasized that
stressed,
he
important,
it to be a half century ago.
is
This
polight not be the amount of
atmosphere
the
ridding
because
At the same latitude in the
duration
tion as much as its
large- Northern Hemisphere. conducthe atmosphere that could of pollutants is,dependent
tivity observed by the Oceanauae a fundamental change in ly on
to be 40
AN' increase in the small cgrapher was -found
e atmosphere.
South
Barrett .said that if 50 mil- aerosols may therefore cause a per cent less than in the
per cent
on tons of dust particles were decrease in rainfall and this in Pacific and at least 20
Pacific
ded to the atmosphere and turn will result in a further in- less than in the South
leas
tabled there, -it could cause crease in the aerosols as there and at least 20 per cent
Care average surface tempera- •vill be less rainfall to remove than that measured by the
negie Institution in the same
Jure over the Earth to dip from them from the atmosphere.
Atlantic waters beits present 60 degrees FahrenAnother effect of the growing mid-North
belt to about 40 degrees Faber- atmospheric pollution, said tween 1910 and 1915.
!albeit, a temperature at which Cobb, is the change in the atIn the Indian Ocean. measuretnost forma of plant life could mosphere's electrical conductiv- ments by the Oceanographer infkot survive."
..
ity. A lowering of the conduc- dicated that pollution levels in
• • •
tivity in an area indicates that Southeast Asia have at least
t BARRE'rT estimated that this the suspended amount of aero- doubled since the 1911 to 1920
fis only 10 to 20 times as much sols has increased there,
Carnegie nieman e:nents there.

ertcipitation.

help in teaching children-ter reVile!' they
opegt inedicimics.
reach school a;le, introduce them
to hint. and evnlain his rote 1n
the family liezilth care picture.

Estimate Million Children
Will Poison Selves in '71

Of

To PM's, Fri., April 30, 1971
This yaar an estimated onehalt to one million children will
accidentally swallow medicines
and other commonly used household products. In many cases, the
children will become severely ill
Or die.

FALL AND WINTER - A
to instill a model wears a Mollie Parant.
in
irleo
res veil for
nis floor length formal
dren. ou s our,elt must treat red crepe at a showing of
respect,
medicines with
fall and winter fashions in
not gi%e or take mediNew York. The sweaterdim
a
in
or
dark
cines in the
like top is studded with
golden nailheads, and the
lo Keel, a first aid chart in
the medicine cabinet or other skirt is slit to reveal str,rt
convenient plaee and maintain pants in the same red ci,
with cuffs also trimmed in
a list of emergency addresses
- gold nailheads.
and phone ntimbers.
S ._ Remember iii it
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_FOR NOW TO'ARTICLES OR PER5N1..
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ESTATE

REAL

SALE

FOR

HOUSE FOR SALE
If you like antique green this house is for YOU!
All built-in kitchen, family room, study pannelled in antique green. Matching brick
fireplace. Entrance, living room, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths (one with double lavatories and mirrors).
Paved drive, double garage, utility. Central heat
and air, carpeted, all drapes stay. City school
district, two blocks from new high school. 1702
Audubon Dr., 753-8459, upper twenties. Appointment only please.

and

4
1
4.

I'LL

BUY
YOU A
BALLOON

ii

FOR SALE

Mandolin - Classic Guitar - Country
Fiddle - Banjo
PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENTS ONLY
Call

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
REFINISHING.
FURNITURE
MOBILE HOME Transporters.
All work guaranteed: Free
Local and Nationwide. Insured,
pickup and delivery Free
bonded, safe, reliable. Transit
Antique or natural
estimate.
Homes. New Concord. Phone 436Jerry McCoy,753M22C finish.
2197 or 436-5515.
JunelOC
3045.

Beautiful Brick Home in Keenland Subdivision, Fully carpeted, plus central heat & air. Custom kitchen with double
oven, all built-ins. Paneled family room and large utility.
Slate entrance hall, spacious living room with draperies
Included. Four Bedrooms, 2 Baths, double garage, and patio.
City school district. 1705 Johnson Blvd.

Phone 753-3869. for Appointment

Crossword Puzzle

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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.1rn-sheep

ma

5 Mast
9 The self
1123
Nimbus

6 Form of
betting
7 Man's
nickname
8 Take
hearing
9 unlawfully
treposi nth
6P
15
Hebrew month
Weed
18 PricklY erl•el°Re 10 A state (abbr.)
of fruit
11 Conjuoction
20 Initials of 26th
17 Note of scale
President
19 Chaldean city
22 Heraldic
bearing
21 Reddish yellow
56 Vigor (colloq.)
35 Canines
24 Mature
in hue
58 Weight of India
38 Want
27 Hence
23 Periods of time 40
Golf mound
60
Spoken
29 Brazilian
25 Shamming
Symbol for
61
Leaked
43
estuary
tellurium
through
26 Wipes out
31 Be mistaken
Railrood (abbr.)
62
nest
Eagle's
44
Delineated
27
32 Remains at ease
64 note of scale
48 Checks
28 Mix
34 Distance
continent
A
66
gods
Roman
51
box
Alms
30
measure
(abbr.)
33 Dinner course 53 Hebrew letter
36 Babylonian
deity
2 il4 Fr al7 Willaill 1
I
37 Thing done
39 Scurries
2'14
.
SE13
12
41 Symbol for
calcium
9;•&
18
19
15
agill7
42 Regrets
44 Concur
".Nr.
01
45 Period of time.
21 -1222
gl
47 Equal
49 French for
"without"
50 Changed
32
color of
alga
52 Profound
54 Lead (abb(.)
15 Tear
57 Baker's
rdul,
products
UI
alga
PG9
.42SIU
59 Pronoun
44 SI49
45
61 Prefix three
46 ral
63 Peadise
la
wpm,34
50
65 s•ve
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59 60
68 ‘..eed
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69 Rant
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PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs
rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
tuning and repairs. Jettaili & Dyer
Pismo Sales and Service. Cuba
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 3288522, Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
(Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to
June 14C
4:00Saturday.

SERVICES

TUTOR AVAILABLE for grades
I through 6. Phone 753-6759. M24C

CARPET CLEANING in your
home. Most 9x12 rugs just $9.9.5.
Free estimates. Call collect 2472456. Mayfield Carpet Cleaner-V
M2911f
RESPONSIBLE MAN wants fitil
or part time employment in 11
restaurant. Phone 753-5219. M
BARB1,2
HORNBUCKLE'S
lop, open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.p.
Fria.
through
Tuesday
Saturday, 11 00 8 7 - 00. Closed
Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c.
Men's haircut, $1.00. Hornbuckle's Barber Shop, 213 spruoe
TFNC
Street. Phone 753-7742

SERVICES OFFERED

OFFERED

SIP1101111U

Are Poison

Eat Your Home

Asisa.wie-'10

shwa 4.

m....
as
11111111 Mild
awe
„. . .„.
a .Nei
'AIN MI
Distr. by United

1 Vessel
2 Pharmacist

ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
us completely cover your home
with Reynolds weather tight
aluminum siding. Also we do
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
Storm windows & door, shutters
and carports. Free estimates.
Call Garland's Aluminum Service, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
Junel8C
Sedalia 328-8398.
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Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer,

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

"How It Feels To Be .
Owned by an incompetent
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DEA ...

100

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
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The undersigned has been
appointed Administratrix of the
estate of Conley Crass, deceased.
All persons having claims
against or indebted to said estate
are notified to present them to the
Administratrix in the manner
and within the time prescribed by
law.
MAUDIE CRASS
ADMINISTRATRIX
M14,21 & 28

ronr. ••••••••

Remember
Your 3 R's
* Reliable
* Responsible
* Respected
- VOTE -

Ray Roberts

The

Wizard" science
show with Don Herbert will be

Abner

HAS
=

NOTICE

The undersigned has been appointed Administrator of the
estate of Joe Harrell, deceased.
All persons having claims
against ocjndebted to said estate
are notified to present them to the
Administrator in the manner and
within the time prescribed by
law.
ALVIN H. HARRELL
ADMINISTRATOR
MI5,21 it 71I
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MUSIC LESSONS STARTING
IMMEDIATELY!

Nancy

STIZAITL'i

toa;
des

OFFERED

S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or flite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
v. Member Chamber of Commerce

•

;+,

SERVICES

SERVICES OFFERED

Phone 753-3682

4;

chemicals,

or plants without your approval.

never tell a child that medicines are "candy."
4. Remember that a small
child's natural instinct is to explore his environment and to
touch and taste things.
S. Keep all medications and
household chemicals in specially
designated areas where children
cabinet, Just'
before admInster-/- cannot possibly reach them.
G. Don't store potentially harmIn& and before returning to the
ful substances in such places as
cabinet.
2. heel) a close eye on children beneath the sink, in kitchen
when you are using household cabinets where food is normally
products ; and return them to. stored, on top of dressers and
the proper and safe storage area In unlocked drawers, and hi
immediately after use.
?pen areas ci( th den, work3. Warn children never to eat ifoom: or garage.
o
7 Rely on your nhivjyta

FOR SALE

27

011
;

Dangerous substances such as
furniture polish, cleaning agents,
kerosene, pesticides and the like
are commonly found in the.
kitchen, bathroom, garage or
other 'Areas of the home.
And. according to the Health
- insurance Institute, a little caution on the part of an adult
might easily prevent many of
these accidents.
The following suggestions on
how to reduce the risk to your
child are based on a list prepared by Pharmacy Times in cooperation with the Council on
Family Health:
1. Never rely on instinct when
giving children medicine. Read
directions three times
when
you remove medicine from the
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LOOKING FOR A HORSE TRADER
Ci One who knows value and wants a good bargain. This story
and a half house is on Industrial property. Invest and watch
your money grow.
THE BEST ROOM IS ELBOW ROOM!
10 Acres on Highway 94 has over 646 feet of highway frontage.
C-'
Beautiful building sites.
NO ELEPHANTS
Please; even though this spacious 4 bedroom, 21,s baths, 2
cJ story home is selling for peanuts and has room for many
trunks. Central heat and air,carpets,dining room, breakfast
room, family room with fire-place. Also fully equipped kitchen and 2 car garage.
ISN'T THIS
WHERE YOU WANT TO BE?
This three bedroom brick home across from Robertson ci
School has central heat and air, 1;T: baths, draperies, built-in
range and oven and garbage disposal for $23,000.00.
NOTICE
CARPOOL CRAZY?
REDUCE EXCESS fluids with
Your children can walk to school from this 3 bedroom brick
Fluidex, $1.69. Lose Weight
located on North 18th Street. Central gas heat and 3 window
safely with Dex-A-Diet. 98c at
air conditioners, dishwasher, built-in range and oven and
Dale &Stubblefield.
1TP
garbage dispivuil Also has a furnished apartment upstairs,
with private entrance. Only $26,500.00.
2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
WII3L BUY old hens, Monday,
Outstanding opportunity is yours when you buy these 2
May 24th from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00
houses located one block from MSU. Reason for selling—
p.m. Murray Hatchery, 406 South
absentee ownership. Unbelievable price for both homes,
M22C
4th Street.
$17,000.00.
TRIED TO RENT ANYTHING LATELY?
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
Apartments are a good investment, the price is right and the
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
terms are flexible on this duplex. $19,000.00.
Piano
purchase. Lonardo
OLD BUT SOLID
Company, across from Post
This fine older home needs some redecorating, location is
Office, Paris, Tennessee. M21C
excellent. The extra cozy rental house that is an added bonus
with this purchase is producing income now. $26,500.00.
ELEC. I ROLUX SALES & SerSPRING WILL BE A LITTLE GREAT 1"HIS YEAR
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far
13 In this spick and span 2 year old brick. Nothing to do but
place your furniture and live. 4 bedrooms, 2 bath split level.
mington, Kentucky.
June21
-0-1 Central heat and air, carpets, fire-place and completely
equipped kitchen. In new High School area.
AUTOMOTIVE \air-conditioning
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
GET FAST, FAST, FAST
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R.C. Evans,
Relief from city headaches and indigestion by moving into
Route 3, Murray.
June 5P
the country. Three bedroom brick veneer with central heat
and air on approximately 2 acres. Two baths,carpeted living
room and lots of storage. 831,500.00.
INVEST IN THE NOT 80 DISTANT FUTURE!
FEI
26 acres, 3.6 miles from the city limits on the Airport Road
Good well and fenced. $12,600.00.
FISH ARE BITING
and this cottage is located where they are. Boat house is
perfect for keeping your ski boat out of the weather. Cottage
is comfortable and partly furnished.
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IS YOUR THUMB GREEN?
This home has a garden just for you. Flower beds and trees
enhance this three bedroom, two bath home in Hazel. For an
added bonus, there is a small apartment included. $12,000 ci
will buy it all.
SWEETER THAN SPRINGTIME
Beautiful, well equipped home on Stella-Kirksey Hwy Lot
AUTOS FOR SALE
120'x272'. Carpets, dishwasher, built-in range and oven an('
family room with fire-place. $22,000.00.
1966 INTERNATIONAL truck.
TEARDROPS A FALL/N'
Phone 753-9416 or see at Union 76
'Cause owner leaving town and can't take his home with him
Station, Five Points.
M31C
3 bedroom, carpeted, brick veneer with central heat and air
Also 2 tile baths, kitchen and den combination, and fence( CJ 1968 CHEVROLET MALIBU 307
back yard. Priced to sell at $23,500.00.
automatic, power steering. Good
IS 5 % PER CENT INTERESTING?
condition. First $1175.00 buys it.
That is the rate on this loan. Buy this three bedroom car.
Phone 753-4075 or 753-2202 after
peted, brick veneer home at bargain interest rates. Your
4:00 p.m.
M22P
pocketbook will be glad you did. $11,500.00 down and $96.00 r
t27C] 1964 FORD Custom 500 four door
month will let you assume this $22.000.00 home.
r_ sedan. V8, automatic. Excellent
"WE GOT YOU CuRNERED"!
Yes—a lovely corner home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central ci condition. $500.00. Phone 753heat and air. Also family room with fire-place and fully
8880
M21P
equipped kitchen.
TAKE MY TIME
1962 CHEVROLET station
And save yours. Call about this 3 bedroom brick veneer
wagon. Factory air and power
located in Keenland Subdivision. 2 baths, central heat and
steering. Good tires. Good conair, fully carpeted, 2 car carport and family room with firedition. Phone 492-8473
M21P
place.
BRING YOUR BULLDOZER
1962 FORD GALAXIE. Good
The view is as great as the income you will have when you
condition Phone 767-4784. M21C
buy this 50 acres on Barkley Lake. This is choice lake front
property with 1-41 mile of water frontage.
1964 BARRACUDA, 4 speed, V8.
Excellent condition. Phone 753OUR VIEWS. IGREAT!.
Beautiful waterfront lot it "Pine Bluff Shores. Largi
7664
M21C
waterfront lot at Panorama iores.
GOT A LOT ON YOUR MIND?
Large lot zoned for 4-plex apartments, $9,250.00.
NOTICE
150':150' on Calloway, $6,750.00.
Beautiful lots on Sycamore close to the new high school.
ci
On Monroe zoned for duplex, $4,000.00.
Beautiful wooded lot in Kingswood.
a Large residential lot, 111'1211', on Oakdale.
Lots of shade
Very nice lot in Bagwell Manor, only $2,600.00.
Beautiful partly wooded land close to town. 20 acres in one
cJ
tract, 8 acres in the other. Ideally located.
See us for your Soybean
104 acres close to Lynn Grove. Good land,good price.
a
300 Acres of land and cottage near Lake. Sugar Creek area
Seed, Inoculation ana
IT'S WHAT'S INSIDE
Moly Mix and Solo for
THAT COUNTS!
This practically new 3 bedroom ranch has
been imcontrol of weeds. We
maculately kept. In a residential area of new homes.
Well
arranged floor plan. Price has recently been
have
Certified Hood and
reduced to
*24,750.00
Dare. also Non - Certified.
BUY A ONE ARM BANDIT!
This investment pays off like a slot machine. 2 bedroom
Hood and Dare
home with an additional apartment building is available with
all rental units fully furnished and ready to go. Located
We Pay Highest Cash
approximately 400 ft. from the center of MSU.
ITS ALWAYS SPRING
Prices for Wheat, Corn
!(
t)e
)n Barkley
fi4 Lake.
living with
hoagracious flair in thii
and
Soybean.
Easy3bathroom
iHE IDEAL HOME FOR JUST
YOU AND YOUR WIFE
CALL US FOR DAILY
Comfortable home in an excellent location. Has electric
heat, cJ
QUOTATIONS!
one bath, 3 bedrooms and some carpets. $17,500.00.
PHONE 753-8220
OUT — A — WAYS
,For those who want "out-a-ways" from town. A
3 bedroom
home on large lot, 4 miles East of Murray on Highway
Fair and Efficient
121.
This home has large living room and an extra large
kitchen,
• Service To All
also central vacuum system. $12,000.00.
RENTAL MAGIC! LUXURY DUPLEX!
!
One of the finest. 3 bedrooms each side, carpets, central heat
and air and seperate utility room. Located in one of the nicer
areas.
TRICYCLE SET
Quiet residential street, ideal for the tricycle set in this nice 3
bedoom brick. Located near Carter School. Needs some
Old Concord Rd
redecorating. Priced at 817,900.00.
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
CARD OF THANKS
a!

ri

SOYBEAN
GROWERS

MURRAY
WAREHOUSING
CORP, Inc.

@I

DONALD R. TUCKER
'REALTOR

Home 753 5020
a I Office 753 4342
a!
EDNA KNIGHT, Associate
Office 753-4342
Home 753-4910
fc ,
ai

I want to express my gratitude
to my many friends who visited
me and sent me cards while I was
in the hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
I want to say *how much I appreciated your remembrances.
Thanks again.
Commodore Jones
M22P

NOTICE

FOR RENT
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, 171
Wells
Ext., with
stove,
refrigerator, air conditioner.
Couple only $50.00 deposit, $115.
month or $100.00 month if paid s
months in advance. Phone 7
3696 or 313-842-2612.
M24P

NOTICE
This is a reminder that City of Murray Business
Privilege and Vehicle Licenses are due. A 10%
penalty will be added June 2, 1971. All City
Licenses are available at the City Clerk's office
in the

City Hall

NICE THREE bedroom brick
home in Plainview Acres. Phone
753-7903 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC

Building.

RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
with central air and wall to wall
carpet, tile bath and modern
kitchen. Best location in town.
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00 p.m.
June7C

Vote For
R. K. "KENNY" GRANTZ
Attorney General
Democratic Primary
May 25
Comm

Pad for by Groner Attotney
General
Ae 8 Ouinn. Tries STO Ky Hcme
I

3
,
!.1

WE HAVE MOVED!!
OUR NEW ADDRESS .
526 SOUTH 6th STREET
Murray, Kentucky

_
Murray City Council
— FOR

Your Vote Will Be

In order

•
is MOVE THAN
JUST A WOK°
WITH ',J5

AT K
bedro(
room,
utility

Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
college girls.
SUMMER

AND

demands of Calloway County

Also furnished apartments
for college boys.
Nice private rooms with
kitchen privileges for
college girls.
PHONE 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. or
on Sundays.

FURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment. Air-conditioned.
Couple only Near University.
Phone 753-4607 after 5:00 p.m.
M22P
WANTED TO RENT

surrounding- areas, and

and the

maintain our high
standards of workmanship, Red Carpet has
positions available for qualified and efficient
still

men.
For an interview

appointment

call 753.9999.

RED CARPET CLEANING
and MAINTENANCE CO.

DESIRABLE 2 ACRE TRACT WITH LARGE SHADE trees
and a double-wide (24'x50') mobile home that has 3
bedrooms, kitchen with range included, dining room, living
room, utiltiy room with automatic washer, carpeting, central
heat, 2 air conditioners, concrete patio and sidewalks, rotor
TV antenna and tower, 2 spacious plywood storage sheds,
good well, and garsIgn. Will sell or lease.
ONLY 3 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY,we have a good little
19 acre farm with a 2 bedroom frame house, barn, stable,
crib and shop building. City water and natural gas. Make us
an offer.
PRACTICALLY NEW BRICK DUPLEX with 3 bedrooms in
one unit and 2 bedrooms in the other unit. Has carpeting,
ceramic baths, built-in range and oven, garbage disposal,
and air conditioner. A good revenue producer.
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE, we are offering a large frame
house on a shady corner lot in Northwest Hazel. Lots of house
for the money.
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GOOD PRODUCING 153 ACRE FARM WITH A 2 bedroom
frame house, approximately 8 miles Southeast of Murray.
Has an 8 stall stable, good well,60 acres of bottomland in the
total of 90 acres cleared. Financing can be easily arranged.

large f
and ti

FURNISHED 12'x50' MOBILE HOME( 1969 Model situated
on a wooded 5 acre tract, just 2 miles West of Murray. Has
two practically new concrete block barns.

901 CC
buildir
Barga

EXTRA LARGE TWO BEDROOM STONE HOME and 64
acres, at the South edge of Murray city limits. Over half of
the land is bottomland, has 3 barns, 21 acre corn base, 1 acre
Tobacco base, 218' deep well, good tenant house.

IN Kt
Three
nice be
carpor
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$37,50(

FALL

SEMESTER.

to meet the

FtEA
High
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12 ACRES ON BLACKTOP ROAD,ONLY 4 miles Southeast
of Murray, just beyond Locust Gove Baptist Church. This is
an opportunity to built the home of your dreams on small
acreage and sell off the excess for building lots.

ONE TWO bedroom apartment.
furnished or unfurnfthed. Also
one two bedroom trailer. Phone
489-2595.
M24C

Positions
Available

120A
HON
Elec
$20,0

Large
acresacres
one fo

NICE FURNISHED

WANT TO BUY used screen or
storm door, 3200 and Myers
WANTED: DENTAL assistant.
Shallow well pump. Phone 753Would consider training for
M22C
position. Send qualifications and 2859.
three references to P.O. Box 311,
LOST & FOVND
Murray,Kentucky.
M24C LOST: MALE dog, brown and
white spotted, mountain cur.
STUFF ENVELOPES. Make 25c $10.00 reward offered. Hubert
each. No addressing or postage Bazzell, 489-2639.
M21C
needed. Send $1.00 for complete
instructions to Mayfield Mail LOST: RED female Dachshund,
Order, P.O. Box 5, Mayfield, In vicinity of Murray High. Phone
M24C
Kentucky.
M22C 753-8938.

S1
Stan11
refri
only

WE HAVE A 72 ACRE FARM IN THE COLD WATER AREA.
This farm is on a blacktop road, has 52 acres of tillable land
and is well worth the price asked, which is only $15,000.00.

TWO BEDROOM trailer, airconditioned. One mile from city
WANTED TO BUY
limits. Available June 1st. Can be
seen anytime on Concord HighWANT TO BUY; logs and way at John F. Taylor's.
No
Handing timber. Also have for Phone calls please.
M24P
sale lumber and sawdust
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
TFC
Co.Phone 753-4147.
FOR RENT

LARGE COMPANY has opening
for management trainee applicant. Must be aggresive, have
2 years of college and service
exempt. Position available at
once. Salery with excellent
benefits. Jobs Unlimited Em- WANT TO BUY; good used 20
ployment Agency, 1627 Broad- inch electric range and apartway, Paducah, Ky. Phone 442- ment size refrigerator. Phone
8161.
M21C
M22C 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
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Paid Political Athertisement
HELP WANTED

REP
1620
local

IN PINE BLUFF SHORES, WE HAVE A 3 bedroom
lakefront cottage with sand beach and private boat dock.
This is an ideal summer home or can be used for year around
living. It has a living room, kitchen, dining room, lit baths
and some nice shade trees.

THREE
ROOM
furnished
apartment next door to campus.
-Air-conditioned. No pets, no
children. For further information
call 753-3264.
M21C

Appreciated!

A COMPACT 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON Peggy Ann
Drive with fenced in backyard. Nice living room with carpet,
kitchen-den combination, with built-in range and oven and
central vacuum system. It also has a nice ceramic bath,
utility room and carport. Only $18,000.00 if sold immediately.

REP
mile
real

UNFURNISHED HOUSE, near
Court Square. Phone 7531573.
M22C

TWO BEDROOM house, newly
decorated. Adults. No pets.
$90.00. Phone 753-3779.
M21P

FRED WORKMAN

HOLD THAT MULE PODNER-HERE IS NIGH A 100 acre
farm with good bases. It has a house and some outbuildings,
too, and 73 acres in cultivation. The house is liveable and the
land lays good and produces well. To settle an estate, the
price has been reduced to 821,000.00. It is 2 miles Northeast of
Hazel. Don't delay, it may not last long!

Isom

AN UNUSUALLY FINE HOME ON 44 ACRES IN A fine
section of the county,near New Providence. Owner is leaving
the state and will sell all the farm and buildings; or, the home
and building with 10 acres of land; or, the home and one acre.
This property is priced only at replacement basis of buildings
and land comparable to prices of other land sold in the area.
If interested in some high type property,see or call us on this.
The land is fenced all around with woven wire. Has blacktop
road on front and gravel road on 3sides of farm.

10:53 MOBILE HOME. Real
nice. See Brandon Dill after 4:00
p.m. at the Murray Drive In
Theatre entrance. No phone calls
please.
M25C

* VOTE FOR *

BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME, IN Lynnwood
Estates with all the trimmings. Huge living room, kitchenfamily room, built-in range, oven and cabinets galore.
Central heat and air with large ceramic bath that would
please a queen; also enclosed garage. Total price only
$19,500.00 with 90 per cent loan available.

REAL

UNFURNISHED, BEAUTIFUL,
Valarah Lee Apartment, two
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
utiltiy, bath. Carpeted. Airconditioned, dishwasher,
refrigerator, stove, garbage
disposal. South 16th Street,
across from Westview Nursing
Home.Phone 753-4974.
M25C

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
apartment for couple. Air and
carpet. Two blocks from
University. Available June 10.
Phone 753-2672.
M22C

T. C. COLLIE
INSURANCE AGENCY

ATTRACTIVE ROME OFFERS A SPACIOUS FLOOR
plan with foyer, large living room, family room, kitchen,
utility, two ceramic baths, front porch, two car garage,
12'x24' patio, fenced back yard. Kitchen is fully equipped
with range and oven, refrigerator, deep freeze and dishwasher. Let us show you this fine home.

WANT TO RENT; house, unfurnished, 4 rooms or larger and
bath. In country within 10 miles
of Murray. Contact Mr. Eugene
Dunning, Route 2, Clinton,
Kentucky 42831.
M25C
GRADUATE STUDENT Couple
wish to rent preferrably .furnished house in country. Will rent
for year or more. Phone 7538928.
M21P
COLLEGE PROFESSOR and
family wishes to rent older house
in country, now or for fall. Phone
753-9981.
M24C

ANT TO RENT; house In
country for couple. Will rent all
499292212M. year. Phone 753-8233.
M21NC
'49I0
,
100 0
,

getthP job done

APPROXIMATELY 6 ACRES OF LAND WITH GOOD
blacktop frontage on US441, 4 miles South of Murray. Nice
wooded area would make a very desirable building site. The
balance of the land produces a good crop each year.
WE CAN NOW OFFER FOR SALE ONE of the most attractive 3 bedroom brick homes in New Providence. It is in
like new condition and has such extras as fire-place,
carpeting, dishwasher, built-in range and oven, all draperies
included.

ONE
GOOE
has OA

ONE OF THE LOWEST PRICED LIVEABLE HOMES you
will find is located on State Line Road in Hazel. If you can pay
rent, you can buy this 2 bedroom home.
THRIVING GENERAL STORE BUSINF-CS, 2 bedroom
frame house in good condition, barn, tobacco barn,
shop
building, and stable building on a 2'acre tract of
land.
Located in a pleasant little community, just 8 miles Southwest of Murray city limits. The 812,000.00 price tag
includes
both stock and fixtures of the grocery store. Good
potential
Income.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A large tract
of land in a
secluded part of the county,this 140 acre farm with
2liveable
frame houses may be just what you have in mind.
Located
VA miles Northeast of Murray on the road to
Shilloh.
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 2 BEDROOM STUCCO
home
with 2 acres of land, stable, crib, garage with 2
rooms at:
tached, good well and good garden space. All
for only
$10,000.00.
WE HAVE SOME RENTAL HOUSES THAT WILL
BECOME
VACANT AT THE END OF THE PRESENT
SCHOOL
TERM.Give us a call if you are interested.

Fulton Young Realty
TO BUY ... See Us! TO SELL . Ust With
Us!
4th & Maple Streets Phone 753-7333
Home Phones: Fulton E. Young, 751-4946,
Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534

4111111M1
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REAL ESTATE FOR. SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR- SALE

REAL SHARP: TWO BEDROOM BRICK ON 121 South, 242
miles. Lot 100x495. Carport, outside storage, family room. A
real buy as owner must move to town.$18,500.00.
REASONABLY PRICED.THREE BEDROOM BRICK at
1620 Kirkwood. Built-in range, carpet in living room. A good
location. $21,000.00.
SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1708 Magnolia.
All carpet, built-ins, 2Y2 baths. Big brick fire-place in large
family room, brick patio and also brick porch and walk.
Colonial styling. This home has everything. $34,500.00.
STORE BUILDING AND 50 ACRES AT POTTERTOWN.
Store has basement, some supplies, cold drink box,
refrigeration and cash register, counters go with sale. All for
only $12,500.00.
20 ACRES OF EXTRA FINE LAND AND GOOD FRAME
HOME,4 miles West of Murray just off of 783 State Highway.
Electric heat, bath, good well. In Lynn Grove School pistrict.
$20,000.00. More acreage available if desired. '
REAL NICE BRICK HOME AND 30 ACRES ON NORTH
Highway. Black-top driveway. Home has full dry basement,
garage. Has fire-place, two bedrooms, dining room, family
room, space for bedrooms in the fully finished basement.
Excellent conditiOn. Owner will trade for nice home in town.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON FIVE ACRES. Built-in
range, horse barn, crib and garage. New cyclone fence. On
641 North near Alm° Heights. $23,000.00.
BEAUTIFUL ROCK HOME ON HIGHWAY 121 West about 6
miles from Murray. 14 acres of land. Garage apartment and
a three bedroom home with built-in range, fire-place,
basement. All modern. $32,500.00.

ONE MILE EAST ON 94 HIGHWAY. Extra nice three
bedroom brick veneer, living room, large dining room, all
.carpet and large shop building in back. This is a good buy at
$16,800.00.
ON FARRIS AVENUE,TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,
real pretty. Has extra
.
d
end street. Fine for a retirement home and priced at only
$20,000.00.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER LOCATED at 17th
and Dodson. This house is extra nice inside. Good carpet, has
family room,living room,large corner lot. Take a look. Price
$23,250.00.

situated
ray. Has

901 COLDWATER ROAD, A TWO FAMILY APARTMENT
building on business lot 90x180. Income $160.00 per month.
Bargain at $12,250.00.

and 64
T half of
a, 1 acre

KIRKSEY, LARGE RANCH TYPE BRICK VENEER.
Three bedrooms, three baths, family room. This place has a
nice beauty shop, ready for work. Kitchen all modern, double
carport, also has almost new shop building, size 28x28 which
has upstairs. Located on 1't acre lot and priced at only
$37,500.00.

ind in a
liveable
located

0 home
orris ator only
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NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. Has builtins both sides. Only $25,500.00.
COTTAGE ON BLOOD RIVER BOAT DOCK. A nice frame
cottage with basement. Guest cottage on lot. Electric heat.
Water available at $2.50 per month. Only $9,750.00.
HAZEL, ROUTE 1, ONE MILE WEST OF HAZEL on 40
acres of good land. Two car garage and modern four
bedroom frame home. Remodeled in 1970. $24,500.00.
26 ACRES WITH GOOD WELL.ON BLACK TOP ROAD and
with a beautifUl building site. 20 acres tendable. Good gravel
road on back side. 6 miles from Murray towards Kentucky
Lake.
STOP LOOKING! HERE'S THE HOUSE. 815 Sha Wa
Circle, three bedrooms, huge den, built-ins, garage. On
80x140 lot. Well worth the money. $24,250.00.
CANTERBURY ESTATES IS CALLING. One of the finest
homes in Murray. Two story, four bedrooms, two baths and
two car garage. This house has beautiful quality carpet,
central heat and air and priced to sell. $36,000.00.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE located on
Coldwater Road-West, two miles from Murray is available
for immediate possession. Baseboard electric heat, two
baths, large utility room and den. One acre lot. Ready for
easy and comfortable living. First come, first served for
$24,000.00.

WOULD YOU LIKE 10 HAVE A PRETTY HOUSE and a two
acre wooded lot about Smiles from Murray? If so, we have it,
located 2/4 mile East of Locust Grove Church. Has two baths,
large family room,three bedrooms,living room, all built-ins,
and two car garage. Paved road. Price $23,250.00.

iedroom
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of land. $
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AN OLDER FRAME HOME AT 901 Poplar. Has
three
bedrooms and is close to schools. A rare bargain at $6,500.00.
•
BRICK VENEER ON FOUR ACRES AT Pottertown. Three
bedrooms, built-in range, draperies, storm windows, carport. Real nice. $23,500.00.

'I AT 806 SOUTH 17TH STREET, ALL MODERN THREE
bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air, large family
room, fine carpet, kitchen has all built-ins, there is a large
utility room, two baths. You must see to appreciate.
$27,750.00.

bedroom
Murray.
tnd in the
rranged.

IES you
can pay

BIG BRICK FIRE-PLACE IN THIS large and livable home
at 1513 Kirkwood. Four bedrooms, two baths, central heat
and air, carpet and all built-ins. Central heat and air, carpet
and all built-ins. Has humidifier and electronic air filter.
Double garage and large storage area. Nothing is lacking in
this fine home. You must see inside.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1620 Kirkwood
Drive is in top-notch condition. One and one half bath, large
den, beautiful landscaping and priced to sell, $21,000.00
Seeing is believing.

frame
I of house

most atIt is in
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WE HAVE ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY'S finest farms,
just one mile North of City limits, all under good fence. Has
large stock barn, nice house and other good out buildings. 93
acres of fine land. You just don't find many farms like this
one for sale.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1702 Calloway.
This house has been reduced as owner is being transferred.
Large living room, carpet, garage, plenty of shade trees on
pretty lot. Price $19,900.00.

GOOD
ay. Nice
site, The

ESTATE FOR SALE

ONE MILE FROM TOWN ON 121 SOUTH, WE HAVE A
GOOD two bedroom frame, living room, bath, garage. Lot
has over 300 feet of Highway frontage.

FOR COUNTRY LIVING, FIVE MILES East on Route 94 in
Grove Heights. Three bedroom brick, two baths, central heat
and air, two car garage, built-in kitchen, den and living
room. On large lot. One of our better homes. $19,000.00.
_,HOW DOES FAXON ROAD, ROUTE 3, Hs miles East. of
-Route 94 Via three bedroom brick and frame house sound far
country living? This house with twenty acres on a hard top
road is too good of a deal to pass up for $21,000.00.
WE HAVE FOUR REAL NICE COTTAGES IN Panorama
Shores. One in Lakeway Shores. One at Little Oaks, one on
Patterson Point. One at Centerridge, two at Green Valley.
These cottages range in price from $6,000.00 to $39,000.00. If
you are looking for a summer home on the lake or a year
around home. just give us a call. I believe we have what you
are looking for.
NEED A REAL FINE FOUR BEDROOM HOME WITH full
basement which has large family room with fire-place, study
and bath? Upatairs there is a living room, two baths, dining.
three bedrooms,kitchen with all built-ins. Enjoy central heat
and air-conditioning. Also a large redwood deck. Call for an
appointment to see this beauty.
83 ACRE FARM, NICE FRAME HOUSE,GOOD TOBACCO
barn, good stock barn, four or five outbuildings. Located 3'2
miles South West of Lynn Grove.
TWO MILES SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE, WE HAVE A 15.
acre farm. Nice two bedroom frame house, new pole barn.
This place is priced at only $12,000.00. Better take a look, it
won't last too long.

LOT FOR Mobile Home. Very
large with outside garage.
Already set up for mobile home.
Phone 753-1222.
M21C

THREE BEDROOM 12x64 unfurnished mobile home. 7 months
old, Comodore. Can be seen
Sunday and Monday, Fox
Meadows E-11. Only $4,750.00.
Insurance paid until October
M22C
71

New Decors, new Floor Plan, new Financing!
We Have The Exclusive
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HOUSE TRAILER axle with
tires, wheels and springs. $50.00.
Phone 436-5856.
M21C

RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
Never Knowingly Undersold! '

8x38 HOUSE TRAILER; two
bedrooms, complete bath, airconditioned, electric heat,
completely furnished. Ideal for
fishermen or lake cottage.
Asking $1000.00. Phone 4362113.
M21C

PRICE MOBILE HOME
•
CENTER

t

Highway 641 South
Murray, Kentucky

MUST SELL everything! Moving
out of town. Furniture (odds &
ends), '70 360 Yamaha Endure,
aquariums. Phone 753-8949. M25C

Beside Holiday Inn,
Phone 753-3640

PLAYER PIANO, complete, but GIRL'S 26 inch bicycle with stand
needs reworking. Piano rolls and basket. Good condition.
available also. See at 1511 Cheap. Phone 753-2796.
M22C
Johnson Blvd.
M22C
36 INCH ALUMINUM storm
TWO ANGUS bulls. One door, $10.00. Also woilike to
registered year old past. Phone buy good set of encyclopedias and
492-8459.
M22C boy's blue suit, size 20 slim.
Phone 753-7671.
M22C
12 FT. ALUMINUM FISHING
boat and 4 H.P. Johnson motor. WINDOW FAN, General Elec$150.00. Also 1965 Corvair Monza. tric, 3 speed, reversible.
Good condition. $395.00. Phone Originally $50.00, will take $25.00.
M22C
767-4427.
M26C Phone 753-7256.

MOVING SALE at 1604 Kirkwood. May 22. 10:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m. Stereo with stand, clock
radio, stove, refrigerator,
electric heater, roll-a-way bed,
dinette set, two chairs, tri-cycle,
child's table and chairs, luggage,
portable
easel,
clothes,
miscellaneous. Phone 7537903.
M21P
SEVERAL GOOD used Color
T.V.'s with new picture tubes. T.
V. Service Center, Central
Shopping Center. Phone 7535865.
M21C

10 FT. GW 3 INVADER. 35 H.P.
TRAVEL TRAILER, new, 15 ft., NINE GERMAN Police puppies, Mercury and custom built trailer.
Used only 3 months. Phone 753self contained. 23,000 BTU six weeks old. Phone 492M22C 5402.
Whirlpool air conditioner. Phone 8248.
M21C
753-6825.
M22C

BOAT

PRICED RIGHT

1 BRIDES

TOMATO and PEPPER

PLANTS
LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF
BEDDING PLANTS

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES
500 No 4th Street

arir

"NEVER USED anything like
it," say users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K.
M22C

16 FT MARK TWAIN run-a-bout,
14 FT. LONE STAR run-a-bout 120 H.P. Inboard-Outboard.
boat with trailer and 45 H.P. Scott Phone 753-4148 after 4:00 p.m.
telectric start. Fully equipped,+ M22C
excellent condition. Phone 7537423
M24C
1 CL 160 HONDA,$200.00. Inquire
1962 22' CENTURY CRUISER
at Trotter's Gulf, Hwy 641 South.
combine.
CHALME1RS
72 ALLIS
185 h.p. Gray Marine Inboard Engine.
M21C
16 Ft Camper trailer. Both in
good condition. Phone 753-5673 or
- LOW USAGE COLLEGE STUDENT wishes to
753-4169.
M21C
sell 12x44 mobile home, 1969
Extra
Good Condition!
14 FT. EVINRUDE Playmate model. Two bedrooms. Like new.
Original
Price '8,000.00
753-8844
Phone
after
600
pin.
inboard-outboard, tilt trailer.
8x60 Swimming float, steel M25NC
PRICED TO SELL BY OWNER
pontoons, aluminum ladder.
1969
YAMAFIA.
350
conGood
Phone 753-1722 or 753-4423 Nights
Fiberglas water bicycle, two
dition. 2,600 miles. $500.00, or best
passenger. Atlas Edgetrimmer,
M21C
used one time. A. G. Anderson, 1.4 offer. Phone 753-9911.
mile South 444 on Lake Shore
Drive, Pine Bluff Shores. Phone LARGEST VARIETY of pistols TWO SMALL Bull Dozers. One 10x50 TRAILER, Liberty. Phone
Clark 5 ft. blade, all hydraulic 753-8710.
M25C
436-5431.
M22P in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores, the twin ram. One International 6 ft.
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles Blade, all hydraulic twin ram, a WM,0-4=11.0Inge oVINIfro•Naa-4
SEAR'S GAS dryer and washer, from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. one tilt trailer and one regular
j
like new. Will sacrifice. 6x9 wool 117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Tandurn trailer. All in good
M31C condition. Phone 753-8548. M25C
rug. Phone 75,3-8401.
M24C p.m.
I

KENMORE PORTABLE front
loading dish washer, coopertone,
two cycle. Used six months.
Phone 753-6949.
M24C

SONY/SUPER
SCOPE
".
Tape Recorders
fr

IIIREE BEDROOM brick; 3 BY OWNER: 132 Acre Farm.
years old; carpeted throughout. Modern house, three bedrooms,
patio, storm doors and windows central heat and air-conditioning.
plus screens, ideal for couple or Deep well, outbuilding. 1.3 acre
small family. Shown by ap- Tobacco Base, 24 acre Corn Base.
pointment only. Located at 1625 Phone 436-2289.
M25NC
BEAUTIF
14HREE bedroom Catalina Drive. 753-3263.
M31C
brick. 2,iles from Murray.
WATERFRONT YEAR round
Pam'
room with fire-place, THREE IsEDROOM brick, home at Panorama Shores. Barn
built kitchen, two baths, patio Newly decorated, Dinette .fil style, two floors, three bedrooms,
arid garage, radiant heat. Many Kitchen combination, air- two baths, family room, utility,
rpecial fegiures to this lovely conditioned, dishwasher, two car two
fire-places, sundeck,
ionic. Very reasonable. Phone garage, Private lot, 802 N. 18th cathedral ceiling. $29,500.00. By
753-8624 or 753-6759
= M24C Street. Phone 753-5676
M24P owner. 430-2170 after 60.m. M2IC

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT SALE - PRESENT
HOMES SELLING AT OUR COST - COME SEE
OUR TOTALLY NEW FRANCHISE

MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER
puppies, male, good pedigree.
Phone 753-9371.
M24C

Get Your Deka%
Seed Corn
• Atrizen • Lorox
• Lasso
• Hood Soybeans
• Dare Soybeans
• Wayne Soybeans
Farmers Grain 8,
.Seed Co.
Quality Field Seed &
Service Railroad Ave.

4-

ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal.
Thousands of gallons, top quality,
standard brands, as low as $2.47
per gallon. Country Boy Stores.
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
164. Phone 885-5914. Open Sundays until 4:00 p.m. It pays to
M31C
take a look.

Buy Mobile Homes Wholesale

OLD OAKEN dresser, double bed
with box springs and mattress
and three piece couch. Phone 7539369
M21C

WE HAVE 22 ACRES OF FINE DEVELOPING LAND 1:W.94
East, one mile from Murray. Would be a good place"'for
trailer park. Also has many other possibilities.

Nite Phones: Guy _Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2.409 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 7534919 Jack Persail - 75-3-8961

FOR SALE

Bring your best deal in and watch us beat it!

FOR SALE

Gdy Spann Realty

ON ANTIOCH Harbor near Paris
Landing, three adjoining Igo
Sold seperately or together.
1500.00 each. Phone 75Z
.
M22C
6258

FOR SALE

I
BY OWNER; New four bedroom
tri-level house, 2 baths, family
room with fire-place, dining
room, two car garage and all the
features of a custom built home.
Close to new high school and
priced to sell.
ALSO; two bedroom brick with
garage on Catalina. This is a real
buy and includes drapes and air
conditioners.
ALSO; three bedroom house with
carport. Priced well below
average and only one year old.
Phone 753-3903 for appointment to
see any of these homes.
M21C

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER WITH BASEMENT
DOWN NEAR the Lake on Poplar Springs Road. Here is a
good buy for someone who wants to be near the lake. Has 4
acre lot, all wooded. Reduced to $15,750.00.

Member of M ultiple Listings
901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724

FOR SALE

Stereo Systems

(HICKS MI'SIC
CIATER
1411 Main St., Murra), Ky.
Phone 753-3682

65 PURE CHAROLIAS cows and
calves. 30 open registered
Charolias heifers Coming 2
years old, Pure bred, one half
French Charollas bulls, coming 2
years old. Estes Stockyard, West
Vienna, Ill. Phone days area
618- 158-7203 or nights, area 618658-5856.
M24C
CREOSOTED POLES for pole
barn construction, utility poles
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Co , Maple Street, Murray,
Kentucky.
ITC

8x45 TRAILER; two bedroom,
perfect condition. Furniture
practically new. Reasonable.
LEG CRAMPS? Try Supplical Phone 489-2214 days or 489-2367
with calcium, only $1.98 at Dale & evenings and weekends.
M24C
Stubblefield Drugs.
1TP
GARAGE SALE; Selbrig furCHROME DINETTE set, ex- niture, glassware, toys, some
teas* table and 4 chairs. Color antiques. Sale starts Saturday.
grey. Good condition. Phone 753- May 22, from 8:00 to 400, at 1303
590after 5.7t0 p.m.
4
M24T/'Olive Blvd.
M22P

FURNISHED 12x50 Trailer. Two
bedroom, air-conditioned, carpet, fenced in yard and underpinning. Phone 753-7854. M24C
TWO GOOD used 4 H.P. riding
mowers. One 31,2 H.P., One 4
H.P. Tillers. Bilbrey's Car &
Home Supply, 210 East Main.
M24C

I
Order Your
I• Wedding Invitations i
af•
- Announcements !
f• Napkins
i• Thank You Notes, !
; etc. at
.
1

I DOR-MAE i
I FASHIONS i
i Dixieland Center .

15 FT FIBERGLAS boat, 25 H.P.
Evinrude motor. Student must
sell. Phone 436-5551
5120C

Street1 o!
;,, pChh,oerstetnu7t53tt4

1971 HARLEY DAVIDSON
Sportster motorcycle Phone 7538772 days or 753-8261 after 6:00
p.m.
M21C

1965 F350 FORD ONE ton, flat
bed dump, 4 wheel drive, front
Tulsa wench. Phone 7538548.
M25C

Full Line

ZENITH
TVs - STEREOS - RADIOS
- YOUR ZENITH DEALER -

TUCKER
TV SALES & SERVICE
Phone 753-2900
Five Points
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Push clean auto exhaust
BY DAVID W.BIROWN
FRANKFORT:
Kentucky
may have by 1973 a statewide
inspection program in operation by which all motor vehicles in the Commonwealth
will be subject to federal
emission standards.
That optimistic date was announced Tuesday by the State
Air Pollution Control Commission.
The commission directed
technical director Frank Partee to propose legislation to
the next session of the Kentucky General Assembly
which would enable an enforcement program for the
control of exhaust to be in
operation the following year.

T H E ANNOUNCEMENT
marked the first time Kentucky has officially entered
into stronger controls on m0tor vehicle pollution, which by
some measurements is the
source of up to 60 per cent of
the country's air pollution
problem.
Although no plan has been
declared as to how the state
would enforce the federal
standards, one idea has been
mentioned that would put exhaust control under the present state auto inspection program.
The commission also set
dates yesterdayother
esterday on two oer
projects.
ONE IS THE hoped for
completion of a statewide air
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TO THE CITIZENS OF
MURRAY

I

$-FEET-2 AND 431 POUNDS are vital statistics of Mrs.
Dolores Johnson, shown being helped up by Nurse Mrs.
Ann Dale before a brain operation in Ben Taub General
Hospital, Houston, Tex. The operation was to remove a
tumor at base of her pituitary gland, which caused
acromegaly—which means all that enlargement. Mrs.
Johnson is from DeQuincy, La.

it. family chore. So often garbage is merely removed from
sight without attention to its
proper containerization. Unfortawately, "out of sight, out of
mind" and "taking the easy way
out" have become a way of life
for too many Americans.
The tragedy is that little time
need be spent on properly disposing of the family garbage.
Well-meaning homemakers
have fostered one problem by the
misuse of plastic liners in the
garbage storage 111'041. As their
name indicates, "liners" are
meant to line containers already
fortified against pollution problems.
Plastic liners are not refuse
containers in themselves. They
are not intended to be substitutes for standard galvanized
steel refuse containers. The thin

bag walls of a plastic liner can
easily be broken open by an animal's paw or the sharp edge of
a discarded cereal box.
When used alone out-of-doors,
plastic liners merely contribute
to the problems of garbage pollution.
Galvanized steel refuse cans,
which are recommended by
health officers nationally, should
be equipped with tight-fitting
lids, religiously used. Health officers agree that no garbage,
matter how well wrapped,
be stored — even temporarily —
outside the metal container.
If we all removed ourselves
from the garbage polluter category, our contribution would go
a long way towards eliminating
the country's rat population, eatirnated by some to be as high
as 200 million. To deny rats
food and living quarters is to

destroy them.
Wouldn't it be something if
we ended the garbage pollution
problem? It could be done!

Trucking Big
Business
WASHINGTON—Each
year, the trucking industry
buys more than 21 billion
gallons of gasoline, one and
a half billion quarts of oil,
27 million gallons of antifreeze, and 21 million tires
for its truck fleet.
NEW YORK (UPI) - Bob
Hope will have six specials on
the NBC air in 1971-72. He's
been on the tube since 1950;
before that on radio, beginning in 1938.
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is my intention, if elected, to represent not I
I
only
the citizens who live in Ward B, but also all 0
0
i citizens of the city of Murray, regardless of the I
I ward in which they might live.
0
o
i
Having been a business man in Murray fort
I over twenty-five years,„I feel that I have a grasp 0
j of what the needs of the people of Murray are and I
I also feel that I can make a contribution toward 0
0
A meeting these needs.
I I will appreciate your vote in the May 25 i
o
Primary, next Tuesday.

0

i

R. L. Ward

(Paid Political Advertisement)
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Papal Audience
An audience with His
Holiness. Pope PALO VI.
is scheduled. .is %%ell J5
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in ( it%
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SAM WOMAN
president; standing
president; Mrs. Jim
secrebay. Absent

Seen&IAroun
Murra
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No hurry, no worry, just the most relaxing three weeks you can imagine,
with a small group of congenial people like you' ROME alone would be
worth the trip LOURDES, where millions of pilgrims come VENICE, sparkling
storybook town whose countless sights you reach by gondola. Sumptuous,
glittering PARIS and fabled scenes you've read so much about. Charming
INNSIRUCK, treasure-laden FLORENCE, leaning tower at PISA. Cheerful
Bavarians are waiting for you at MUNICH, the Swiss$1063
at ZURICH. LUCERNE, and other wonderful places
you've always wanted to see' From and to New York

I
ia

It

WASHINGTON (UPI): President Nixon yesterday called the committee-approved welfare and
Social Security bill "the most significant piece of
social legislation" in decades and expressed hope
it would receive quick congreadonal approval.
The $12 billion measure, increasing Social Security benefits and reforming the welfare system.
was approved Monday by the House Ways and
Means Committee.
It will be considered on the House floor sometime next month and if approved there, it must
be endorsed by the Senate lrmance Committee before it is sent to the Senate floor.
In praising the Ways and Means Committee
and its chairman, Rep. Wilbur D. Mills (D., Ark.),
Nixon said it sought to "enact the most fundamental
reform of the welfare system since its inception
in the dark days of the Great Depression of the
thirties."
"It is my profound hope," Nixon said in a
e.atement, that Congress will "carry forward the
momentum which has been generated, thus seizing an historic opportunity and meeting an historic obligation."

Italy
Switzerland • France
Germany Austria August 9th

United Press]

I am a candidate for the City Council from I
Fight The Growing Problem ,
I Ward "B".

Here's How Y
Almost all of us are part of
the pollution problem, a problem we can each help end by
NOT taking the "easy way out.
Every day we see people unknowingly and carelessly contribute to the pollution of our
environment in many ways.
Take the case of household
refuse — garbage, if you will.
People toes it into plastic bags
or into refuse containers that
are uncovered or otherwise rendered accessible to insects and
rodents.
This kind of careless garbage
storage not only pollutes the environment but it also encourages
the propagation of rats and the
spread of vermin. Few realize
the magnitude of the rodent
problem in this country.
Let's face it. Garbage and its
handling will never be a favor-

r

!

monitoring network by June
30, 1973, including a regular
sampling of air particles. This
program would add six 24hour monitoring stations to
the five now existing.
The commission also set
July I, 1974, for meeting the
national primary air quality
standards and July 1, 1976,
for reaching secondary standards.
These were adopted a
month ago by the Federal Environmental Protection Agency for six major air pollutants.
A spokesman explained
that primary standards are designed to protect public
health; secordary to further
protect public welfare.
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since not many peo
several acres of Pb
hand sprayer, fort3
air.
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Many local ,Shr
Madisonville, Kent
the Spring Cererm

Congratulations tc
Sr. for his shootir
took the honors at
shoot.

A news article poll
national debt is
would make a 35 fo
of dollar bills th
around the moon i
greater than all the
countries in the w

This 35 foot strip
bills would go arou
1552 times.

Wonder how long t/

COMBS TC
Bert Combs, fo
of Kentucky wl
Democratic no
Governor in the M
will speak to I
Murray and Calk
4:30 p.m, on Mond
fedi)) station WN'

